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16.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

16.1  Introduction and Regulatory Criteria

The applicant modeled most of the economic simplified boiling-water reactor (ESBWR) generic
technical specifications (TS) and generic TS bases after Revision 3.1 of NUREG-1434,
“Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/6.” dated December 1, 2005.
In a few cases, such as containment systems, the applicant adapted an individual TS from
Revision 3.1 of NUREG-1434, “Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants,
BWR/4.”  These standard TS (STS) were developed from the results of the TS improvement
program, in accordance with Title 10, Section 50.36, “Technical Specifications,” of the Code of
Federal Regulations (10 CFR 50.36) and SECY-93-067, “Final Policy Statement on TS
Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors,” published on July 22, 1993.  The applicant states
that the ESBWR generic TS and generic TS bases comply with 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii), which
requires the TS to include a limiting condition for operation (LCO) for each item meeting one or
more of the following four criteria:

• Criterion 1—installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control
room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
(RCPB)

• Criterion 2—a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial
condition of a design-basis accident (DBA) or transient analysis that either assumes the
failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier

• Criterion 3—a structure, system, or component (SSC) that is part of the primary success
path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design-basis accident or transient that
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product
barrier

• Criterion 4—an SSC shown by operating experience or a probabilistic safety
assessment to be significant to public health and safety

The review of the ESBWR generic TS and generic TS bases by the staff of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) concentrated on the differences between these documents and
the STS.  These differences result from the new passive systems design, structural differences
from existing systems, and the advanced microprocessor-based instrumentation and control
(I&C) system, as well as shutdown operations, including a new safe-shutdown operational
mode.

During its review, the staff forwarded its comments on the proposed ESBWR generic TS and
generic TS bases to the applicant for resolution and incorporation into the final generic TS and
generic TS bases.  The final ESBWR generic TS and generic TS bases, included in design
control document (DCD) Tier 2, Chapter 16 and Chapter 16B, respectively, provide resolution of
the issues raised by the staff, described as appropriate in this safety evaluation report (SER),
and are certified to be accurate by the applicant.
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The remainder of this chapter will refer to the ESBWR generic TS and ESBWR generic TS
bases” as the ESBWR TS and ESBWR TS bases, respectively.

16.2  Staff Evaluation

16.2.0  General Considerations

The staff evaluated the ESBWR TS to confirm that they will preserve the validity of the plant
design, as described in the ESBWR DCD, by ensuring that the plant will be operated (1) within
the required conditions bounded by the ESBWR DCD and (2) with operable equipment that is
essential to prevent accidents and to mitigate the consequences of accidents postulated in the
ESBWR DCD.  The staff also assessed the ESBWR TS to confirm that the applicant had
established an LCO for any aspect of the design that meets the criteria in
10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).  The staff based this assessment partially on the applicant’s response to
the staff’s request in Request for Additional Information (RAI) 16.0-1, which asked the applicant
to explain how it formulated the LCOs for the ESBWR TS and ensured that the TS satisfied
10 CFR 50.36.  In its response letter (MFN 06-283, dated August 8, 2006), the applicant stated
it had completed a “systematic and comprehensive evaluation of Revision 1 of the ESBWR
DCD to determine the ESBWR process variables, design features, operating restrictions, and
structures, systems, or components that meet one or more of the four criteria in
10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).”  However, significant changes in the ESBWR design, as described in
several subsequent revisions of the DCD, prompted the staff to ask the applicant to update its
response.  Pending staff review of the requested update, this is designated Open Item 16.0-1.

The ESBWR design includes safety systems that are both innovative and simplified.  It employs
passive safety-related systems that rely on gravity and natural processes, such as convection,
evaporation, and condensation.  Although the applicant modeled the ESBWR TS after the STS
to the maximum extent practical, it was necessary to develop TS beyond those in the STS to
account for the passive design features of the ESBWR.  However, in most cases, the ESBWR
system design functions are similar to those of existing boiling-water reactors (BWRs), even
though the components and systems are new.  The staff also requested that the applicant
model the ESBWR TS after the equivalent STS safety functions.  In those cases in which the
staff believed deviation from the STS was appropriate to account for ESBWR design features,
the required action completion times and surveillance requirement (SR) frequencies associated
with the LCOs were maintained consistent with the STS provisions for the equivalent safety
function.

In some instances, detailed design information, equipment selection, instrumentation settings,
or other information is needed to establish the information to be included in the TS.  Locations
for the addition of this information are signified by square brackets to indicate that the combined
license (COL) applicant must provide plant-specific values or alternative text.  The COL
application must include justification for the information provided.  This is COL Action
Item 16.2-1.  The staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.0-2 to consider how to avoid ambiguous
use of brackets in the ESBWR generic TS.  In its response letter (MFN  06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), the applicant committed to use square brackets only to indicate
information that a COL applicant would be expected to provide.  Where necessary, a reviewer’s
note will be added to clarify what is expected.  For example, if the choice of information
depends on meeting conditions stated in a topical report, the DCD would provide a reviewer’s
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note directing the COL applicant to address in its application how it satisfies those conditions. 
The applicant also stated that, during the course of the design certification review, it will denote
information pending finalization by the use of curly brackets in interim revisions of DCD
Chapters 16 and 16B.  The applicant stated that it would finalize such information by the
completion of the ESBWR design certification review and remove the curly brackets.  Staff
confirmation that the applicant has completed changes to the DCD based on its commitments
to remove all curly brackets and limit the use of square brackets to information associated with
COL Action Item 16.2-1 is designated Confirmatory Item 16.0-2 to track its completion.  This
confirmatory item includes the resolution of RAI 16.2-48 (verify that acceptable differential
pressure value replaces curly brackets in SR 3.6.1.6.3).

In RAI 16.0-3, the staff asked the applicant to list the STS generic changes (TSTF travelers)
that it is proposing for the ESBWR TS, which are not included in STS Revision 3.1, including
any proposed changes under review by the NRC staff.  The staff also requested that the
applicant explain any deviations from these travelers.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), the applicant listed the following travelers; this SER addresses any
special considerations related to their adoption where noted: 

Section
• TSTF-423-A, Revision 0, TS End States, NEDC-32988-A 16.2.0

(RAI 16.0-7, Open Item 16.0-7)

• TSTF-448-A, Revision 3, Control Room Habitability 16.2.10
(RAI 16.2-54)

• TSTF-458-T, Revision 0, Removing Restart of Shutdown Clock for 16.2.9
Increasing Suppression Pool Temperature

• TSTF-484-A, Revision 0, Use of TS 3.10.1 for Scram Testing Activities 16.2.4
16.2.13

• TSTF-497-A, Limit Inservice Testing Program SR 3.0.2 Application to 16.2.15
Frequencies of 2 Years or Less

The following travelers have not been finalized but, upon NRC approval, the applicant may
incorporate them in a future DCD revision:

Section
• TSTF-360, DC Electrical Rewrite (RAIs 16.2-55, 56, 57, and 60) 16.2.11

• TSTF-493, Clarify Application of Setpoint Methodology for 16.2.6
Limited Safety System Setting (LSSS) Functions (RAI 16.2-25)

In Revision 1 of DCD Tier 2, Chapters 16 and 16B, the applicant proposed adopting
TSTF-451-T, “Revision 0, Correct Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program and the Bases
for STS SR 3.8.4.2,” which would have affected SR 3.8.1.2, SR 3.8.1.3, and TS 5.5.10.  The
applicant withdrew the changes based on this traveler when it subsequently proposed to use
valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) batteries instead of vented lead acid batteries.  The correction
to the STS made by this traveler applies only to vented lead acid batteries.
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Based on the evaluations of the adoption of each of these travelers, where noted above, the
staff has designated confirmation of the associated DCD changes and resolution of any related
issues (as noted by the listed RAIs) as Confirmatory Item 16.0-3 to track its completion.

In addition, the STS contains reviewer notes stating conditions that a COL applicant (or
licensee) must satisfy in order to adopt a particular STS provision (e.g., incorporation of an
NRC-approved methodology into a plant’s licensing basis, or a staff determination that a
licensee’s probabilistic risk assessment program is of adequate quality).  Satisfying such
conditions is COL Action Item 16.2-2.

The applicant proposed action requirements with modified end states based on TSTF-423-A,
Revision 0, “Technical Specifications End States, NEDC-32988-A.”  With a modified end state
relaxation and under certain conditions when an LCO is not met (e.g., failure to restore 
redundancy in the specified time interval), the unit is required only to be placed in Mode 3, hot
shutdown, or Mode 4, stable shutdown, instead of Mode 5, cold shutdown, which is outside the
applicability of the LCO.

Open Item 16.0-7.  The applicant proposed end state relaxations to Mode 3 (with Mode 4
implied) for the following ESBWR TS required actions, for which the TS is applicable in Modes
1, 2, 3, and 4 (as proposed by Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapters 16 and 16B); the equivalent
STS action requirement, whether changed by TSTF-423-A or not, is listed for comparison (NA
stands for not applicable):

ESBWR Generic TS (# Mode 3 end state not adopted) Equivalent STS (*Not revised by TSTF-423)

Action Specification Title End State Action Specification Title End State

NA NA NA 3.3.8.2.C.1 Reactor Protection System
Electric Power Monitoring

Mode 3

3.3.4.1.E.1 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
Leakage Detection
Instrumentation

Mode 3 3.4.7.E.1
3.4.7.E.2
3.4.7.F.1

* RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation

Mode 4

3.4.1.B.1 Safety Relief Valves 
(SRVs)

Mode 3 3.4.4.B.1 Safety/Relief Valves (S/RVs) Mode 3

3.5.1.E.1 # Automatic Depressuriza-
tion System (ADS)—Operating

Mode 5 3.5.1.G.1 Emergency Core Cooling
System—Operating

Mode 3

3.5.2.E.1 # Gravity-Driven Cooling 
System (GDCS)—Operating

Mode 5 3.5.1.D.1 Emergency Core Cooling
System—Operating

Mode 3

3.6.1.1.B.1 Containment Mode 3 3.6.1.1.B Primary Containment Mode 3

3.6.1.2.D.1 Containment Air Lock Mode 3 3.6.1.2.D.1
3.6.1.2.D.2

* Containment Air Lock Mode 4

3.6.1.3.E.1 Containment Isolation
Valves (CIVs)

Mode 3 3.6.1.3.F.1
3.6.1.3.F.2

* Primary Containment
Isolation Valves (PCIVs)

Mode 4

NA NA NA 3.6.1.6.B.1 LLS Valves Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.6.1.7.C.1 RHR Containment Spray
System

Mode 3
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NA NA NA 3.6.1.8.C.1 PVLCS Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.6.1.9.C.1 MSIV LCS Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.6.2.3.B.1 RHR Suppression Pool
Cooling

Mode 3

3.6.1.4.B.1 Drywell Pressure Mode 3 3.6.1.4.B.1
3.6.1.4.B.2

* Primary Containment
Pressure 

Mode 4

3.6.1.5.B.1 Drywell Air Temperature Mode 3 3.6.1.5.B.1
3.6.1.5.B.2

* Primary Containment Air
Temperature

Mode 4

3.6.1.6.C.1 Wetwell-to-Drywell  Vacuum
Breakers

Mode 3 3.6.5.6.D.1 Drywell Vacuum Relief
System

Mode 3

3.6.3.1.D.1 Reactor Building Mode 3 3.6.4.1.B.1 Secondary Containment Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.6.4.3.B.1
3.6.4.3.D.1

Standby Gas Treatment
System

Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.7.1.C.1 Standby Service Water
System and Ultimate Heat
Sink

Mode 3

3.7.2.D.1 Control Room Habitability Area
(CRHA) Heating, Ventilation, and
Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Subsystem (CRHAVS)

Mode 3 3.7.3.C.1 Control Room Fresh Air
System

Mode 3

3.7.2.D.1 CRHAVS Mode 3 3.7.4.B.1
3.7.4.D.1

Control Room Air
Conditioning System 

Mode 3

3.7.3.B.1
3.7.3.B.2

Main Condenser Offgas Mode 3 3.7.5.B.3 Main Condenser Offgas Mode 3

NA NA NA 3.8.1.G.1 ac Sources—Operating Mode 3

3.8.1.C.2 # dc Sources—Operating Mode 5 3.8.4.D.1 dc Sources—Operating Mode 3

3.8.4.B.2 # Inverters—Operating Mode 5 3.8.7.B.1 Inverters—Operating Mode 3

3.8.6.C.2 # Distribution Systems—
Operating

Mode 5 3.8.9.D.1 Distribution Systems—
Operating

Mode 3

In RAI 16.0-7 and RAI 16.0-4, the staff asked the applicant to justify those LCOs with
associated action requirements that specify modified end states.  (See Section 16.2.3 for
discussion of the application of modified end states to LCO 3.0.3.)  In its response letter
(MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that it would provide the NRC a
revision to topical report NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment,” or a separate topical report concerning ESBWR TS end states that would include
risk-based support for the application of each of the end state relaxations in the ESBWR TS. 
The applicant also stated that it would provide justifications, equivalent in scope to those
provided in NEDC-32988-A, for the application of each of the end state relaxations in the
ESBWR TS.
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In a followup question to the applicant’s response to RAI 16.0-7, the NRC staff asked the
applicant to revise the bases for ESBWR TS 3.7.3, “Main Condenser Offgas,” Required Actions
B.1 and B.2, to explain that entry into Mode 3 is acceptable from a risk perspective as stated in
TSTF-423-A in the bases for STS 3.7.5, Required Action B.3.  

Pending staff acceptance of supporting analyses for the proposed use of modified end states
and resolution of these additional comments, the staff has designated the use of modified end
states as Open Item 16.0-7.

The following sections, 16.2.1 through 16.2.15, present a comparison of the ESBWR TS with
the STS, as well as an evaluation of the differences.

16.2.1  ESBWR TS Section 1.0, “Use and Application”

The ESBWR TS Section 1.1, “Definitions,” defines terms that correspond to those given in the
STS, with appropriate differences.  These defined terms and their definitions are acceptable to
the staff because they are consistent with ESBWR design features and the STS.

The proposed definition of “Dose Equivalent I-131" differs from the STS definition by listing
different source documents for the thyroid dose conversion factors used to calculate the Dose
Equivalent I-131.  The dose conversion factors from these source documents are acceptable
because they are consistent with the ESBWR dose analysis, which uses the total effective dose
equivalent methodology, and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.183, “Alternative Radiological Source
Terms for Evaluating Design Basis Accidents at Nuclear Power Reactors,” issued July 2000.
ESBWR TS 3.4.3, “RCS Specific Activity,” places a limit on Dose Equivalent I-131, in
accordance with Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).  This will ensure that the doses resulting
from a DBA, such as a main steam line break, will be within the bounding values of the ESBWR
accident analysis.  Therefore, specifying different source documents for the thyroid dose
conversion factors in the definition for Dose Equivalent I-131 is appropriate and is acceptable
as proposed.

ESBWR TS Section 1.1 omits STS definitions for “Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate
(APLHGR),” “End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) System Response Time,”
“Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density,” and “Physics Tests”; the ESBWR TS do not use
these definitions. 

In RAI 16.2-11, the staff asked the applicant to explain why it had omitted the definition for
“Physics Test” from ESBWR TS Section 1.1.  In its response letter (MFN 07-293, dated May 21,
2007), the applicant justified not including the term “Physics Test” in the ESBWR TS by
explaining that it did not use the term since the performance of the physics test for the ESBWR
will not require exception to the normal TS requirements because of ESBWR design
characteristics.  The prevalent design characteristics arise from the ESBWR’s use of natural
circulation for core flow and instead of relying on forced flow using recirculating pumps. 
Because of the ESBWR design, the omission of the term “Physics Test” from the ESBWR TS is
acceptable.

In RAI 16.2-12, the staff requested that the applicant explain the differences between the
proposed definition of “shutdown margin” (SDM) and the STS definition of SDM.  In its response
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letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant explained that specifying that the
SDM determination assumes that “the control rod or control rod pair of highest reactivity worth”
is fully withdrawn, instead of withdrawal of just the highest worth control rod, reflects the
ESBWR design difference of using fine motion control rod drives that, except for one control
rod, group control rods in pairs.  Therefore, because of this difference in design, the difference
in the SDM definition is acceptable and on the basis of this information the RAI-16.2-12 is
resolved.

In RAI 16.2-24, the staff asked the applicant to explain why the ESBWR TS do not include STS
3.2.1, “Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (APLHGR),” and STS 3.2.4, “Average
Power Range Monitor (APRM) Gain and Setpoints.”  In its response letter (MFN 07-210, dated
April 13, 2007), the applicant stated that limits on APLHGR are not necessary for the ESBWR
to meet 10 CFR 50.46, “Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light-
Water Nuclear Power Reactors,” limits for peak clad temperature and oxidation during a design-
basis loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) because the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level
never falls below the top of the core during any ESBWR DBA.  Based on this analysis result,
the staff finds that omission of a TS for APLHGR and the APLHGR definition is acceptable. 

The ESBWR TS contain an additional definition for isolation condenser system (ICS) response
time, to reflect the ICS design feature.

In TS Table 1.1-1, “Modes,” the STS Mode 3 definition is replaced with new ESBWR definitions
for Modes 3 and 4.  The new Mode 3, “Hot Shutdown,” is defined as the combination of (1)
reactor mode switch in the shutdown position, (2) average reactor coolant temperature greater
than 215.6 EC (420 EF), and (3) all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.  This just
narrows the average reactor coolant temperature range of the STS Mode 3 definition.  The new
definition of Mode 4, “Stable Shutdown,” captures the remaining part of the temperature range
of the STS Mode 3 definition.  The STS definitions for Mode 4, “Cold Shutdown,” and Mode 5,
“Refueling,” are adopted without change, but are renumbered Modes 5 and 6, respectively, in
the ESBWR TS.  The new Mode 4 is defined as the combination of (1) reactor mode switch in
the shutdown position, (2) average reactor coolant temperature less than or equal to 215.6 EC
(420 EF) and greater than 93.3 EC  (200 EF), and (3) all reactor vessel head closure bolts fully
tensioned.  Use of this definition reflects the conclusion by the NRC that plant temperatures
below 215.6 EC (420 EF) are an acceptable stable, safe shutdown condition in which the plant
may be placed in the event an LCO is not met, in certain conditions, such as those addressed
by TSTF-423-A, which is discussed in Section 16.2.0 under Open Item 16.0-7.

The ESBWR TS Section 1.2, “Logical Connectors,” which defines the use of “or” and “and” in
TS Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 3.1 through 3.10, is identical to the STS and is therefore acceptable.

The ESBWR TS Section 1.3, “Completion Times,” which defines the rules for applying required
action completion times in TS Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 3.1 through 3.10, differs from the STS to
account for the differences between the ESBWR and the BWR/6 designs.  For example, no
safety systems in the ESBWR design rely on pumps, so STS Section 1.3 examples that discuss
inoperable pumps have been changed to discuss inoperable valves in the ESBWR TS.  Also,
where appropriate, Mode 5 is used in place of Mode 4.  Therefore, Section 1.3 is acceptable.

The staff requested the applicant in RAI 16.2-13 to consider adding an example to illustrate the
use of the modified end state of Mode 3 for an LCO that is applicable in Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4,
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and, specifically, to make clear the implementation guidance (TSTF-IG-05-02) for related
TSTF-423, Revision 0, which limits the unit’s stay in the modified end state to 7 days.  However,
the staff concluded that the conditions for incorporating TSTF-423 into the ESBWR TS, as
discussed in Section 16.2.3, and the discussions added to the associated TS bases are
adequate to preclude unintentional misuse of modified end state provisions and ensure that an
acceptable level of safety is maintained.  Since the TS bases direct adherence to the TSTF-423
implementation guidance when utilizing modified end state TS action requirements, no
additional clarification of the guidance, such as an example in TS Section 1.3, is warranted. 
Therefore, based on the preceding discussion the staff finds the response to the RAI 16.2-13
acceptable and consider this issue resolved.

The ESBWR TS Section 1.4, “Frequency,” which defines the rules for applying frequencies
(test intervals) specified for performing SRs, is consistent with the STS, except for the use of
the ESBWR TS Mode 3 and Mode 4 definitions in place of the STS Mode 3 definition, and is
therefore acceptable.

16.2.2  ESBWR TS Section 2.0, “Safety Limits”

Section 2.0 of the ESBWR TS outlines the safety limit (SL) specifications.  Due to the open
items that remain to be resolved for this section the staff was unable to finalize its conclusions
regarding acceptability.

Open Item 16.2-14.  The staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.2-14 to justify the omission of the
minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) and its limiting numerical value in the statement of reactor
core SL 2.1.1.2.  Instead, the applicant proposed the phrase, “Greater than 99.9% of the fuel
rods in the core would be expected to avoid boiling transition.”  The staff considers that this
phrase is a criterion for an SL but is not itself an SL.  The SL in this case should be a
parameter, such as MCPR, or fuel rod peak centerline temperature, with a numerical value
provided in brackets consistent with the BWR/6 STS SL 2.1.1.2.  The staff also asked the
applicant to explain the discrepancy between the bases for proposed SL 2.1.1.2, which refers to
MCPR, and SL 2.1.1.2, which does not.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that it would address this comment in its response to
a similar RAI, 15.0-16.  The staff has designated this issue as Open Item 16.2-14 to track its
resolution.

Open Item 16.2-52.  In RAI 16.2-52, the staff requested the applicant to provide a basis for the
proposed safety limit for minimum critical power (SLMCPR).  In its response (MFN 07-247,
dated May 16, 2007), the applicant referred to its response to RAI 16.2-14.  Pending resolution
of RAI 15.0-16 and Open Item 16.2-14, the staff has designated this as Open Item 16.2-52.

16.2.3 ESBWR TS Section 3.0, “Limiting Condition for Operation Applicability and
Surveillance Requirement Applicability”

Section 3.0 of the ESBWR TS governs the general application of the LCOs and SRs.  The
specifications provided in Section 3.0, which correspond to the STS (LCOs 3.0.1 through 3.0.8
and SRs 3.0.1 through 3.0.4), are acceptable to the staff because they are consistent with the
STS.
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The ESBWR TS statement of LCO 3.0.3 differs from the STS statement to accommodate the
introduction of the new definition of Mode 4 (stable shutdown).  The staff requested the
applicant in RAI 16.2-16 to specify definite completion times in LCO 3.0.3 for reaching Mode 4
and Mode 5 (cold shutdown), consistent with the STS.  In addition, the staff asked the applicant
in RAI 16.0-4 to justify the proposed completion times for reaching lower modes of operation or
other specified conditions for LCO 3.0.3 and for all specifications with shutdown action
requirements.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant
proposed that LCO 3.0.3 specify completion times of 25 hours to be in Mode 4 and 37 hours to
be in Mode 5 and subsequently incorporated these changes to LCO 3.0.3 in DCD Chapter 16,
Revision 1.  These completion times, which are consistent with the STS, are acceptable
because they are consistent with the capabilities of the ESBWR design and ensure that the
required conditions can be reached from full-power conditions in an orderly manner without
challenging safety systems.  The completion times for shutdown actions in other specifications
are acceptable because they are consistent with those specified for LCO 3.0.3. Therefore,
based on the preceding discussion the staff finds the response to the RAI 16.0-4 and 
RAI 16.2-16 acceptable and the issues resolved.

The staff requested the applicant in RAI 16.2-15 to describe how modified end states (usually
Mode 3, in LCOs with required actions that do not specify exiting the applicability of the LCO)
may affect implementation of LCO 3.0.3, LCO 3.0.4, SR 3.0.1, and SR 3.0.4.  In its response
letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant addressed each of these
specifications:

• The entry conditions of LCO 3.0.3, revised as previously described, do not depend on
use of modified end states.  LCO 3.0.3 will require taking action to place the unit in a
mode or other condition in which the LCO is not applicable.  Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 will
be implemented as it is in the STS.

• The application of LCO 3.0.4.a, which is consistent with STS LCO 3.0.4.a, allows the
unit to enter into the applicability of an LCO that is not met if the associated action
requirements of the LCO would permit operation in the corresponding specified actions
condition indefinitely.  The staff was concerned that a modified end state could be
construed to be such an action requirement and thus be interpreted as an unintentional
exception to LCO 3.0.4.  However, the use of modified end states requires a licensee to
follow TSTF-IG-05-02, which contains the implementation conditions for TSTF-423,
“Technical Specifications End States, NEDC-32988-A,” Revision 0.  This guidance limits
the time a unit may be in a modified end state (Mode 3 or 4) before the unit is required
to exit the LCO applicability.  Therefore, a required action with a modified end state may
not be interpreted as an exception to the LCO-applicable-mode entry restriction of
LCO 3.0.4 allowed by LCO 3.0.4.a.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that it would include a specific commitment to
implement TSTF-IG-05-02 in the bases for each LCO with action requirements that
specify a modified end state.  The applicant met this commitment with DCD
Chapter 16B, Revision 2, dated December 2006.  (See additional discussion of ESBWR
TS adoption of modified end state relaxations in Section 16.2.0 of this SER.)

• With the unit shut down in a modified end state in accordance with the LCO action
requirements, all the LCO SRs continue to apply because the unit is in the LCO mode of
applicability as required by SR 3.0.1.  The provision in SR 3.0.1 that surveillances are
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not required to be performed on inoperable equipment is unaffected.  Therefore, the use
of a modified end state does not complicate implementation of SR 3.0.1. 

• If an SR is not met (i.e., successfully performed) within its specified frequency, but a
successful performance is expected, then according to SR 3.0.4, entry into a mode or
other specified condition in the applicability of the associated LCO is allowed because of
the delay period in declaring the LCO not met as specified by SR 3.0.3.  The existence
of a modified end state action requirement in the LCO actions does not affect this mode
change allowance.  When the LCO is declared not met because an associated SR is not
met, then LCO 3.0.4 governs whether the unit may enter into a mode or other specified
condition in the applicability of the LCO.  Based on the previous conclusion that
specifying a modified end state action requirement does not constitute an LCO 3.0.4.a
exception to LCO 3.0.4, staff concludes that use of a modified end state does not
complicate implementation of SR 3.0.4.

Based on the preceding discussion, RAI 16.2-15 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-17, the staff requested that the applicant discuss why it had not proposed an LCO
similar to the AP1000 LCO 3.0.8 that would apply during shutdown conditions (i.e., ESBWR TS
Modes 5 and 6) when the action requirements of an LCO are not met and no other action is
specified, or when none of the action requirements of an LCO address the plant condition. 
Such an LCO would function in the same way as LCO 3.0.3, except that it would apply not
during operating modes (Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4) but rather during cold shutdown and refueling. 
In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that the
STS have no such requirement, and that the action requirements of the ESBWR specifications
that are applicable during Modes 5 and 6, together with LCO 3.0.2, are equivalent to those
provided by the first of the two AP1000 LCO 3.0.8 action requirements (3.0.8.a) (i.e., to initiate
action to restore inoperable equipment to operable status), so a separate TS requirement is
unnecessary.  The applicant also stated that the second AP1000 LCO 3.0.8 action requirement
(3.0.8.b) to initiate action to monitor safety system shutdown monitoring tree parameters is
already adequately addressed by 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), and so is also unnecessary as a TS
requirement.  The STS intentionally exclude requirements that are redundant to or that
duplicate other STS requirements or regulations. Therefore, based on the preceding discussion
the staff finds the response to the RAI 16.2-17 acceptable.

16.2.4  ESBWR TS Section 3.1, “Reactivity Control Systems”

Section 3.1 of the ESBWR TS governs reactivity control systems.  The specifications in
Section 3.1 that correspond to those given in STS 3.1.1 through 3.1.7 are acceptable to the
staff because they are consistent with the STS.  The ESBWR design does not include scram
discharge volumes (SDVs), so a TS based on STS 3.1.8, “SDV Vent and Drain Valves,” was
not adopted. Due to the open items that remain to be resolved for this section the staff was
unable to finalize its conclusions regarding acceptability.

The staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.2-18 to justify not including action requirements
equivalent to STS 3.1.1, Required Actions D.4 and E.5, which both require initiating action to
restore isolation capability in each required [secondary containment] penetration flow path not
isolated within 1 hour of discovery that the SDM is not within limits in Mode 4 and Mode 5,
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respectively.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant
explained that ESBWR TS 3.1.1 contains action requirements implicitly equivalent to these STS
action requirements and explicitly equivalent to STS 3.1.1, Required Actions D.2 and E.3, both
of which require initiating action to restore secondary containment to operable status.  In the
ESBWR TS, the reactor building specification is equivalent to both the STS secondary
containment specification and the secondary containment isolation valve specification, since the
ESBWR design does not have a secondary containment equivalent to that of the BWR/6
design.  An operable reactor building requires isolation capability of all penetration flow paths. 
The staff concludes that ESBWR TS 3.1.1, Required Actions D.2 and E.3, which both require
initiating action to restore reactor building to operable status within 1 hour of discovery that the
SDM is not within limits in Mode 5 and Mode 6, respectively, is acceptable.  Therefore, on the
basis of this information the RAI-16.2-18 is resolved

The staff requested the applicant in RAI 16.2-19 to remove the word “each” from the
Completion Time for Required Action A.3 of TS 3.1.3, “Control Rod Operability,” for the
condition of “one withdrawn control rod stuck” because the actions note allows separate
condition entry for each control rod; thus, the word “each” in the completion time of “24 hours
from each discovery of Condition A concurrent with thermal power greater than the low power
setpoint” is unnecessary and potentially confusing.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that it would remove the word “each.”  The applicant
completed this change with Revision 2 of DCD Chapter 16, dated December 22, 2006. 
Therefore, this resolves RAI-16.2-19

The staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.2-20 to explain why ESBWR TS SR 3.1.3.2 and
SR 3.1.3.3 specify moving the control rod two notches instead of one notch, as specified in the
STS.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2007), the applicant stated that
two notches for the ESBWR fine motion control rod drive is approximately the same distance as
one notch for the typical BWR/6 control rod drive and that insertion by at least two notches is
compatible with the requirements of the ganged withdrawal sequence restrictions (TS 3.1.6)
and the rod control and information system (TS 3.3.2.1).  Therefore, SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3
are acceptable, and therefore RAI 16.2-20 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-21, the staff requested that the applicant address the omission of the phrase
“control rod pair” in the TS bases of the note for the SRs of TS 3.1.4, since the note states,
“During single or control rod pair scram time Surveillances, the control rod drive (CRD) pumps
shall be isolated from the associated scram accumulator.”  In its response letter (MFN 06-431,
dated November 13, 2007), the applicant stated that it would correct this omission with the
following sentences:

All four SRs of this LCO are modified by a Note stating that during a single
control rod or control rod pair scram time Surveillance, the CRD pumps shall be
isolated from the associated scram accumulator.  With the CRD pump isolated
(i.e., charging valve closed) the influence of the CRD pump head does not affect
the single control rod or control rod pair scram times.  

The applicant completed this change with Revision 2 of DCD Chapter 16B, dated December 22,
2006.  Therefore, based on the revision to the DCD, RAI 16.2-21 is resolved.
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The staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.2-22 to add a discussion in the bases for TS
Table 3.1.4-1, “Control Rod Scram Times,” note (c), which stated, “For reactor steam dome
pressure < [6.550 MPaG (950 psig)], only the [60] percent insertion scram time limit applies.” 
Note (c) applied only to the table column for reactor steam dome pressure of 0 Mega Pascal
Gauge(MPaG)  0 (pounds per square inch gauge (psig)).  In its response letter (MFN 06-431,
dated November 13, 2007), the applicant stated that the “insertion time limit at 0 psig is not
necessary for the ESBWR” and stated that it would eliminate the 0 psig column and the
associated note from Table 3.1.4-1, which would make the table and notes consistent with STS
Table 3.1.4-1.  The applicant completed this change with Revision 2 of DCD Chapter 16B,
dated December 22, 2006.  In response to a followup question (MFN 06-431, Supplement 2,
dated May 14, 2007), the applicant explained that footnote (b) to Table 3.1.4-1 applies when
performing scram insertion time testing when the reactor is depressurized (0 psig) up to a
reactor vessel bottom pressure of 1085 psig.  So the removal of footnote (c) in response to the
initial question did not eliminate the requirement for a test at 0 psig.  In addition, the scram
times stated in the table match those stated in the accident analysis descriptions in DCD Tier 2,
Chapter 15.  The proposed TS Table 3.1.4-1 is acceptable, and therefore RAI 16.2-22 is
resolved.

Open Item 16.2-75.  By email dated June 6, 2007 (Agencywide Documents Access and
Management System (ADAMS) ML071580006 and ML071580007), in RAI 16.2-75,
Supplement 1, the NRC staff requested that the applicant add DCD references to the bases for
TS 3.1.1, “Shutdown Margin.”  The bases discussion regarding the applicable safety analyses
for TS 3.1.1 presents the control rod withdrawal (or removal) error (RWE) during refueling as
the event basis for the LCO on SDM.  The NRC staff asked the applicant to confirm whether
RWE during refueling is more limiting than RWE at startup or low power.  If RWE at startup or
low power is more limiting, then the TS bases reference should be changed to RWE during
startup; that is, the DCD reference should be changed from Section 15.3.7 to 15.3.8.  (See
RAI 15.3-33 regarding analysis of the RWE event during power operation.)  The applicant
response has not been received and therefore this remains an open item.

16.2.5  ESBWR TS Section 3.2, “Power Distribution Limits”

Section 3.2 of the ESBWR TS governs core power distribution limits.  The two specifications in
Section 3.2 are TS 3.2.1, “Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR),” and TS 3.2.2, “Minimum
Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)” which correspond to those given in STS 3.2.3 and 3.2.2,
respectively.  The staff finds these specifications acceptable because they are consistent with
the STS.

In RAI 16.2-24, the staff asked the applicant to explain why STS 3.2.1 and STS 3.2.4,”Average
Power Range Monitor”are not included in the ESBWR TS.  In its response letter (MFN 07-210,
dated April 13, 2007), the applicant stated that limits on APLHGR are not necessary for the
ESBWR to meet 10 CFR 50.46 limits for peak clad temperature and oxidation during a design-
basis LOCA.  This is because the RPV water level never falls below the top of the core during
any ESBWR DBA.  Based on this analysis result, the staff finds that omission of a TS for
APLHGR corresponding to STS 3.2.1 is acceptable.  The applicant stated that it would address
omission of STS 3.2.4 in its response to RAI 16.2-11.  The explanation provided by the
applicant in response to RAI 16.2-11 was found acceptable and hence RAI 16.2-11 was
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resolved as discussed in Section 16.2.1.  Therefore based on the explanation provided by the
applicant RAI 16.2-24 is resolved.

16.2.6  ESBWR TS Section 3.3, “Instrumentation”

Section 3.3 of the ESBWR TS contains significant differences from the I&C provisions in the
STS.  The use of microprocessor- or digital-based I&C systems in the ESBWR design is one
source of the differences between the ESBWR TS and the STS.  Another source of difference
is the nonsafety-related designation of a number of the active systems in the ESBWR design
that correspond to safety-related systems in the STS.  The applicant determined that the four
criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii) do not require I&C TS LCOs for such nonsafety-related
systems.  Supporting this determination was the resolution of RAI 16.0-1, regarding whether the
process used by the applicant for the formulation of the ESBWR LCOs resulted in establishing
LCOs meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).

16.2.6.1  Background

Section 3.3 of the ESBWR TS contains the following I&C specifications and is generally based
on the STS.  Each of the following specifications contains LCO, action, and SRs for the
associated instrumentation functions consistent with the design as described in Revision 3 of
Chapter 7 in DCD Tier 2, 10 CFR 50.36, and the guidance provided in the STS:

• 3.3.1.1, “Reactor Protection System (RPS)”

• 3.3.1.2, “RPS Actuation”

• 3.3.1.3, “RPS Manual Actuation”

• 3.3.1.4, “Neutron Monitoring System (NMS) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.1.5, “NMS Automatic Actuation”

• 3.3.1.6, “SRNM Instrumentation”

• 3.3.2.1, “Control Rod Block (CRB) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.3.1, “Post-Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.3.2, “Remote Shutdown System (RSS)”

• 3.3.4.1, “Reactor Coolant System Leakage Detection (RCSLD) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.5.1, “Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.5.2, “ECCS Actuation”

• 3.3.5.3, “Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Instrumentation”
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• 3.3.5.4, “ICS Actuation”

• 3.3.6.1, “Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Instrumentation”

• 3.3.6.2, “MSIV Actuation”

• 3.3.6.3, “Isolation Instrumentation”

• 3.3.6.4, “Isolation Actuation”

• 3.3.7.1, “Control Room Habitability Area (CRHA) Heating, Ventilation, and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) Subsystem (CRHAVS)”

• 3.3.7.2, “CRHAVS Actuation”

Section 3.3 of the ESBWR TS omits the following STS specifications.  This is acceptable
because each associated system either is not a part of the ESBWR design or is not safety-
related in the ESBWR design, as listed below:

• Associated system is not a part of the ESBWR design

– 3.3.4.1, “End of Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip Instrumentation”

– 3.3.4.2, “Anticipated Transient Without Scram Recirculation Pump Trip
Instrumentation”

– 3.3.5.2, “Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Instrumentation”

– 3.3.6.4, “Suppression Pool Makeup System Instrumentation”

– 3.3.6.5, “Relief and Low-Low Set Instrumentation”

– 3.3.8.2, “RPS Electric Power Monitoring”

• Associated system is not safety-related in the ESBWR design

– 3.3.6.3, “Residual Heat Removal Containment Spray System Instrumentation”

16.2.6.2  Evaluation

The following subsections describe the evaluation of the implementation of the requirements of
10 CFR 50.36(d) for LCOs, remedial actions (actions or required actions), and SRs in the
specifications for ESBWR instrumentation.
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16.2.6.2.1  Limiting Conditions for Operation and Applicability

16.2.6.2.1.1  Limiting Conditions for Operation

According to 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(i), LCOs are “the lowest functional capability or performance
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility.”  Accordingly, the proposed LCO
for each instrumentation specification requires a corresponding minimum number of operable
divisions or channels (as indicated below, depending on the specification) for each associated
instrumentation function.  For automatic functions, the minimum number is usually one more
than the design requires to perform the safety function, in order to account for a failure of the
extra required division or channel.  In the ESBWR design, the number of channels or divisions
for a safety-related instrumentation function is typically one more than the LCO-specified
minimum.

Each required division or channel of an instrumentation function is supported by its own
required division of the safety-related direct current (dc) and uninterruptible alternating current
(ac) electrical power distribution system.  An electrical power distribution division is required
when it must be operable to meet LCO 3.8.6, “Distribution Systems—Operating,” or LCO 3.8.7,
“Distribution Systems—Shutdown.”

For instrumentation functions that have four divisions, the proposed LCOs require just three of
the four divisions to be operable.  Any two divisions are capable of performing the automatic
safety function; requiring a third division satisfies the single-failure criterion.  

For instrumentation functions that have two redundant divisions (or channels), the proposed
LCOs require both divisions (or channels) to be operable to satisfy the single-failure criterion. 
The following are the LCOs that require just two divisions (or channels) of instrumentation
functions: 

C 3.3.1.3, “RPS Manual Actuation” (channels)
C 3.3.1.6, “SRNM Instrumentation”
C 3.3.2.1, “Control Rod Block (CRB) Instrumentation”
C 3.3.3.1, “Post-Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation”
C 3.3.3.2, “Remote Shutdown System (RSS)”

The instrumentation functions associated with these five LCOs, except for the SRNM, have just
two channels with each channel supported by its own safety-related electrical power distribution
division, either Division 1 or Division 2.  There are four SRNM channels (three detectors per
channel), one per division of electrical power.  Consistent with the STS, only two channels are
required to satisfy the LCO in Modes 3, 4, 5, and 6; in Mode 6, during certain refueling
situations related to location of fuel assemblies in the RPV, just one SRNM channel is required.

The RSS instrumentation specification contains LCO, action, and surveillance requirements for
the following remote shutdown system instrumentation functions, which are applicable when the
plant is in Modes 1 and 2.  These functions are listed in the final safety analysis report,
Table 7.4-1, “Remote Shutdown System Interface,” in groups as follows:

C RSS—reactor water cleanup/shutdown cooling (RWCU/SDC) system
C RSS—CRD system
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C RSS—reactor component cooling water (RCCW) system
C RSS—plant service water (PSW) system
C RSS—electrical power distribution system
C RSS—nuclear boiler system (NBS)

For the RCSLD instrumentation, LCO 3.3.4.1 requires three separate leak detection systems. 
These instrumentation functions provide indication and alarms to alert plant operators to
increases in leakage, thereby supporting LCO 3.4.2, which specifies limits on RCS operational
leakage.  Revision 3 of Chapter 7 of DCD Tier 2 states that the safety-related electrical power
distribution supports these instruments but does not specify which division(s).  (See
Section 16.2.6.2.2.3 below for the evaluation of TS 3.3.4.1 and resolution of related RAIs.) 

The NRC staff compared the proposed instrumentation LCOs and associated bases to the
instrumentation system design descriptions in DCD Tier 2, Chapter 7, and the applicant’s
response to RAI 16.0-1 regarding compliance with 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii) criteria and found no
significant inconsistencies.  Therefore, the proposed LCOs and associated bases discussions
regarding background, applicable safety analyses, and the LCO are acceptable.

Open Items Regarding LCOs

By letter dated May 10, 2007, the NRC staff sent the applicant the following RAIs.  These
questions remain open pending an acceptable response.

Open Item 16.2-135.  Equipment within an RPS division of trip actuators includes load drivers
and controllers for automatic scram and air header dump initiation.  LCO 3.3.1.2 addresses
load drivers.  The ESBWR TS does not address operability requirements for the controllers. 
The staff asked the applicant to justify excluding controllers for automatic scram and air header
dump initiation from TS.

Open Item 16.2-136.  The LCO for RPS manual actuation states that the Division 1 and 2
manual actuation channels and mode switch actuation channels must be operable.  The staff
asked the applicant to revise the ESBWR TS Section 3.3.1.3, “Reactor Protection System
Manual Actuation,” LCO to add the number of channels required to be operable for each
manual actuation feature.

Open Item 16.2-139.  Instrumentation LCOs state the number of divisions required to be
operable, whereas associated actions conditions refer to required channels inoperable.  The
staff asked the applicant to revise LCOs to state the number of channels required to be
operable for each division. 

16.2.6.2.1.2  Applicability

The NRC staff verified that the reactor operating modes or other specified conditions stated in
the applicability for each proposed instrumentation function are appropriate to ensure that the
function’s LCO will be met under plant conditions and evolutions for which the function is
required by the ESBWR accident analyses or other governing regulatory requirements (such as
for PAM and RSS instrumentation). Due to the open items that remain to be resolved for this
section the staff was unable to finalize its conclusions regarding acceptability. 
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Open Item Regarding Applicability

Open Item 16.2-141.  By letter dated May 10, 2007, the NRC sent the applicant RAI 16.2-141: 

SRNM instrumentation is required to be operable by LCO 3.3.1.6, “Startup
Range Neutron Monitor Instrumentation,” and LCO 3.3.1.4, NMS
Instrumentation.  The applicability requirements for both LCOs include Mode 6;
however, surveillance requirements for these LCOs are not comparable.  Explain
the reasons for duplicating instrumentation requirements.  Revise the TS to
eliminate duplicate applicabilities.  In terms of compliance with 10 CFR 50.36
and the instrumentation design basis, explain why LCO 3.3.1.4 Channel
Calibrations require testing in accordance with the Setpoint Control Program
whereas LCO 3.3.1.6 does not. This remains as an open item 16.2-141. 

16.2.6.2.2  Instrumentation Actions

According to 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(i), “when a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear reactor
is not met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by
the technical specifications until the condition can be met.”  Thus, for each function, each
instrumentation specification includes remedial actions, consistent with the STS format, in the
form of required actions that must be performed within specified completion times for various
conditions of not meeting the LCO. 

16.2.6.2.2.1  Separate Condition Entry

ESBWR TS Section 1.3 specifies that once an actions condition has been entered, subsequent
divisions, subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the condition that are discovered
to be inoperable or not within limits will not result in separate entry into the condition. 
Section 1.3 also specifies that required actions of the condition continue to apply for each
additional failure, with completion times based on initial entry into the condition.  However,
separate condition entry (meaning a separate completion time for each subsequent condition
entry) is acceptable when the actions provide appropriate compensatory measures for separate
inoperable channels, divisions, or functions.  The appropriate compensatory measure in most
cases, usually contained in Actions B and C, is only allowing inoperable functions in more than
one division or channel for just 1 hour before immediately proceeding to a plant shutdown or
declaring associated supported equipment inoperable. 

As appropriate, the actions for RPS, NMS, MSIV, Isolation, ECCS, ICS, and CRHAVS
instrumentation specifications contain a note that allows separate condition entry for each:

• RPS instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.1.1
covers 13 functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

• RPS automatic trip actuation division This is appropriate, although LCO 3.3.1.2
covers just one function (RPS automatic
trip, which has four automatic trip actuation
divisions), because the required actions for
inoperable RPS automatic trip actuation
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divisions provide appropriate compensatory
measures for separate inoperable
automatic trip actuation divisions.

• RPS manual actuation function This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.1.3
covers two functions, with each function
having two channels.

• NMS instrument channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.1.4
covers multiple functions, with each function
having four instrument channels.

• NMS automatic actuation division This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.1.5
covers three functions, with each function
having four automatic actuation divisions.

• PAM function This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.3.1
covers two channels, with each channel
having multiple PAM functions.

• RSS function This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.3.2
covers [three] channels, with each channel
having multiple PAM functions.

• ECCS instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.5.1
covers two functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

• ECCS actuation function This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.5.2
covers four actuation divisions, with each
actuation division having four ECCS
actuation functions.

• ICS instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.5.3
covers five functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

• MSIV instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.6.1
covers seven functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

• MSIV actuation division This is appropriate because, although
LCO 3.3.6.2 covers just one function (MSIV
isolation, which has four MSIV actuation
divisions), the required actions for
inoperable MSIV actuation divisions provide
appropriate compensatory measures for
separate inoperable actuation divisions.
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• isolation instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.6.3
covers 13 functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

• isolation actuation division This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.6.4
covers 15 functions, with each function
having four actuation divisions.

• CRHAVS instrumentation channel This is appropriate because LCO 3.3.7.1
covers five functions, with each function
having four instrumentation channels.

The applicant did not propose this actions note for the following specifications:

• 3.3.1.6, “SRNM Instrumentation,”
• 3.3.2.1, “Control Rod Block Instrumentation”
• 3.3.4.1, “Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leakage Detection Instrumentation”
• 3.3.5.4, “Isolation Condenser System (ICS) Actuation”
• 3.3.7.2, “CRHAVS Actuation”

Open Item Regarding Separate Condition Entry

Open Item 16.2-137.  By letter dated May 10, 2007, the NRC staff sent the applicant 
RAI 16.2-137:  

In ESBWR TS Section 3.3.1.3, “Reactor Protection System Manual Actuation,”
the Actions Note permitting separate condition entry for each function does not
match the per channel requirements in the LCO.  Revise the specification to
make the Note and LCO refer to the same basis for usage.  Pending an
acceptable response to this question, this is designated Open Item 16.2-137.

16.2.6.2.2.2  Actions for Instrumentation Functions with Four Divisions 

For instrumentation functions that have four divisions (or channels), the ESBWR TS consider
inoperable the entire division (or channel) of instrumentation functions, or division of actuation
logic, if any sensor channel in one or more functions of that division (or channel), or any division
of actuation logic, is inoperable.  This convention greatly simplifies the actions for ESBWR
instrumentation function specifications compared to the STS.

Loss of Capability To Withstand a Single Failure

For the condition of one inoperable required division (or channel) of sensors or division of
actuation logic, the actions for instrumentation functions with four divisions require restoration
within 12 hours (4 hours for an inoperable required isolation actuation division) of the inoperable
required division to operable status or placement of the inoperable required division in trip. 
During the 12-hour (4-hour) period, the inoperable required division may be placed in bypass,
provided that the nonrequired division (or channel) is operable and not placed in bypass.  Only
one division (or channel) may be placed in bypass at a time.  Also during this 12-hour (4-hour)
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completion time, a single failure could cause a complete loss of the instrumentation or actuation
function to perform its safety function (loss of trip or actuation capability).

16.2.6.2.2.2.1  Actions for RPS, NMS, MSIV, Isolation, and CRHAVS Instrument Functions

Required Action A.1 To Place the Inoperable Division (or Channel) in Trip

For the condition of one inoperable required division, which corresponds to no capability to
sustain an additional failure in either of the remaining two required divisions, the actions for the
following instrumentation specifications require placing the inoperable division in trip within
12 hours (4 hours for one or more functions in the same required isolation actuation division
inoperable).  (Bracketed identifying information is included below to clarify the intended
meaning of each condition.)

• Condition 3.3.1.1.A One or more [RPS] functions with one required channel [division]
inoperable

• Condition 3.3.1.2.A One required RPS automatic actuation division inoperable

• Condition 3.3.1.4.A One or more [NMS] functions with channel(s) inoperable in one
required division

• Condition 3.3.1.5. One or more [NMS automatic actuation] functions with one
required division inoperable

• Condition 3.3.6.1.A One or more [MSIV instrumentation] functions with one required
channel [division] inoperable

• Condition 3.3.6.2.A One MSIV actuation division inoperable

• Condition 3.3.6.3.A One or more [isolation instrumentation] functions with one
required channel [division] inoperable

• Condition 3.3.6.4.A One or more [isolation actuation] functions with one or more
required isolation actuation divisions inoperable

• Condition 3.3.7.1.A One or more [CRHAVS] functions with one required channel
(instrumentation division) inoperable

Note that the actions note permitting separate condition entry for each isolation actuation
division means that Condition 3.3.6.4.A should be read as “one or more [isolation actuation]
functions in one required isolation actuation division inoperable.”

By STS convention, restoring the division to operable status in the specified completion time is
also understood as an optional specified required action.  With one division in trip, just one of
the two remaining divisions is needed to initiate an automatic safety actuation, such as reactor
trip.  Also, an additional single failure affecting one of the two remaining divisions (or channels)
would then not defeat the automatic safety actuation.  The 12-hour (and 4-hour) completion
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time is based on the evaluation in {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic
Risk Assessment.”}  Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Required Action B.1 Loss of Function  

In the following action conditions, for the condition of one or more functions with trip (or
actuation, or isolation, or isolation actuation) capability not maintained, Required Action B.1
requires restoring trip (or actuation, or isolation, or isolation actuation) capability in 1 hour:

• Condition 3.3.1.1.B One or more [RPS] functions with RPS trip capability not
maintained

• Condition 3.3.1.2.B RPS automatic actuation capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.1.4.B One or more [NMS] functions with NMS trip capability not
maintained

• Condition 3.3.1.5.B One or more [NMS automatic actuation] functions with NMS
actuation capability lost

• Condition 3.3.6.1.B One or more [MSIV instrumentation] functions with MSIV isolation
capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.6.2.B MSIV actuation capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.6.3.B One or more functions with isolation capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.6.4.B Isolation actuation capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.7.1.B One or more functions with CRHAVS actuation capability not
maintained

The 1-hour completion time is based on the evaluation in {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design
Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}  Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Required Action C.1 for Action Condition C, “Required Action and Associated Completion 
Time [of Condition A or B] not met [in Mode 1 or 2] [in Mode 6]”

If the inoperable channel (or division) is not restored to operable status within the specified
completion time (12 hours or 4 hours), or trip, actuation, or isolation capability is not restored
within 1 hour, Required Action C.1 demands immediate function-specific actions as listed in the
associated table listing the RPS, NMS, MSIV, and isolation channel functions, and also NMS
and isolation actuation functions.

• Required Action  3.3.1.1.C.1 Enter the condition(s) referenced in Table 3.3.1.1-1 for the
associated [RPS] function.

• Required Action  3.3.1.4.C.1 Enter the condition(s) referenced in Table 3.3.1.4-1 for the
associated [NMS] function.
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• Required Action  3.3.1.5.C.1 Enter the condition referenced in Table 3.3.1.5-1 for the
associated [NMS] actuation function.

• Required Action  3.3.6.1.C.1 Enter the condition(s) referenced in Table 3.3.6.1-1 for the
associated [MSIV] function.

• Required Action  3.3.6.3.C.1 Enter the condition(s) referenced in Table 3.3.6.3-1 for the
associated [isolation] function.

• Required Action  3.3.6.4.C.1 Enter the condition(s) referenced in Table 3.3.6.4-1 for the
associated [isolation actuation] function.

These actions are appropriate for the condition of the instrumentation and result in placing the
plant in an operating mode or condition in which the affected function(s) are not required.  The
times to perform these actions are the standard completion times used throughout the TS for
shutting down the plant in a controlled and orderly manner and are consistent with STS
guidance.  Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Specification 3.3.6.2, MSIV Actuation, specifies Action C:

• Condition C Required action and associated completion time not met 
• Required Action C.1 Declare associated MSIV(s) inoperable
• Completion Time Immediately

Action 3.3.6.2.C is acceptable because the TS for the MSIVs, which are declared inoperable,
provide appropriate remedial actions.

Specification 3.3.1.2, “RPS Actuation,” specifies an Action C with the plant in Mode 1 or 2 and
also specifies an Action D with the plant in Mode 6 with any control rod withdrawn from a core
cell containing one or more fuel assemblies:

• Condition C Required action and associated completion time not met in
Mode 1 or 2

• Required Action C.1 Be in Mode 3

• Completion Time 12 hours

• Condition D Required action and associated completion time not met in
Mode 6

• Required Action D.1 Initiate action to fully insert all insertable control rods in core cells
containing one or more fuel assemblies

• Completion Time Immediately

Actions 3.3.1.2.C and 3.3.1.2.D are appropriate for the condition of the instrumentation and
result in placing the plant in an operating mode or condition in which the affected function(s) are
not required.  The times to perform these actions are the standard completion times used
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throughout the TS for shutting down the plant in a controlled and orderly manner and are
consistent with STS guidance.  Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Specification 3.3.7.1, “CRHAVS Instrumentation,” specifies an Action C for the condition of
“Required Action and Associated Completion Time Not Met” to either “immediately isolate the
CRHA, boundary and place the operable CRHAVS train in isolation mode,” or “declare the
CRHAVS train(s) inoperable.”  These required actions are acceptable because they result in
placing the [operable] CRHAVS [train] in its safety mode of operation, or the unit in a condition
outside the CRHAVS modes of applicability in accordance with TS 3.7.2, Action E or F. 

16.2.6.2.2.2.2  ECCS and ICS Instrumentation and CRHAVS Actuation Functions

Required Action A.1 To Restore the Inoperable Division (or Channel) to Operable Status 

In the following actions conditions, for the condition of one or more functions with one of the
three required channels (divisions), or actuation divisions, inoperable, the actions require that
within 12 hours, all the inoperable functions in that channel (or division), or all of the inoperable
actuation functions in the actuation division, are restored to operable status.
 
• Condition 3.3.5.1.A One or more [ECCS] functions with one required channel

[division] inoperable

• Condition 3.3.5.2.A One or more [ECCS automatic actuation] functions with one
required actuation division inoperable

• Condition 3.3.5.3.A One or more [ICS] functions with one required channel [division]
inoperable

• Condition 3.3.5.4.A One required [ICS actuation logic] division inoperable

• Condition 3.3.7.2.A One required [CRHAVS actuation] division inoperable

Placing the inoperable channel (or division), or actuation logic division, in trip is not specified for
ECCS and ICS instrumentation or CRHAVS actuation in order to minimize the chance of a
spurious actuation of the ECCS, ICS, or CRHAVS.  The 12-hour completion time is based on
the evaluation in {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”} 
Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Required Action B.1 Loss of Function

In the following actions conditions, for the condition of one or more functions with trip (or
actuation) capability not maintained, Required Action B.1 requires restoring trip (or actuation)
capability in 1 hour.

• Condition 3.3.5.1.B One or more [ECCS] functions with ECCS actuation capability not
maintained

• Condition 3.3.5.2.B One or more [ECCS automatic actuation] functions with two or
more required actuation divisions inoperable
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• Condition 3.3.5.3.B One or more [ICS] functions with ICS actuation capability not
maintained

• Condition 3.3.5.4.B ICS actuation capability not maintained

• Condition 3.3.7.2.B CRHAVS actuation capability not maintained

The 1-hour completion time is based on the evaluation in {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design
Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}  Therefore, these actions are acceptable.

Required Action C.1 for Actions Condition C, “Required Action and Associated Completion
Time Not Met”

If the inoperable channel (or division) is not restored to operable status within 12 hours, or 
actuation capability is not restored in 1 hour, Action C requires an immediate declaration that
the associated [automatically actuated] components are inoperable.  Equivalently,
Action 3.3.5.4.C requires an immediate declaration that the associated ICS train is inoperable. 
Action 3.3.7.2.C requires either “immediately isolating the CRHA, envelope and placing the
operable CRHAVS train in isolation [mode,” or “declar[ing] the CRHAVS train(s) inoperable.”]
 
• Required Action  3.3.5.1.C.1 Declare associated ECCS components inoperable.
• Required Action  3.3.5.2.C.1 Declare associated ECCS components inoperable.
• Required Action  3.3.5.3.C.1 Declare associated ICS components inoperable.
• Required Action  3.3.5.4.C.1 Declare associated ICS train inoperable.
• Required Action  3.3.7.2.C.2 Declare associated CRHAVS train(s) inoperable.

Action C is acceptable because the TS for the supported components, or train, that are
declared inoperable provide appropriate remedial actions.  Action 3.3.7.2.C is acceptable
because it results in placing the [operable] CRHAVS [train] in its safety mode of operation or
placing the unit in a condition outside the CRHAVS modes of applicability in accordance with
TS 3.7.2, Action E or F.

16.2.6.2.2.2.3  Actions for Instrumentation Functions with Two Divisions (or Channels) 

The five LCOs that require just two divisions (or channels) of instrumentation functions are the
following: 

C 3.3.1.3, “RPS Manual Actuation” (channels)
C 3.3.1.6, “SRNM Instrumentation”
C 3.3.2.1, “Control Rod Block (CRB) Instrumentation”
C 3.3.3.1, “Post-Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation”
C 3.3.3.2, “Remote Shutdown System (RSS)”

The specified actions are appropriate to the design of each instrumentation function and are
consistent with the STS actions for equivalent instrumentation systems.  They are therefore
acceptable.

16.2.6.2.2.2.4 Actions for TS 3.3.4.1, “Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Leakage Detection
Instrumentation”
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LCO 3.3.4.1 requires the following RCS leakage detection instrumentation to be operable in
Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4:

• drywell floor drain high-conductivity water (HCW) sump monitoring system
• particulate channel of the drywell fission product monitoring system
• drywell air coolers condensate flow monitoring system

This LCO is consistent with the corresponding STS LCO 3.4.7, “RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation,” except for the following specifications: 

• an HCW drywell floor drain sump monitoring system
• only the particulate channel of the drywell atmospheric monitoring system 
• no drywell air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring system

The following addresses these differences and the associated LCO actions for RCSLD.

TS 3.3.4.1, “RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation,” and TS 3.4.2, “RCS Operational
Leakage,” address Position C.9 of RG 1.45, “Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems,” issued May 1973.  By letter dated August 3, 2006 (ADAMS Accession
No. ML062150443), the staff sent the applicant RAIs 16.2.1 and 16.2.4.  In a letter dated
August 21, 2006 (ADAMS Accession No. ML062440431), the applicant responded to these
RAIs. 

In RAI 16.2-1, the staff stated that NRC Information Notice 2005-24 indicated that the
containment radiation gaseous monitors might not be able to detect RCS leakage of 1 gallon
per minute (gpm) within 1 hour.  This finding was based on the experiences of operating
reactors using fuel with improved integrity.  DCD Section 11.5.3.2.12 indicates that the gaseous
radiation monitor, which is used as one of the two monitors for the drywell fission product
monitoring system in LCO 3.3.4.1(b), is able to detect 1 gpm within 1 hour.  In its response, the
applicant proposed to delete the gaseous radiation monitor from TS 3.3.4.1.  The airborne
particulate radiation monitor remains as the drywell fission product monitoring system.  Without
the gaseous radiation monitor, the ESBWR design satisfies RG 1.45 Regulatory Position C.3 by
providing three RCS leakage detection methods, namely, the drywell floor drain HCW sump
monitoring system, the drywell fission product (particulate) monitoring system, and the drywell
air coolers condensate flow monitoring system.  The staff finds the applicant’s response
acceptable and confirms the changes in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2.  

In addition, the staff asked the applicant in RAI 16.2-1 to address the procedures to convert the
monitoring parameters into a common leakage rate equivalent.  Previously discussed in
RAI 5.2-4, this issue was identified as Open Item 5.2-4.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-1 is not resolved. 
The staff identified this as Open Item 16.2-1, which is the same as Open Item 5.2-4.  

In RAI 16.2-4, the staff found that LCO 3.4.2, “RCS Operational Leakage,” did not specify a
limit on the increase in unidentified leakage over a set time period.  This is not consistent with
STS LCO 3.4.5.d, which states the following:

[ [d. # 2 gpm increase in unidentified LEAKAGE within the previous [4] hour
period in MODE 1. ]
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Omitting this limit on the gpm increase per hour may not satisfy 10 CFR 50.36, which requires
an LCO for installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a
significant abnormal degradation of the RCPB.  The staff asked the applicant to justify omission
of an LCO for unidentified leakage rate-of-change from ESBWR TS 3.4.2.  In its response, the
applicant provided the following justification:  

The STS LCO 3.4.5.d specifies a limit for an increase in unidentified leakage
over a set time period; however, the printed statement of this requirement is
bracketed in its entirety.  The brackets indicate that incorporation of this LCO
requirement is a plant-specific issue.

This LCO requirement was prompted by Generic Letter (GL) 88-01, “NRC
Position on Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) in BWR Austenitic
Stainless Steel Piping.”  GL 88-01 applies to all BWR piping made of austenitic
stainless steel that is susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC).  According to DCD Section 5.2.3.4.1, the RCS piping is designed to
avoid sensitization and susceptibility to IGSCC through the use of reduced
carbon content material and process controls.  During fabrication, solution heat
treatment is used.  During welding, heat input is controlled.  Austenitic stainless
steel is not used in the ESBWR design.  Historically, good operator practice
plays a role in the event of an anomaly in unidentified leakage.  The operators
regularly observe and record data, monitor trends in plant parameters and detect
abnormal conditions during their shift.  This provides a means to alert the plant
staff to a condition that warrants further scrutiny and assessment.  For example,
if unidentified leakage is observed to be more than the normal expected leakage,
yet less than the 5 gpm TS limit, the plant operators typically will be alerted to
investigate, record, and track pertinent data, evaluate trends in the data and
make an assessment of the cause for any change that could ultimately lead to a
reactor shutdown to make a drywell entry to take further action to locate, assess
and potentially repair the source of leakage.  

The staff reviewed the above response and concluded that the limit for increases in the rate of
unidentified leakage could be deleted subject to the condition that the plant would use “good
operator practice” as discussed above.  Every COL applicant should have operating procedures
to implement this “good operator practice” to manage the low-level RCS leakage.  The staff
determined that it needed a COL item identical to the one discussed in Open Item 5.2-2.  The
staff identified this as Open Item 16.2-4, which is the same as Open Item 5.2-2.

In RAI 16.2-3, the staff asked the applicant to state the instrumentation to be used to determine
total RCS operational leakage and explain why this instrumentation is not included in TS 3.3.4.1
as required by 10 CFR 50.36.  In its response letter (MFN 06-286, dated August 21, 2006), the
applicant stated that RG 1.45, Regulatory Position 1, in part, requires that the source of leakage
be identifiable to the extent practical.  RCPB leak detection and collection systems should be
selected and designed such that leakage from identified sources are collected or otherwise
isolated so that the flow rates are monitored separately from unidentified leakage and the total
flow rate can be established and monitored.  DCD Tier 2, Section 5.2.5, describes the systems
for detecting both identified and unidentified RCS leakage.  The total reactor coolant leakage
rate consists of all identified and unidentified leakages that flow to the [lower] drywell floor drain
and equipment drain sumps.  The reactor coolant leakage rate limits for alarm annunciation are
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established at less than or equal to 95 liters/min (25 gpm) from identified sources and at
19 liters/min (5 gpm) from unidentified sources.  The instrumentation is designed to measure
leakage rates from unidentified sources of 3.8 liters/min (1 gpm) in 1 hour.  There is no specific
instrument for determining total leakage, and the operator has procedures for converting the
monitored parameters into a common leakage rate equivalent to assist in determining that the
leakage rate is within TS limits.  Based on these conditions, the staff finds that the applicant’s
method for monitoring RCS operational leakage is acceptable in that it meets the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.36.  Therefore, on the basis of this information the RAI-16.2-3 is resolved.

ESBWR proposed TS 3.3.4.1, Required Action A.1, requires restoring an inoperable drywell
floor drain HCW sump monitoring system to operable status in 30 days.  In RAI 16.2-5, the staff
requested that the applicant explain how TS SR 3.4.2.1, “Verify RCS unidentified and total
LEAKAGE are within limits,” can be performed when the drywell floor drain HCW sump
monitoring system is inoperable.  In its response letter (MFN 06-285, dated August 21, 2006),
the applicant stated that alternative leak rate monitoring methods, such as manually pumping
the drywell floor drain HCW sump or directly measuring the change in drywell floor drain HCW
sump level, are available to quantitatively determine RCS unidentified leakage.  The applicant
considers manual leak rate measurements to be acceptable alternatives while the drain sump
monitoring system is inoperable, provided that it implements the alternative leak rate
methodology using controlled procedures, has demonstrated the methodology to be accurate,
and the methodology can be inspected.  Based on these conditions, the staff finds the
applicant’s alternative method to determine RCS leakage acceptable.  Therefore, on the basis
of this information the RAI-16.2-5 is resolved.

ESBWR TS 3.3.4.1, Required Action B.1, calls for the analysis of samples of drywell
atmosphere once every 12 hours when the drywell fission product monitoring system particulate
channel is inoperable.  Corresponding STS 3.4.7, Required Action B.1, also calls for analysis of
grab samples of the drywell atmosphere every 12 hours, but Required Action B.2 requires
restoration of the drywell atmospheric monitoring system to operable status in 30 days.  In
RAI 16.2-6, the staff requested the applicant to explain the omission of this action to restore
operability.  In its response letter (MFN 06-285, dated August 21, 2006), the applicant stated
that the STS 30-day restoration time is a bracketed option based on having just one remaining
automatic leak detection instrument operable (i.e., analysis of grab samples of the drywell
atmosphere is one of two remaining methods of leak detection, and only the other method is
automatic).  The ESBWR design provides a third RCS leak detection instrument, the drywell air
coolers condensate flow monitoring system.  If both the drywell fission product monitoring
system particulate channel and the drywell air coolers condensate flow monitoring system
become inoperable, then Action D requires restoring one of these monitoring systems to
operable status within 30 days, provided that drywell atmosphere sampling continues every
12 hours, and the drywell floor drain HCW sump monitoring system is operable.  If the only
method left is analysis of grab samples, Required Action E.1 mandates the placement of the
plant in hot shutdown within 12 hours.  Thus, the action requirements of TS 3.3.4.1, including
the 30-day completion time to restore the particulate channel and the allowance to continue
plant operation indefinitely taking grab samples as long as the other two automatic detection
methods are operable, are consistent with the STS and acceptable.  In summary, the staff
concludes the response to the RAI- 16.2-6 acceptable.  

In RAI 16.2-7, the staff requested that the applicant provide technical justification for not
entering Mode 5 when the required action and associated completion time of ESBWR
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TS 3.3.4.1, Condition E, is not met.  The proposed required action is to be in Mode 3 within 12
hours.  STS LCO 3.4.7, Condition E, specifies being in Mode 3 within 12 hours and then
entering Mode 5 within 36 hours.  The staff also asked the applicant to justify not entering
LCO 3.0.3 and being in Mode 5 within 37 hours when all the required leakage detection
systems are inoperable.  The applicant proposed a required action to be in Mode 3 within
12 hours; however, STS LCO 3.4.7, Condition F, specifies entering LCO 3.0.3 when all required
leakage detection systems are inoperable.

In its response letter (MFN 06-285, dated August 21, 2006), the applicant referenced public
meetings that discussed end-state relaxation of specific technical specifications.  The applicant
was to include the basis for the RCS leakage detection instrumentation required actions in the
response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006) to RAI 16.0-7.  In that letter, the
applicant stated that ESBWR TS 3.3.4.1 presents an end-state relaxation (i.e., to Mode 3) that
is not addressed in TSTF-423-A, but given that RCS leakage continues to be monitored to be
within limits in accordance with LCO 3.4.2, “RCS Operational Leakage,” the risk of operation in
Mode 3 in lieu of proceeding to Mode 5 (cold shutdown) is bounded by evaluations made with
other risk-significant systems inoperable.

The required action and completion time for ESBWR TS 3.3.4.1, Condition E, is acceptable for
those conditions when the required action and associated completion times of Conditions A, B,
C, or D are not met, pending staff acceptance of supporting analyses for the proposed use of
modified end states and resolution of these additional comments.  The staff has designated the
use of modified end states as Open Item 16.0-7 (see Section 16.2.0) and will continue to track
this issue under the open item 16.0-7.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-7 is resolved.

16.2.6.2.2.2.5  Open Items Regarding Actions

Open Item 16.2-29.  In RAI 16.2-29, the staff requested the applicant to identify all TS
Section 3.3 required actions that allow indefinite continued operation with an inoperable
instrumentation function channel(s) provided the action requirements are met.  The applicant
should revise its original response (MFN 06-285, dated August 21, 2006) to account for the
replacement of the emergency breathing air system with the CRHAVS, and any other changes
to the proposed instrumentation TS since August 2006.  The staff considers this item to be also
related to the “–2” proposal for instrumentation LCOs to require one division less than specified
in the design, provided that the design contains four divisions and just two are necessary to
maintain function.  The staff prefers that the LCO require all four divisions to be operable and
that the actions specify no restriction on continued operation when just one division is
inoperable.  Designated as Open Item 16.2-29, this issue is related to Open Item 16.2-150.

By letter dated May 10, 2007, the NRC sent the applicant the following RAIs.  These requests
remain open items pending an acceptable response. 

Open Item 16.2-134.  RAI 16.2-134:  The reduced safety system capability
described by the condition “Capability Not Maintained” describes multiple SSC
failures, representing a loss of two or three required channels or divisions of
instrumentation out of four installed channels or divisions.  This Condition would
permit the plant to operate for up to one hour with one or more accident
prevention or mitigation functions of safety-related SSCs not operable.  This is
not an acceptable remedial action allowance.  For this specified plant condition,
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the staff will only accept a required action to immediately exit the TS Applicability
or immediately enter LCO 3.0.3.  Revise the required action and completion time
accordingly.  This RAI was clarified in an email dated June 26, 2007.

Open Item 16.2-138.  In ESBWR TS Section 3.3.1.3, “Reactor Protection
System Manual Actuation,” for the Actions Condition of “One or more channels
inoperable,” the reduced functional capability of the degraded condition
described represents a loss of one or both required channels of instrumentation
for one or both manual actuation items.  This condition would permit the plant to
operate for up to 12 hours with a loss of all required safety system RPS manual
actuation instrumentation.  Additional information is needed to justify that the
loss of function condition is a credible condition for which a temporary relaxation
of the required design basis should be approved.  Justify why operation should
be permitted with more than one channel of each type of ESBWR manual
actuation channels inoperable.  Note that NUREG-1434 permits only one RPS
manual actuation functions channel to be inoperable. 

Open Item 16.2-142.  The proposed end state for RCS Leakage Detection
Instrumentation LCO 3.3.4.1, LCO 3.3.6.3, Table 3.3.6.3-1, Function 13
(feedwater isolation instrumentation), and LCO 3.3.6.4, Table 3.3.6.4-1
Function 14 (Feedwater Isolation Valves) and Function 15 (Feedwater Pump
Breakers) is Mode 3; whereas these Functions have Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4
applicabilities.  Add Required Actions to place the plant in Mode 5 as the TS
required end state.  Pending resolution of Open Item 16.0-7, the specification of
modified end states remains an open issue.

16.2.6.2.2.2.6  Summary Conclusion Regarding Instrumentation Actions

The specified actions are appropriate to the design of each instrumentation function and are
consistent with the STS actions for equivalent instrumentation systems.  Due to the open items
that remain to be resolved for this section the staff was unable to finalize its conclusions
regarding acceptability.

16.2.6.2.2.3  Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements

According to 10 CFR 50.36(d)(3), the SRs are “requirements relating to test, calibration, or
inspection to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that
facility operation will be within safety limits, and that the limiting conditions for operation will be
met.”  For each instrumentation specification, and for each associated instrumentation function,
appropriate SRs are to be performed within the specified frequency (test interval) and in
accordance with SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2, SR 3.0.3, and SR 3.0.4.

16.2.6.2.2.3.1 Evaluation of Channel Check, Channel Functional Test, Channel Calibration,
Response Time, and Logic System Functional Test SRs

The following describes the five main types of SRs specified for instrumentation functions. 
Each type has an associated defined term, presented in all upper-case letters in the TS and
bases.
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(1) CHANNEL CHECK (Ch Chk)

TS Section 1.1 defines a channel check as follows:

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment, by observation, of
channel behavior during operation.  This determination shall include, where
possible, comparison of the channel indication and status to other indications or
status derived from independent instrument channels measuring the same
parameter.

The bases for each instrumentation specification further describe what constitutes a channel
check for the associated functions.  The following is a typical statement, taken from the bases
for RPS SR 3.3.1.1.1:

A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one required channel to a similar parameter on other required channels.  It is
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same
parameter should read approximately the same value.…A CHANNEL CHECK
will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

The following SRs require the bases for the channel check: 

• SR 3.3.1.1.1 RPS Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.1.4.1 NMS Instrumentation 
• SR 3.3.1.6.1 SRNM Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.3.1.1 PAM Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.3.2.1 RSS Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.4.1.1 RCSLD Instrumentation 
• SR 3.3.5.1.1 ECCS Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.5.3.1 ICS Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.6.1.1 MSIV Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.6.3.1 Isolation Instrumentation
• SR 3.3.7.1.1 CRHAVS Instrumentation

The bases for the channel check contain a statement similar to the following, which was taken
from the RPS bases:

Because the RPS System performs a diagnostic self-test on a continuous basis
including a CHANNEL CHECK of all instrument channels, and because the RPS
System  performs a diagnostic self-check (watchdog system) of the self-test
feature to ensure the self-test is functioning properly, the CHANNEL CHECK
may be performed by review of the system self-test report.

The NRC staff has not completed its review of this method of performing a channel check. 
(See Open Item 16.2-147.)

The TS specify a channel check only for suitable instrumentation.  This is consistent with the
STS and is acceptable.
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The frequency of each channel check is generally based on operating experience which
demonstrates that channel failure is rare and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}  The periodic
channel checks required by the SR frequency, usually once per 24 hours (or less), supplement
less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels by licensed operators in the CRHA during
normal operational use of the displays associated with the channels required by the LCO.

The channel check 31-day frequency for the PAM instrumentation is based on plant operating
experience with regard to channel operability and drift, which demonstrates that failure of more
than one required channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is rare.  The channel check
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use
of those displays associated with the required channels of this LCO.

The channel check 31-day frequency for the RSS instrumentation is based on plant operating
experience that demonstrates that channel failure is rare.

The staff considers the bases for the various channel check surveillance frequencies consistent
with the STS for equivalent instrument functions and acceptable, pending NRC approval of
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}

(2) CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST (CFT)

TS Section 1.1 defines a CFT as the following:

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated or actual
signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify
OPERABILITY of all devices in the channel required for channel OPERABILITY.
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by means of any series
of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps.

The bases for each instrumentation specification further describe what constitutes a CFT for the
associated functions, typically as “A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each
required channel to ensure that the entire channel will perform the intended function.”

The following SRs require the bases for the CFT: 

• SR 3.3.1.1.2 RPS Instrumentation (184-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.1.3.1 RPS Manual Actuation (92-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.1.3.2 RPS Manual Actuation (24-month frequency)
• SR 3.3.1.4.3 NMS Instrumentation (92-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.1.6.5 SRNM Instrumentation (7-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.1.6.6 SRNM Instrumentation (31-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.2.1.1 CRB Instrumentation (92-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.2.1.2 CRB Instrumentation (92-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.2.1.3 CRB Instrumentation (92-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.2.1.6 CRB Instrumentation (24-month frequency)
• SR 3.3.4.1.2 RCSLD Instrumentation (31-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.5.1.2 ECCS Instrumentation (184-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.5.3.2 ICS Instrumentation (184-day frequency)
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• SR 3.3.6.1.2 MSIV Instrumentation (184-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.6.3.2 Isolation Instrumentation (184-day frequency)
• SR 3.3.7.1.2 CRHAVS Instrumentation (184-day frequency)

The bases contain a statement similar to the following statement taken from the RPS bases:

{Because the RPS System performs a diagnostic self-test on a continuous basis
including a functional test of all instrument channels, and because the RPS
system performs a diagnostic self-check (watchdog system) of the self-test
feature to ensure the self-test is functioning properly, the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by review of the system self-test report.}

The NRC staff has not completed its review of this method of performing a CFT.  (See Open
Item 16.2-148.)

The various CFT surveillance frequencies each provide an acceptable level of system average
unavailability over the surveillance frequency interval and have been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}.  In particular,
the generic TS bases for each CFT state the following:

• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.1.1.2  is based on the
reliability of the RPS channels and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 92 days for SR 3.3.1.3.1 is based on the reliability
of the RPS actuation logic and controls and has been found to be
acceptable by {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic
Risk Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 24 months for SR 3.3.1.3.2 is based on the need
to perform this surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant
outage.  Operating experience has shown that these components usually
pass the Surveillance when performed at the 24 month Frequency.

• The CFT Frequency of 92 days for SR 3.3.1.4.3 provides an acceptable
level of NMS system average unavailability over the surveillance
frequency interval and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 7 days for SR 3.3.1.6.6  is based on operating
experience and other surveillances, such as a CHANNEL CHECK, that
provide assurance of proper functioning between CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS for the SRNM channels in Mode 6, and the need
to ensure the SRNM channels are operable while core reactivity changes
could be in progress. 
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• The CFT Frequency of 31 days for SR 3.3.1.6.6 is based on operating
experience and on other surveillances such as CHANNEL CHECK that
ensure proper functioning between CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS for
the SRNM channels in Modes 3, 4, and 5.  In these modes, because core
reactivity changes do not normally take place, the Frequency has been
extended from 7 days to 31 days.

• The CFT Frequency of 92 days for SR 3.3.2.1.1 is based on the reliability
of the ATLM channels and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequencies of 92 days for SR 3.3.2.1.2 and SR 3.3.2.1.3 are
based on the reliability of the RWM channels and have been shown to be
acceptable by {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic
Risk Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 24 months for SR 3.3.2.1.6 for the Reactor Mode
Switch—Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block is based on the
need to perform this surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the
surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  Operating
experience has shown these components usually pass the surveillance
when performed at the 24 month Frequency.

• The CFT Frequency of 31 days for SR 3.3.4.1.2 considers RCS leakage
detection instrumentation reliability, and operating experience has shown
it proper for detecting degradation.

• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.5.1.2 is based on the
reliability of the ECCS instrumentation channels and the self monitoring
capability of the SSLC System.

• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.5.3.2 is based on the
reliability of the ICS instrumentation channels and has been shown to be
acceptable by {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic
Risk Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.6.1.2 is based on the
reliability of the MSIV Isolation Instrumentation channels and has been
shown to be acceptable by {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.6.3.2 is based on the
reliability of the Isolation instrumentation channels and has been shown
to be acceptable by {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}
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• The CFT Frequency of 184 days for SR 3.3.7.1.2 is based on the
reliability of the CRHAVS instrumentation channels and has been shown
to be acceptable by  {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}

• The CFT Frequency of 7 days for SR 3.9.1.1 for the refueling equipment
interlocks is based on engineering judgment and is considered adequate
in view of other indications of refueling interlocks and their associated
input status that are available to plant operations personnel.

• The CFT Frequency of 7 days for SR 3.9.2.2 for the refuel position
one-rod/rod-pair-out interlock is considered adequate because of
demonstrated circuit reliability, procedural controls on control rod
withdrawals, and visual and audible indications available in the control
room to alert the operator of control rods not fully inserted.

The staff considers the bases for the various CFT surveillance frequencies consistent with the
STS for equivalent instrument functions and acceptable, pending NRC approval of
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}

(3) CHANNEL CALIBRATION (Ch Cal)

TS Section 1.1 defines channel calibration as the following:

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of the
channel output such that it responds within the necessary range and accuracy to
known values of the parameter that the channel monitors.  The CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall encompass all devices in the channel required for channel
OPERABILITY and the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  Calibration of
instrument channels with resistance temperature detector (RTD) or
thermocouple sensors may consist of an in place qualitative assessment of
sensor behavior and normal calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in
the channel.  The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by means of any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps.

The bases for each instrumentation specification further describe what constitutes a channel
calibration for the associated functions, typically as follows:

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop and the
sensor.  This test verifies the required channel responds to the measured
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy.  CHANNEL CALIBRATION
leaves the required channel adjusted to the [nominal trip setpoint] NTSP within
the “leave alone” tolerance to account for instrument drifts between successive
calibrations consistent with the SCP (Setpoint Control Program) [setpoint
methodology].

The bases for RCS leakage detection instrumentation state, “The calibration verifies the
accuracy of the instrument string, including the instruments located inside the drywell.”
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The 24-month channel calibration surveillance frequency has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment.”}  In particular, the
bases for channel calibration SRs included in the generic TS state the following:

• The Channel Calibration Frequency of 24 months for the following
instrumentation channels is based upon the assumption of a 24-month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analysis and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment.”}

– SR 3.3.1.1.3 for RPS instrumentation
– SR 3.3.1.4.5 for NMS instrumentation
– SR 3.3.5.1.3 for ECCS instrumentation
– SR 3.3.5.3.3 for ICS instrumentation
– SR 3.3.6.1.3 for MSIV instrumentation
– SR 3.3.6.3.3 for Isolation instrumentation
– SR 3.3.7.1.3 for CRHAVS instrumentation

• The SRNM Channel Calibration Frequency of 24 months for SR 3.3.1.6.7
considers the unit conditions required to perform the test, the ease of
performing the test, the likelihood of a change in the system or
component status and has been shown to be acceptable by
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk
Assessment.”}

• The Channel Calibration Frequency of 24 months for the following
instrumentation channels is based on operating experience and
consistency with the typical industry refueling cycle.

– SR 3.3.3.1.2 for PAM instrumentation
– SR 3.3.3.2.2 for RSS instrumentation

• The RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation Channel Calibration
Frequency of 24 months for SR 3.3.4.1.3 is a typical refueling cycle and
considers channel reliability.  Operating experience has proven this
Frequency is acceptable.

• The Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers Channel Calibration Frequency
of 24 months for SR 3.6.1.6.4 coincides with the 24-month refueling
interval because access to the vacuum breakers is required to perform
the SR.  See discussion of RAI 16.2-47.

The staff considers the bases for the various channel calibration surveillance frequencies
consistent with the STS for equivalent instrument functions, and acceptable, pending NRC
approval of {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment”} and
resolution of Open Item 16.2-156.
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(4) [ECCS] [ICS] [ISOLATION SYSTEM] [RPS] [TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM] RESPONSE
TIME

TS Section 1.1 specifies the following five response time (Resp Time) definitions.  The bases
for each instrumentation specification further describe what constitutes a response time test for
the associated functions.  An excerpt from each associated basis follows each definition.

• {“The ECCS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from when the
monitored parameter exceeds its ECCS initiation setpoint at the channel
sensor until the ECCS equipment is capable of performing its safety
function (i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, etc.).  The
response time may be measured by means of any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire response time is measured. 
In lieu of measurement, response time may be verified for selected
components provided that the components and methodology for
verification have been previously reviewed and approved by the NRC.”} 

ECCS instrumentation and actuation response time testing “ensures that
the individual required channel (or actuation division) response times are
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident
analysis.  The ECCS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included
in {Reference for ECCS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria}.  The
tests required by instrumentation SR 3.3.5.1.4 and actuation SR 3.3.5.2.2
overlap to ensure complete testing of instrument channels and actuation
circuitry.

• {“The ICS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from when the
monitored parameter exceeds its ICS initiation setpoint at the channel
sensor until the ICS equipment is capable of performing its safety function
(i.e., the valves travel to their required positions, etc.).  The response time
may be measured by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total
steps so that the entire response time is measured.  In lieu of measurement,
response time may be verified for selected components provided that the
components and methodology for verification have been previously reviewed
and approved by the NRC.”}

ICS instrumentation and response time testing “ensures that the
individual required channel (or actuation division) response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis. 
The ICS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in
{Reference for ICS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria}.  The tests
required by instrumentation SR 3.3.5.3.4 and actuation SR 3.3.5.4.2
overlap to ensure complete testing of instrument channels and actuation
circuitry.

• “The ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its isolation initiation setpoint
at the channel sensor until the isolation valves travel to their required
positions.  The response time may be measured by means of any series of
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sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire response time is
measured.  In lieu of measurement, response time may be verified for
selected components provided that the components and methodology for
verification have been previously reviewed and approved by the NRC.”

Response time testing for MSIV instrumentation and actuation, and
Isolation System instrumentation and actuation “ensures that the
individual required channel (or actuation division) response times are less
than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis.
The ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are
included in {Reference for ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME
acceptance criteria}.”  The tests required by the following pairs of
instrumentation and actuation SRs overlap to ensure complete testing of
instrument channels and actuation circuitry:

– SR 3.3.6.1.4 and SR 3.3.6.2.2
– SR 3.3.6.3.4 and SR 3.3.6.4.2 

The instrument response times must be added to the associated isolation valve
closure times to obtain the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME.

• “The RPS RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval from when the
monitored parameter exceeds its RPS trip setpoint at the channel sensor
until de-energization of the scram pilot valve solenoids. The response time
may be measured by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total
steps so that the entire response time is measured.  In lieu of measurement,
response time may be verified for selected components provided that the
components and methodology for verification have been previously reviewed
and approved by the NRC.”

Response time testing for RPS instrumentation and actuation, and NMS
instrumentation and actuation “ensures that the individual required
channel (or actuation division) response times are less than or equal to
the maximum values assumed in the accident analysis.  The RPS
RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria are included in {Reference for
RPS RESPONSE TIME acceptance criteria}.”  The tests required by the
following pairs of instrumentation and actuation SRs overlap to ensure
complete testing of instrument channels and actuation circuitry:

– SR 3.3.1.1.4 and SR 3.3.1.2.2
– SR 3.3.1.4.7 and SR 3.3.1.5.2

• “The TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME consists of two
components:

a. The time for initial movement of the main turbine stop valve or
control valve until {80%} of the turbine bypass capacity is
established; and 
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b. The time for initial movement of the main turbine stop valve or
control valve until initial movement of the turbine bypass valve.

The response time may be measured by means of any series of
sequential, overlapping, or total steps such that the entire response time
is measured.”

The response time testing for the main turbine bypass system specified
by SR 3.7.4.3 ensures that the TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM
RESPONSE TIME is in compliance with the assumptions of the
appropriate safety analysis.  The 24-month Frequency is based on the
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a
unit outage and because of the potential for an unplanned transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  Operating
experience has shown the 24-month Frequency, which is based on the
refueling cycle, is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  This
Frequency is consistent with the STS and is acceptable.

The bases for the RPS, ECCS, and isolation system instrumentation response time testing SRs
describe conditions for exempting selected components from response time testing, and refer
to two topical reports, which are enclosed in curly brackets in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapter
16 ({NEDO-32291-A, “System Analyses for the Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing
Requirements,” October 1995} and {NEDO-32291-A, Supplement 1, “System Analyses for the
Elimination of Selected Response Time Testing Requirements,” October 1999).}  Pending
resolution of the status and NRC acceptance of these topical reports, the staff has designated
the exemption from response time testing of instrumentation components in accordance with
these topical reports as Open Item 16.2-157.

The various acceptance criteria for RPS, ECCS, and isolation system response time tests are
based on curly-bracketed references in the bases for RPS, ECCS, and isolation system 
response time SRs.  Pending resolution of the status and NRC acceptance of these references,
the staff has designated the acceptance criteria for response time testing of RPS, ECCS, and
isolation system instrumentation and actuation functions, based on these references, as Open
Item 16.2-158.

The definitions of response time for ICS and ECCS instrumentation and actuation are enclosed
in curly brackets in DCD Tier 2, Section 16, Revision 3.  Confirmatory Item 16.0-2 includes
removal of these curly brackets.

The frequency of 24 months on a staggered test basis for RPS, ECCS, and isolation system
instrumentation response time test SRs is consistent with the STS for equivalent instrument
functions and the refueling cycle.  This frequency is acceptable, pending NRC approval of
{NEDO-33201, “ESBWR Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment”} and the resolution
of Open Item 16.2-150.

(5) LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST (LSFT)

TS Section 1.1 defines an LSFT as the following:
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A LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be a test of all required logic
components required for OPERABILITY of a logic circuit, from as close to the
sensor as practicable up to, but not including, the actuated device, to verify
OPERABILITY.  The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed
by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total system steps so that
the entire logic system is tested.

The bases for each instrumentation actuation specification further describe what constitutes an
LSFT for the associated functions, typically as follows:

The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the OPERABILITY of
the [RPS] Actuation divisions, including the two-out-of-four function of the Trip
Logic Unit (TLU), Output Logic Unit (OLU), and Load Drivers (LDs) for a specific
division.

Typically, the bases also state:

{Because the RPS System performs a diagnostic self-test on a continuous basis
including portions of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST, and because the
RPS System performs a diagnostic self-check (watchdog system) of the self-test
feature to ensure the self-test is functioning properly, portions of the LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by review of the system
self-test report.}

The NRC staff has not completed its review of this method of performing an LSFT.  (See Open
Item 16.2-148.)

The frequency of 24 months on a staggered test basis for RPS, NMS, ECCS, ICS, MSIV,
isolation, and CRHAVS actuation LSFT SRs is consistent with the STS for equivalent
instrument functions and the refueling cycle, except that the STS do not specify staggered
testing.  This frequency is acceptable, pending NRC approval of {NEDO-33201, “ESBWR
Design Certification Probabilistic Risk Assessment”} and the resolution of Open Item 16.2-150.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

Certain SRs, such as response time testing and LSFT, are performed on a staggered test
basis, which TS Section 1.1 defines as the following:

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the testing of one of the systems,
subsystems, channels, or other designated components during the interval
specified by the Surveillance Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components are tested during n Surveillance 
Frequency intervals, where n is the total number of systems, subsystems,
channels, or other designated components in the associated function.

This is consistent with the STS definition and is acceptable.

The following table lists the specified SRs and associated frequencies for each instrumentation
function, as stated in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2,  Chapter 16, Section 3.3:
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ESBWR Instrumentation Specifications
Surveillance Requirement Frequencies

* Staggered Test Basis 
h—hours,  d—days,  m—months

 Function
Ch

Chk
CFT Ch

Cal
*Resp
Time

*LSFT Other SR

3.3.1.1 RPS Instrumentation

1. NMS Input—SRNM 184 d

2. NMS Input—APRM/OPRM 184 d

3. Control Rod Drive Accumulator Charging
Water Header Pressure—Low

24 h 184 d 24 m

4. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure—
High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

5. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 3 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

6. Reactor Vessel Water Level—High, Level 8 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

7. MSIV—Closure (Per Steam Line) 184 d 24 m 24 m

8. Drywell Pressure—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

9. Suppression Pool Temperature—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

10. Turbine Stop Valve Closure Trip 184 d 24 m 24 m

11. Turbine Control Valve Closure Trip Oil
Pressure—Low

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

12. Main Condenser Pressure—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

13. Power Generation Bus Loss 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.1.2 RPS Actuation

RPS Automatic Actuation 24 m 24 m

3.3.1.3 RPS Manual Actuation

Division 1 and Division 2 Manual Actuation
Channels

92 d

Division 1 and Division 2 Reactor Mode
Switch—Shutdown Actuation Channels

24 m

3.3.1.4 NMS Instrumentation

1.a.  SRNM—Neutron Flux—High 24 h 92 d 24 m 24 m

1.b.  SRNM—Neutron Flux—Short Period 24 h 92 d 24 m 24 m

1.c.  SRNM—Inop 92 d

2.a.  APRM—Fixed Neutron Flux—High, Setdown 24 h 92 d 24 m 24 m
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* Staggered Test Basis 
h—hours,  d—days,  m—months

 Function
Ch

Chk
CFT Ch

Cal
*Resp
Time

*LSFT Other SR
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SR 3.3.1.4.2  Calorimetric
SR 3.3.1.4.4  Calibrate LPRM

7 d
1000 MWD/T

2.b.  APRM—APRM Simulated Thermal Power—High 24 h 92 d 24 m 24 m

SR 3.3.1.4.2  Calorimetric
SR 3.3.1.4.4  Calibrate LPRM
SR 3.3.1.4.6  Verify time constant within limit

7 d
1000 MWD/T
24 m

2.c.  APRM—Fixed Neutron Flux—High 24 h 92 d 24 m 24 m

SR 3.3.1.4.2  Calorimetric
SR 3.3.1.4.4  Calibrate LPRM

7 d
1000 MWD/T

2.d.  APRM—Inop 92 d

3.  OPRM—Period-Based Trip 92 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.1.5 NMS Automatic Actuation

1.  SRNM 24 m 24 m

2.  APRM 24 m 24 m

3.  OPRM 24 m 24 m

3.3.1.6 SRNM Instrumentation (monitoring and indication functions only)

SRNM  Modes 3, 4, 5 24 h 31 d 24 m

SR 3.3.1.6.4  Verify count rate and signal to noise ratio 24 h

SRNM  Mode 6 (may substitute movable detectors) 12 h 7 d 24 m

** during core alterations
SR 3.3.1.6.2  Verify SRNM location
SR 3.3.1.6.4  Verify count rate and signal to noise ratio

12 h
12 h** AND  24 h

3.3.2.1 CRB Instrumentation

1.a. Rod Control and Information System
(RC&IS)—Automated Thermal Limit Monitor
(ATLM)

92 d

SR 3.3.2.1.5 Verify ATLM channels are not
bypassed when thermal power
${30} percent RTP

24 m

1.b. RC&IS—Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) 92 d

SR 3.3.2.1.4 Verify RWM channels are not
bypassed when thermal power
#{10} percent RTP

24 m
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* Staggered Test Basis 
h—hours,  d—days,  m—months

 Function
Ch

Chk
CFT Ch

Cal
*Resp
Time

*LSFT Other SR
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SR 3.3.2.1.7 Verify the bypassing and movement
of control rods required to be
bypassed in the rod action control
subsystem (RACS) cabinets by a
second licensed operator or other
qualified member of the technical
staff

Prior to and
during the
movement of
control rods
bypassed in
RACS

2. Reactor Mode Switch—Shutdown Position 24 m

3.3.3.1 PAM Instrumentation

Each Type A PAM Instrumentation Function 31 d 24 m

3.3.3.2 RSS

Each RSS Function 31 d 24 m

SR 3.3.3.2.2 Verify each required control circuit is
capable of performing its intended
function

24 m

3.3.4.1 RCSLD Instrumentation

a. Drywell Floor Drain HCW Sump Monitoring
System

12 h 31 d 24 m

b. Particulate Channel of the Drywell Fission
Product Monitoring System 

12 h 31 d 24 m

c. Drywell Air Coolers Condensate Flow
Monitoring System

12 h 31 d 24 m

3.3.5.1 ECCS Instrumentation

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 1 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 0.5 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.5.2 ECCS Actuation

1. ADS 24 m 24 m

2. GDCS Injection Lines 24 m 24 m

3. GDCS Equalizing Lines 24 m 24 m

4. Standby Liquid Control (SLC) 24 m 24 m

3.3.5.3 ICS Instrumentation

1. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure—
High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 2 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m
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* Staggered Test Basis 
h—hours,  d—days,  m—months

 Function
Ch

Chk
CFT Ch

Cal
*Resp
Time

*LSFT Other SR
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3. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 1 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

4. MSIV—Closure 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

5. Power Generation Bus Loss 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.5.4 ICS Actuation

ICS Actuation Logic 24 m 24 m

3.3.6.1 MSIV Instrumentation

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 2 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 1 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3. Main Steam Line Pressure—Low 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

4. Main Steam Line Flow—High (Per Steam
Line)

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

5. Condenser Pressure—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

6. Main Steam Tunnel Ambient Temperature—
High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

7. Main Steam Turbine Area Ambient
Temperature—High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.6.2 MSIV Actuation

MSIV [isolation] actuation 24 m 24 m

3.3.6.3 Isolation Instrumentation

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 2 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 1 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3. Drywell Pressure—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

4. Main Steam Line Pressure—Low 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

5. Main Steam Line Flow—High (Per Steam
Line)

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

6. Condenser Pressure—High 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

7. Main Steam Tunnel Ambient
Temperature—High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

8. Main Steam Turbine Area Ambient
Temperature—High

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

9. {RWCU/SDC System Differential Flow—High 
(Per RWCU/SDC subsystem)}

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m
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Chk
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*LSFT Other SR
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10. ICS Line Flow—High (Per Isolation
Condenser)

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

11. Isolation Condenser Condensate Return Line
Flow—High (Per Isolation Condenser)

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

12. Isolation Condenser Pool Vent Discharge
Radiation—High (Per Isolation Condenser)

24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

13. {Feedwater Line Differential Pressure—High} 24 h 184 d 24 m 24 m

3.3.6.4 Isolation Actuation

1. Main Steam Line Drains 24 m 24 m

2. Reactor Water Cleanup/Shutdown Cooling
System Lines (Modes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

24 m 24 m

RWCU/SDC System Lines (Modes 5, 6) SR 3.3.6.4.3 Perform a
system
functional
test

24 m

3. ICS Lines 24 m 24 m

4. Fission Product Sampling Lines 24 m 24 m

5. Drywell Low-Conductivity Waste Sump Drain
Line

24 m 24 m

6. Drywell HCW Sump Drain Line 24 m 24 m

7. Containment Purge and Vent Lines 24 m 24 m

8. Reactor Component Cooling System Water
Lines to the Drywell Air Coolers

24 m 24 m

9. Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System
Process Lines

24 m 24 m

10. Reactor Building Boundary Isolation
Dampers

24 m 24 m

11. Chilled Cooling Water System 24 m 24 m

12. Process Radiation Monitoring System 24 m 24 m

13. High-Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply System 24 m 24 m

{14.        Feedwater Isolation Valves} 24 m 24 m

{15.        Feedwater Pump Breakers} 24 m 24 m

3.3.7.1 CRHAVS
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1. Control Room Air Intake Radiation—High
(per train)

24 h 184 d 24 m

2. Extended Loss of ac Power (per train) 24 h 184 d 24 m

3. Emergency Filter Unit (EFU) Air Flow—Low
(per train)

24 h 184 d 24 m

4. EFU Outlet Radiation—High (per train) 24 h 184 d 24 m

5. CRHA Temperature—High 24 h 184 d 24 m

3.3.7.2 CRHAVS Actuation

CRHAVS Actuation 24 m

 
The SRs listed in this table, other than those discussed previously, are consistent with the STS
for equivalent instrument functions and are acceptable.

16.2.6.2.2.3.2  Setpoint Methodology

Each background section of the TS bases for the instrumentation specifications describes how
to determine the operability of an instrument channel with respect to its trip setpoint compared
to the allowable value.  “A channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is non-conservative
with respect to its required Allowable Value.”  Details are to be included in a Setpoint Control
Program (SCP) proposed for Section 5.5 of the TS administrative controls chapter.  The
applicant has yet to determine what kind of setpoint values the TS instrumentation function
tables will state and whether the proposed SCP specification will be maintained in the TS. 
Therefore, the staff has designated review of the applicant’s definite proposal for
instrumentation setpoints, which include the LSSSs required by 10 CFR 50.36(d)(1)(ii)(A), as
Open Item 16.2-156.

16.2.6.2.2.3.3  Open Items Regarding Instrumentation Surveillance Requirements

Open Item 16.2-97.  In its letter responding to RAI 16.2-97 (MFN 07-024), the applicant stated
that it had added response time testing of the ECCS actuation logic with SR 3.3.5.2.2, “Verify
the ECCS RESPONSE TIME of each required division is within limits.”  The associated TS
bases for this SR do not explicitly describe the ADS and depressurization valve (DPV) timers as
being included in the surveillance.  The bases for TS 3.3.5.2, “ECCS Actuation,” mention timers
once in the third paragraph of the background discussion and once in the third paragraph of the
LCO discussion.  The staff does not concur with the applicant’s contention that the TS implicitly
includes ADS and DPV timers because the staff does not find that SR 3.3.5.2.2 clearly includes
testing of the timers.  Since the timers are very critical for the function of ECCS, the TS should
explicitly include the timers.
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By letter dated May 10, 2007, the NRC sent the applicant the following RAIs, which remain
open items pending an acceptable response. 

Open Item 16.2-145.  Channel operability based on allowable values (AVs),
predefined as-found tolerance bands, and as-left tolerance bands as specified in
the TS for the ESBWR are applicable only to analog protection systems using
bistables.  For the ESBWR digital protection systems, setpoints are controlled in
the TS.  The ESBWR TS require that the Nominal trip setpoint, embedded in the
digital protection system, be equal to or conservative with respect to the LSSS. 

Provide documentation to show that TS will require surveillances to verify
operability of the critical functions (1) internal diagnostic methods that can
monitor the “health” of different processors/memory boards and perform
software checks to ensure that the proper software is executing, and (2)
power-up tests (RAM, EPROM, etc.) and error checking on the data links as well
as tests by a transmitting channel to ascertain that the transmitted signal has
been properly received by the receiving channels during the channel functional
test.  This information is needed to understand how the proposed Setpoint
Control Program will ensure that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii)(A)
are met.

Open Item 16.2-146.  Specification 5.5.11, “Setpoint Control Program (SCP),”
requires establishing and documenting Nominal Trip Setpoints (NTSPs),
Allowable Values (AVs), and As-Found and Leave Alone Tolerance Bands, and
the methodologies used to determine these values for TS instrumentation
functions in the following TS Sections: 3.3.1.1, RPS; 3.3.1.4, NMS; 3.3.5.1,
ECCS; 3.3.5.3, ICS; 3.3.6.1, MSIV; 3.3.6.3, Isolation; and 3.3.7.1, CRHAVS.

For these instrumentation functions, Channel Calibration tests must evaluate a
channel to verify it is functioning as required, before returning it to service, when
the as-found channel setpoint is found conservative with respect to the Allowable
Value but outside its predefined As-Found Tolerance Band.

Define the terms NTSP, AV, and As-Found and Leave Alone Tolerance Bands
for the instrument functions in the above list of Specifications, and justify why
these methodology terms were chosen for establishing digital protection channel
operability during a Channel Calibration. Explain qualitatively, what is meant by a
Leave Alone Tolerance Band (TS 5.5.11.b) for a digital protection channel.  This
information is needed to understand how the proposed SCP will ensure that the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii)(A) are met.

Open Item 16.2-147.  Provide data to show that the self test report meets the
requirements of a Channel Check without performing the required comparison of
the parameter.

Open Item 16.2-148.  Provide data to show that the self test report meets the
requirements of a Channel Functional Test without performing a test to inject a
simulated or actual signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable
to verify operability of all devices in the channel required for channel operability.
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Open Item 16.2-149.  Provide analysis to show that elements of the Setpoint
Control Program are sufficient to ensure that the requirements of
10 CFR 50.36(d)(3) will be met including an appropriate basis for Setpoint
Design Basis for each instrumentation function with a specified instrument
calibration performed in accordance with the Setpoint Control Program.

Open Item 16.2-150.  In RAI 16.2-150 and 16.2-151, the staff requested the
applicant to base the Staggered Test Surveillance Frequencies for response
time testing and actuation instrumentation logic system functional tests on the
number of divisions required to be operable by the LCO (three) instead of the
number in the design (four).  In its response (MFN 07-393, dated July 23, 2007),
the applicant stated its preference of four based on avoiding testing multiple
divisions in a single test interval.  The staff’s position is that the application of
Staggered Testing definition should define the number of divisions to be tested
as the number required to be operable by the associated LCO, not the number in
the design, and is based on 10 CFR 50.36(d)(3) (“SRs are requirements to
assure…that LCOs will be met”).

Open Item 16.2-152.  A Channel Functional Test (CFT) shall be the injection of a
simulated or actual signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable
to verify operability of all devices in the channel required for channel operability. 
Add Bases to ESBWR DCD Instrumentation TS to identify all devices in the
channel required to be tested by a CFT for each instrument function.

Open Item 16.2-153.  ESBWR instrumentation TS require a Logic System
Functional Test (LSFT) to be a test of all components required for operability of a
logic circuit.  Add Bases to ESBWR DCD Instrumentation TS to define logic
circuit and identify the logic circuit devices tested by LSFT.

Open Item 16.2-154.  Identify all ESBWR Tier 2 DCD TS instrumentation devices
required to be operable to ensure the LCO specified safety function can be met. 
Show that ESBWR Tier 2 DCD TS required testing and calibration will ensure
the necessary quality of instrumentation devices is maintained.

16.2.6.2.2.3.4  Summary Conclusion for Instrumentation Specifications

Section 3.3 of the ESBWR TS regarding safety-related instrumentation systems implements
modified versions of the STS associated with the equivalent safety functions.  These
specifications conform to the format and usage rules of the STS and are functionally equivalent
to those in the STS.  As explained previously, the staff agrees that the ESBWR design
differences justify not specifying LCOs for the STS instrumentation system functions noted
above.  Pending resolution of open items, the NRC staff considers the ESBWR instrumentation
TS to be acceptable because the specifications will ensure that the designated instrumentation
systems are capable of performing their intended safety functions, as assumed in the safety
analyses, in the event of a DBA or transient.

16.2.7  ESBWR TS Section 3.4, “Reactor Coolant System”
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The ESBWR RCS specifications correspond to those in the STS, as follows:

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.4.1* None (*Recirculation Loops Operating)

3.4.2* None (*Flow Control Valves)

3.4.3* None (*Jet Pumps)

3.4.4* 3.4.1 Safety Relief Valves (*Safety/Relief Valves)

3.4.5* 3.4.2 RCS Operational Leakage (*same)

3.4.6* None (*RCS Pressure Isolation Valve Leakage)

3.4.7* 3.3.4.1 RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation (*same)

3.4.8* 3.4.3 RCS Specific Activity (*same)

3.4.9* None (*Residual Heat Removal Shutdown Cooling System— 
Hot Shutdown)

3.4.10* None (*Residual Heat Removal Shutdown Cooling System—
Cold Shutdown)

3.4.11* 3.4.4 RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits (*same)

3.4.12 3.4.5 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure (*same)

Section 3.4 in the ESBWR TS is similar to the corresponding STS for the RCS for safety relief
valves, RCS operational leakage, RCS leakage detection instrumentation, RCS specific activity,
RCS P/T limits, and reactor steam dome pressure.  The ESBWR design does not include
certain systems associated with previous BWRs, and the following paragraphs discuss these
deviations/exclusions from the STS.  With the exception of open items, ESBWR TS Sections
3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.3.4.1, 3.4.3, 3.4.4, and 3.4.5 are acceptable

The ESBWR design has no recirculation loops with recirculation pumps, flow control valves, or
jet pumps; hence, the TS contain no LCOs for these BWR/6 systems.

The ESBWR TS does not include an LCO corresponding to STS 3.4.6 for RCS pressure
isolation valve (PIV) leakage.  RCS PIVs are defined as any two normally closed valves in
series within the RCPB.  The function of RCS PIVs is to separate the high-pressure RCS from
an attached low-pressure system to protect the RCS pressure boundary.  As discussed in DCD
Tier 2, Chapter 3, Appendix 3K, “Resolution of Intersystem Loss of Coolant Accident,” the
periodic surveillance and leak rate testing requirements for high-pressure to low-pressure
isolation valves is not applicable to the ESBWR because the design does not contain a PIV
between the RCPB and a low-pressure piping system.
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The ESBWR TS does not contain an LCO for the dual purpose system of RWCU/SDC.  This
system most resembles the BWR/6 residual heat removal shutdown cooling system but is not
designated as safety-related and satisfies none of the four LCO criteria of
10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).  The combination of the ICS, the GDCS, and the passive containment
cooling system (PCCS) performs the safety-related decay heat removal (DHR) functions in the
ESBWR design.

Open Item 16.2-34.  In RAI 16.2-34, the staff requested that the applicant (1) clarify the
relationship between ESBWR LCO 3.4.1, “Safety Relief Valves,” and LCO 3.5.1, “Automatic
Depressurization System (ADS)—Operating,” and (2) justify the LCO 3.4.1, 14-day completion
time with potentially just one fully operable SRV/ADS SRV.  ESBWR LCO 3.4.1 (SRVs)
requires the safety mode of two SRVs to be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.  In its response
letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant provided a detailed discussion of
the operability requirements for LCOs 3.4.1 and 3.5.1 and committed to revise LCO 3.4.1 to
require that “the safety mode of four SRVs shall be operable” but did not fully justify the 14-day
completion time for restoring one SRV to operable status.  Subsequent changes to LCO 3.4.1
in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapter 16, were inconsistent with this response.  The applicant
changed LCO 3.4.1 to state that “the safety mode of two SRVs shall be operable.”

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-34, the staff asked the applicant to (1) justify the change from four
to two SRVs with an operable safety mode required by LCO 3.4.1; (2) explain the methodology
for periodic testing of the non-ADS SRVs, including a discussion of why the testing is not
included in a TS SR; and (3) correct an apparent error in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Table 5.2-2,
in which Note (1) indicates that “The SRVs also perform the automatic depressurization
function.”  The non-ADS SRVs do not perform an automatic depressurization function.  The
superscript “(1)” should be deleted from the “Number of Valves” heading.  This superscript
should be relocated following “ADS SRV” and “DPV”, since only the ADS SRVs and DPVs
perform the automatic depressurization function, and should state “(1) The ADS SRVs and
DPVs also perform the automatic depressurization function.”

Open Item 16.2-119.  In RAI 16.2-119, the staff asked the applicant to provide an analysis that
explicitly assumes that just one SRV functions in order for TS LCO 3.4.1 to require just two
SRVs to be operable.  In its response to RAI 21.6-91 (MFN 07-256), the applicant stated,
“Changes to DCD Tier 2, Figure 5.2-4 will be made in response to this RAI.  Figure 5.2-4 will be
updated based on the result of a TRACG analysis that uses the following input files:
MSIVF_EOC_NOFW.INP and SCRAM_PRESS_8GROUPS.TDT.” 

In a supplement to this RAI, the staff stated that, since the applicant proposes, in TS
LCO 3.4.1, to rely on only one SRV for overpressure protection, it should verify that the input
files used to generate Figure 5.2-4 credit only one SRV.  In addition, the staff asked the
applicant to correct the apparent discrepancy between the last sentence of the first paragraph
of DCD Tier 2, Section 5.2.2.3.3, where it states the [full open] flow through three SRVs (not
one) is needed to mitigate the MSIV closure with high neutron flux scram event.

In RAI 16.2-2, the staff requested that the applicant provide a technical justification for relaxing
the frequency of SR 3.4.2.1 for verifying RCS unidentified and total leakage from the 8-hour
frequency of STS SR 3.4.2.1 to 12 hours.  In its response letter (MFN 06-286, dated
August 21,  2006), the applicant referenced guidance provided in NRC GL 88-01, Supplement
1, which states that monitoring RCS leakage every 4 hours creates an unnecessary
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administrative hardship for plant operators.  The proposed 12-hour frequency of ESBWR SR
3.4.2.1 is acceptable based on guidance in GL 88-01, Supplement 1, which allows RCS
leakage measurements to be taken once per shift, not to exceed 12 hours.  Therefore, RAI
16.2-2 is closed.

The NRC staff noted that ESBWR TS 3.4.3, for RCS specific activity, conforms to STS 3.4.8,
except that it does not specify an option for placing the plant in hot shutdown within 12 hours
and cold shutdown (or stable shutdown) in 36 hours in lieu of isolating all main steam lines
within 12 hours.  Failure to include this option in ESBWR TS 3.4.3 reduces the operational
flexibility for removing decay heat under conditions requiring main steam line isolation with a
substantial previous power history.  The bases for STS 3.4.8 allow the option of placing the
plant in Mode 3 within 12 hours and being in Mode 4 within 36 hours for those instances when
main steam line isolation is not desired (e.g., because of the decay heat loads).  In STS
Mode 4, the requirements of the LCO are no longer applicable.  ESBWR TS 3.4.3 should
include the option of being in Mode 3 within 12 hours and in Mode 5 within 36 hours.  If the
option will not be used, the staff requested that the applicant discuss the anticipated DHR
methodology (i.e., ICS, fuel and auxiliary pool cooling system (FAPCS)) in the event the main
steam lines are isolated and a substantial previous power history exists.  The staff presented
this issue to the applicant in RAI 16.2-121.  In its response (MFN 07-393, dated July 23, 2007),
the applicant committed to revise TS 3.4.3 Action B to include the option of placing the unit in
Mode 5.  Pending verification of the stated changes, the staff has designated this as
Confirmatory Item 16.2-121.

ESBWR TS 3.4.4, for RCS P/T limits, in conjunction with TS 5.6.4, “RCS Pressure and
Temperature Limits Report (PTLR),” conforms to STS 3.4.11 and STS 5.6.6, except that SRs
associated with recirculation pumps are omitted since these pumps are not in the ESBWR
design.  The P/T limits are not derived from DBA analyses but are prescribed during normal
operation to avoid encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change
conditions that might cause undetected flaws to propagate and cause nonductile failure of the
RCPB.  In operating BWR designs, the determination that reactor recirculation loop and vessel
component differential temperatures are within the applicable PTLR limits before changing
reactor recirculation flow ensures that thermal stresses will not exceed design allowances.  The
ESBWR design is similar to that of the operating BWRs except that the design does not include
recirculation pumps and associated piping.  Reactor coolant circulation through the ESBWR
core is accomplished via natural circulation, and flow is dependent on the difference in water
density between the downcomer region and the core region.  Therefore, the ESBWR TS 3.4.4
does not require surveillances associated with starting recirculation pumps or unisolating
reactor recirculation loops and is acceptable.

ESBWR TS 3.4.5, for reactor steam dome pressure, conforms to STS 3.4.12 and is therefore
acceptable.

The ESBWR TS for the RCS implement modified versions of the STS for the RCS.  The staff
finds that these specifications are essentially equivalent to those in the STS for the applicable
RCS functions.  The staff agrees that for those cases in which the applicant has not included a
TS equivalent to the STS, ESBWR design differences provide sufficient justification for such an
omission.  Therefore, pending resolution of the open items, the ESBWR RCS TS are
acceptable.
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16.2.8  ESBWR TS Section 3.5, “Emergency Core Cooling Systems”

The ESBWR uses passive ECCSs rather than the pump-driven, active ECCS of currently
operating plants, which is the basis for STS ECCS specifications.  The safety-related ECCSs
are designed to perform emergency core cooling and decay heat removal, reactor coolant
emergency makeup, and safety injection.  The ECCS consists of the ADS, the GDCS, and the
ICS.  The ESBWR ECCS specifications generally correspond to those in the STS for an ECCS,
as follow:

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.5.1* 3.5.1 ADS (*ECCS—Operating)

3.5.1* 3.5.2 GDCS—Operating (*ECCS—Operating)

3.5.2* 3.5.3 GDCS—Shutdown (*ECCS—Shutdown)

3.5.1* 3.5.4 ICS—Operating (*ECCS—Operating)

3.5.2* 3.5.5 ICS—Shutdown  (*ECCS—Shutdown)

3.5.3* None (*Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System)

The ESBWR design does not include an active system corresponding to the RCIC system.  The
ESBWR design does not include safety-related high-pressure ECCSs.  Instead, the design
provides redundant systems and makeup water supplies for reactor vessel depressurization
and reflood following a LOCA.  The ICS is designed to passively remove decay heat with the
RCS pressurized.

A combination of the GDCS, the ADS, the SLC system, and the ICS provides the ECCS
function.  The ECCS is designed to flood the core and provide core cooling during a LOCA.  By
providing core cooling following a LOCA, the ECCS, in conjunction with the containment, limits
the release of radioactive materials to the environment.  The functional requirements (e.g.,
coolant delivery rates) are such that the system performance under all LOCA conditions
postulated in the design satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46.  The ECCS is designed to
provide protection for any primary system line break up to and including the double-ended
break of the largest line; require no operator action until 72 hours after an accident; and ensure
a sufficient water source, including the necessary piping and other hardware, such that the
containment and reactor core can be flooded for core heat removal following a LOCA.

Automatic Depressurization System

The ADS provides reactor depressurization capability in the event of a pipe break.  The
depressurization function is accomplished through the use of SRVs and  DPVs.  The ADS is an
integral part of the ECCS because GDCS flow to the RPV requires the RPV to be close to
containment pressure.  The ADS is designed to depressurize the RPV following indication of a
LOCA.  The ADS consists of 8 squib-actuated DPVs and 10 of the 18 SRVs that have been
configured to function as ADS valves.  The 10 dual-function SRVs are pneumatically actuated
when functioning as ADS valves using energy stored in nitrogen accumulators.
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For the ADS to support GDCS injection following a small-break LOCA, analysis has determined
that RPV depressurization requires a minimum of 5 of the 8 DPVs even if only 7 of the 10 ADS
SRVs function as required.  At least three isolation condenser (IC) loops, two SLC trains, and
the minimum required complement of GDCS injection and equalizing lines are assumed to be
available during the LOCA.

Gravity-Driven Cooling System

The GDCS provides flow to the annulus region of the reactor through dedicated nozzles.  It
provides gravity-driven flow from three separate water pools located within the drywell at an
elevation above the active core region.  It also provides water flow from the suppression pool to
meet long-term post-LOCA core cooling requirements.  The system provides these flows by
gravity forces alone (without reliance on active pumps) once the reactor pressure is reduced to
near containment pressure.

The three subsystems of the GDCS are the GDCS short-term cooling (injection subsystem); the
GDCS long-term cooling (equalizing subsystem); and the GDCS deluge subsystem.  Three
GDCS pools, located above the wetwell at an elevation above the reactor core, contain the
water that supports all four GDCS trains for the injection and deluge subsystems.  The GDCS
injection subsystem is capable of refilling the RPV following a LOCA after the RPV is
depressurized by the ADS.  The GDCS equalizing subsystem provides long-term post-LOCA
water makeup by connecting the annulus region of the reactor to the suppression pool.  The
GDCS deluge subsystem is used to dump water from the GDCS pools to the lower drywell in
the event of a severe accident.

GDCS performance is evaluated for the entire spectrum of break sizes for postulated LOCAs. 
Analyses indicate that only two of the eight injection branch lines (i.e., one GDCS injection train)
and only one of the four GDCS equalizing trains are capable of providing the minimum required
short-term and long-term core cooling following a LOCA.  A LOCA initiated by a break in one of
the eight injection branch lines is assumed to disable the injection capability of both injection
branch lines in that injection train.

GDCS subsystems are required to be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 when there is
considerable energy in the reactor core and core cooling may be required to prevent fuel
damage following a LOCA.  GDS operability requires eight branch lines of the injection
subsystem (i.e., all four injection trains) and four trains of the equalizing subsystem.  Operability
of the squib-actuated GDCS valves requires electrical continuity of redundant explosive charge
firing circuits to each valve.  However, one squib charge firing circuit may be bypassed
intermittently for required testing or maintenance.  Operability of each GDCS branch line
requires that the water level in the associated GDCS pool be within specified limits.  All GDCS
RPV block valves, GDCS pool block valves, and suppression pool block valves must be locked
open.

Two GDCS trains are required to be operable in Modes 5 and 6 to provide additional water
inventory inside the containment to respond to a loss of nonsafety-related DHR capability or a
loss of reactor coolant inventory.  GDCS subsystems are required to be operable in Modes 5
and 6 to provide additional water inventory inside the containment to respond to a loss of DHR
capability or a loss of reactor coolant inventory.  Loss of DHR capability could result from the
unavailability of both RWCU/SDC loops, loss of reactor component cooling water or plant
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service water systems, or loss of preferred power.  Loss of reactor coolant inventory could
result from pipe breaks in the RCS associated with maintenance or refueling, misalignment of
systems connected to the RCS, or leakage during replacement of control rod drive assemblies. 
GDCS pools with a minimum combined volume within the limit specified in the LCO provide
additional water inventory to support DHR for an extended period and makeup to respond to a
loss of reactor coolant inventory.

Isolation Condenser System.

The ICS provides additional liquid inventory upon opening of the condensate return valves to
initiate the system.  The ICS actuates automatically following an RPV isolation and transfers
sufficient heat from the RPV to the isolation condenser/passive containment (IC/PCC) pool to
prevent SRV actuation.  The ICS is designed to remove sufficient decay heat following an RPV
isolation to cool the reactor to safe shutdown conditions within 36 hours and maintain the
reactor in a safe condition for an additional 36 hours with minimal loss of RCS inventory.  The
ICS also provides water inventory to the RPV at the start of a LOCA and provides the initial
RPV depressurization following a loss of feedwater, which allows ADS initiation to be delayed. 
The ICS is also assumed available to respond to a station blackout (SBO) and an anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS).

The ICS consists of four independent trains.  Each ICS train includes a heat exchanger (IC), a
steam supply line that connects the top of the IC to the RPV, a condensate return line that
connects the bottom of the IC to the RPV, a high-point purge line, and vent lines from both the
upper and lower headers of the IC.  The ICs are located above the containment and are
submerged in a large pool of water (the IC/PCC pool) that is at atmospheric pressure.  Steam
produced in IC/PCC pools by boiling around the IC is vented to the atmosphere.

The two IC/PCC expansion pools, the dryer/separator pool, and the reactor well pool supply
makeup water.  The dryer/separator pool and reactor well pool are normally isolated from the
expansion pools because the dryer/separator pool and reactor well are maintained at a higher
water level than the expansion pools.  The dryer/separator pool is connected to each expansion
pool by redundant squib valves that open automatically when there is a low level in the
expansion pools.  The dryer/separator pool is connected to the reactor well pool through the
reactor well gate, which is not installed during normal plant operation.  By connecting the
dryer/separator pool and reactor well pool to the expansion pools, the volume of water available
to the ICS and PCCS subcompartments is sufficient to support decay heat removal for 72 hours
without operator action or the need to replenish the water in the expansion pools.

Four ICS trains are required to be operable in Modes 1 and 2, and in Modes 3 and 4 when less
than 2 hours have passed since the reactor was critical, to remove reactor decay heat or
provide additional RCS inventory following a LOCA, a loss of feedwater, or a reactor shutdown
with isolation.  In addition, in Modes 1 and 2, the ICS is required to be operable to prevent
unnecessary automatic reactor depressurization or SRV actuation following RPV isolation or
low water level events.  Operation of three of the four ICS trains will limit RCS pressure enough
to prevent SRV actuation.  By conserving reactor water inventory following the RPV isolation,
the ICS minimizes the need for automatic reactor depressurization that would be required to
gain additional water inventory from low-pressure sources.
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Two ICS trains are required to be operable in Modes 3 and 4 when more than 2 hours have
elapsed since the reactor was critical, and in Mode 5 to provide a backup method for DHR. 
Although various methods of active DHR using feed and bleed may be available, ICS
availability is intended to ensure the availability of at least one highly reliable and passive
alternative to RWCU/SDC for DHR.  When in Mode 5, required ICS loops will require
functionality of associated IC/PCC expansion pools as a heat sink for the ICS condensers.

Open Item 16.2-32.  In RAI 16.2-32, the staff requested that the applicant provide an LCO or
actions addressing the combinations of inoperable ADS, SRV, DPV, and GDCS, or justify not
having these combinations.  In its response letter (MFN 60-431, dated November 13, 2006), the
applicant indicated that the conditions, required actions, and completion times for LCOs 3.5.1
and 3.5.2 are based on an assumption that pending analyses will demonstrate that the ECCS
safety function is maintained with the simultaneous failure of two ADS SRVs, two DPVs, two
GDCS injection branch lines, and two trains of the GDCS equalizing subsystem.  The applicant
proposed to enclose the conditions, required actions, and completion times for LCOs 3.5.1 and
3.5.2 in brackets, indicating that additional analysis or justification is required before approval,
until the DCD changes that provide the required justification are approved.  The applicant
subsequently removed the brackets from LCOs 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, Actions A through E, proposing
that it will base the ECCS required actions and completion times on the ECCS –2 Topical
Report, which is to be tracked by the  reference in the bases to an ECCS topical report.  The
staff cannot review this change until the specified ECCS topical report is available for review. 
The staff identified this as Open Item 16.2-32.

Open Item 16.2-34.  The ESBWR design includes 18 SRVs.  The bases for LCO 3.4.1 refer to
DCD, Section 5.2; DCD Revision 3, Section 5.2.2.3.2, indicates that “only one SRV is required
to open to prevent exceeding the ASME limit in the ASME overpressure protection event.  The
other 17 SRVs are needed for the ATWS event.”  The applicant added this information in a
letter response to RAI 5.2-27 (MFN 06-178, dated June 16, 2006).

In Revision 3 of DCD Chapter 16B, the bases for LCO 3.4.1 state, “Although all eighteen SRVs
are capable of functioning in the system pressurization safety mode, only the ADS SRV
setpoints meet the acceptance criteria of SR 3.4.1.1.”  The actions conditions for LCO 3.4.1
specify “required SRVs,” which appear to include only any 2 of the 10 ADS SRVs, but do not
include any of the 8 non-ADS SRVs, which also have no SRV setpoint verification SR. 
Therefore, a scenario could exist in which only one SRV/ADS SRV is operable for 14 days. 
ESBWR LCO 3.5.1 (ADS—Operating) requires the ADS function of 10 ADS SRVs and 8 DPVs
to be operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4.  Two ADS valves and two DPV valves may be
concurrently inoperable for 14 days; however, eight ADS and six DPV valves are still required to
be operable. 

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-34, the staff asked the applicant to (1) justify the change from four
to two SRVs with an operable safety mode required by LCO 3.4.1, (2) explain the methodology
for periodic testing of the non-ADS SRVs, including a discussion of why the testing is not
included in a TS SR, and (3) correct an apparent error in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Table 5.2-2,
in which Note (1) indicates that “The SRVs also perform the automatic depressurization
function.”  The non-ADS SRVs do not perform an automatic depressurization function.  The
superscript “(1)” should be deleted from the “Number of Valves” heading.  This superscript
should be relocated following “ADS SRV” and “DPV,” since only the ADS SRVs and DPVs
perform the automatic depressurization function, and should state, “(1) The ADS SRVs and
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DPVs also perform the automatic depressurization function.”  The staff identified this as Open
Item 16.2-34.

In RAI 16.2-35, the staff requested that the applicant describe how squib valve explosive
charge actuation testing will be assured during plant operation.  In its response letter
(MFN 06-431, dated November 21, 2006), the applicant stated that SLC, ADS, and GDCS
squib valves must meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, “Codes and Standards.” 
Specifically, 10 CFR 50.55a requires that these valves be subject to an inservice testing (IST)
program performed in accordance with the latest approved version of ASME/American National
Standards Institute (ANSI), Operations and Maintenance Standards, Part 10 (OM-10),
“Inservice Testing of Valves in Light-Water Reactor Power Plants.”  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2,
Table 3.9-8, “In-Service Testing,” provides the details for implementing the squib valve IST
program.  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Section 16B, has also been revised to remove brackets
around the IST program for SRs 3.5.1.5 and 3.5.2.4.  The IST program, in conjunction with TS
SRs to verify squib valve firing circuit continuity every 31 days, provides an acceptable means
for ensuring that squib valve operability is maintained during plant operation.  Therefore,
RAI 16.2-35 is resolved.

ESBWR TS SR 3.5.3.1 (Modes 5 and 6) states that the combined water volume of required
GDCS pools be verified every 24 hours.  The TS bases for SR 3.5.3.1 states that this will verify
that the water level in each of the GDCS pools is greater than or equal to the specified limit for
operability.  In RAI 16.2-36, the staff asked the applicant to clarify the differing requirements
(i.e., combined GDCS pool water volume versus GDCS pool water level) between SR 3.5.3.1
and the associated bases.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the
applicant proposed revising the bases for SR 3.5.3.1 to reflect the GDCS pool operability
requirements as specified in the surveillance.  The change to the bases, which states, “this SR
requires verification every 24 hours that the combined water volume in GDCS pools associated
with Operable GDCS injection branch lines is greater than or equal to the specific limit,” is
acceptable.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-36 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-37, the staff asked the applicant to justify the different acceptance criteria for GDCS
pools in SR 3.5.2.1 (Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4) and SR 3.5.2.1 (Modes 5 and 6).  Specifically, SR
3.5.2.1 requires that each GDCS “pool water level” be verified every 12 hours, and SR 3.5.3.1
requires that the “combined water volume of required GDCS pools” be verified every 24 hours. 
In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that the
GDCS pool water level is verified in TS SR 3.5.2.1 to ensure that the volume of water assumed
in the accident analysis for Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4 is met.  The minimum combined water volume
specified in TS SR 3.5.3.1 is equal to the volume of the two smaller GDCS pools when each is
filled to the normal operating level.  This minimum volume, therefore, provides sufficient
combined water inventory to fulfill makeup requirements for Modes 5 or 6 and still allow any of
the GDCS pools to be drained for maintenance or inspection.  This is acceptable since GDCS
pool operability is based on maintaining a combined water inventory as assumed in the accident
analysis, and the criteria may therefore be based on either minimum pool water level or
minimum pool volume.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-37 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-38, the staff requested that the applicant provide a detailed explanation for GDCS
pool operability in the bases for TS 3.5.2, including factors such as air space communication
with the drywell, pool debris, and water chemistry.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated 
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November 13, 2006), the applicant proposed revising the bases for TS 3.5.2 to include the
statement, “OPERABILITY of each GDCS injection branch line requires that the water level in
the associated GDCS pool be within the limit specified by TS SR 3.5.2.1.”  The applicant also
stated that it has not included GDCS pool airspace-to-drywell communication as a TS
requirement since no mechanism exists for isolating this connection.  GDCS pool water
chemistry verification is not included as a TS requirement since it does not meet any criteria in
10 CFR 50.36.  GDCS pool debris and protective coatings are controlled consistent with
specific guidance as referenced in the DCD.  The staff considers the bases changes
acceptable. Therefore, RAI 16.2-38 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-39, the staff asked the applicant to provide a detailed explanation of the meaning of
“required GDCS pools” in TS SR 3.5.3.1.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November
13, 2006), the applicant stated that LCO 3.5.3, “Gravity-Driven Cooling System
(GDCS)—Shutdown” and TS SR 3.5.3.1 credited the minimum number of GDCS branch lines
and combined GDCS pool volume that can be injected to ensure GDCS operability.  The
applicant also revised the bases for TS SR 3.5.3.1 to reflect this change.  Based on these
changes, the staff considers the response acceptable.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-39 is resolved.

Open Item 16.2-40.  In RAI 16.2-40, the staff requested that the applicant justify not specifying
a GDCS pool operability temperature limit in ESBWR TS 3.5.3.  The ESBWR accident analysis
for peak containment pressure assumes that the initial GDCS water and gas space
temperatures are in equilibrium with the drywell air temperature.  In its response letter
(MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that analysis assumes an initial
temperature of 46.1 EC (115 EF) for both the drywell gases and the GDCS pool water, and that
ESBWR TS 3.6.1.5 ensures that drywell air temperature is maintained less than or equal to this
limit.  The applicant further stated that the drywell air temperature limits GDCS pool
temperature because there is no mechanism that could cause GDCS pool temperature to rise
above drywell air temperature.

The staff identified that the bases for TS 3.6.1.5 credit this average drywell air temperature of
46.1 EC (115 EF) in the safety analysis for maintaining expected initial conditions to ensure that
the peak LOCA drywell temperature does not exceed the maximum allowable of 171 EC
(340 EF).  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Table 6.2-2, “Containment Conditions During Normal
Operation,” states that upper and lower drywell average temperatures during normal operation
are 57.2 EC (135 EF).  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Table 9.4-13, “Drywell Cooling System Fan
Cooling Units,” states that performance of the upper and lower drywell fan cooling units with an
air inlet temperature of 57.2 EC (135 EF).  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapter 6.2.1.1.2,
describes the drywell as consisting of an upper and lower volume and indicates that the GDCS
pools are in the upper volume of the drywell.

The staff does not consider the drywell average temperature to be an accurate reflection of the
GDCS pool bulk water temperature, in that temperatures in the upper levels of the drywell (i.e.,
in the space surrounding the GDCS pool walls and air space) may be potentially and
consistently greater than 46.1 EC (115 EF) as compared to the drywell average temperature. 
The accident analyses appear to assume an initial drywell temperature of 46.1 EC (115 EF);
however, Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2,Tables 6.2-2 and 9.4-13, indicates that upper and lower
drywell temperature could potentially exceed this temperature during normal operation. 

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-40, the staff asked the applicant to do the following:
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(1) Explain in further detail how GDCS pool temperature is to be adequately determined to
be less than or equal to 46.1 EC (115 EF) by referencing an equilibrium with average
drywell air temperature.  NRC staff recommends either directly reading GDCS bulk pool
temperature or utilizing drywell air temperature indications adjacent to the GDCS pools
(upper drywell volume).  Provide this information in the bases for TS 3.5.3, if required. 

(2) Provide an anticipated equilibrium temperature gradient in the drywell (from top to
bottom) at full-power operation with normal ventilation under design outside air
temperature and service water/chill water temperatures, and discuss whether this
temperature limit is consistent with the anticipated equilibrium temperature gradient at
full-power operation. 

(3) Discuss how drywell average air temperature is to be determined, including the number
of detectors per elevation/azimuth.  Based on this, discuss how a detector’s loss of
function would affect drywell average temperature indication and potential operability of
both containment and the GDCS.  

The staff identified this as Open Item 16.2-40.

In RAI 16.2-41, the staff requested that the applicant justify not requiring an SR for ICS pool
water level and temperature.  In its response letter (MFN 07-145, dated March 26, 2007), the
applicant explained that the periodic verification of IC subcompartment level and temperature is
not included as an ESBWR LCO 3.5.4, “Isolation Condenser System (ICS)—Operating,”
because each IC subcompartment is connected to the IC/PCC expansion pool via a manual
isolation valve located near the bottom of the subcompartment that is verified to be locked open
by SR 3.5.4.3, and that LCO 3.7.1, “ICC/PCC Pools,” includes these surveillances.  The staff
considers the applicant’s response acceptable provided that the IC subcompartment water level
is determined to be equal to the level in the IC/PCC expansion pool and is assured by
performing SR 3.7.1.1 in conjunction with SR 3.5.4.3.  LCO 3.5.4 does not include IC
subcompartment temperature because the initial temperature does not affect the results of
analyses for a LOCA, SBO, or RPV isolation.  The staff considers the applicant’s response
acceptable provided that the analyses indicate that there is sufficient water in the IC/PCC pools
to provide a required 72-hour heat sink and that the bulk average temperature in the IC/PCC
pools (which includes the IC/PCC expansion pools, the IC and PCC subcompartments, the
dryer/separator pool, and the reactor well) are maintained within the limit specified in SR
3.7.1.3.  Verifying that these stipulations are satisfied is Confirmatory Item 16.2-41.

In RAI 16.2-42, the staff asked the applicant to justify not having an ICS SR similar to approved
Dresden SR 3.5.3.4, which verifies that the ICS is capable of removing design heat load every
60 months.  Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Section 5.4.6.4, specifies that periodic heat removal
capability testing of the ICS is required during plant operation at 5-year intervals.  This test is
accomplished using data derived from the temperature sensor located downstream of the
condensate return isolation valve, together with the differential pressure signal from one of the
differential pressure transmitters, on the condensate return line.  In its response letter
(MFN 07-210, dated April 13, 2007), the applicant stated that Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2,
Chapter 16, LCO 3.5.4, “Isolation Condenser System (ICS)—Operating,” added SR 3.5.4.5 to
verify the heat removal capability of each IC train.  The associated TS bases specify that this
surveillance will demonstrate the heat removal capability of each IC train to satisfy the design
requirements specified in DCD Tier 2, Chapter 5.  The surveillance frequency for the IC heat
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capacity testing is “24 months on a staggered test basis.”  This frequency will ensure timely
identification of any degradation in ICS performance by testing one IC train every 24 months, so
that each IC train is tested once every 8 years.

The applicant stated that the surveillance frequency is enclosed in brackets, pending changes
to DCD Tier 2, Subsection 5.4.6.4, which will be described in a pending supplemental response
to RAI 5.4-52.  Revision 4 to LCO 3.5.4, SR 3.5.4.5, will remove the brackets from the
frequency for SR 3.5.4.5, coincident with the pending changes to DCD Tier 2,
Subsection 5.4.6.4.  The staff will track this commitment as Confirmatory Item 16.2-42.

Open Item 16.2-73.  In RAI 16.2-73, the staff requested that the applicant justify limiting the
applicability of ESBWR TS 3.5.3, “GDCS—Shutdown,” operability to Mode 6, except with the
new fuel pool gate removed and water level greater than or equal to 7.01 m (23.0 ft) over the
top of the RPV flange.  In its response letter (MFN 07-022, dated January 19, 2007), the
applicant indicated that the RWCU/SDC system provides adequate DHR capability, with the
FAPCS providing backup DHR.  During an unlikely event, such as a loss of inventory coincident
with loss of the RWCU/SDC system, the water volume above TAF but below the vessel flange
provides adequate time to align makeup water from the CRD, FAPCS, firewater, or condensate
pumps.  The applicant relies heavily on the RWCU/SDC system and FAPCS to support
shutdown DHR.  The staff’s concerns are that there is a lack of TS availability controls (ACs) on
the RWCU/SDC systems and that the alternate makeup systems being referenced lack TS ACs
and share dependencies on support systems, such as electric power.  The diesel firewater
pump is not dependent on electric power, but it is unclear how makeup water from this system
would reach the reactor vessel without an intact refueling cavity.  

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-73, the staff recommended establishing short-term ACs for the
RWCU/SDC system; expanding the operability requirement for the GDCS to include Mode 6 for
all refueling cavity water levels; or providing analysis demonstrating that sufficient water
inventory would remain above TAF following a shutdown LOCA for greater than 72 hours.  The
staff identified this as Open Item 16.2-73.  In a teleconference between the NRC staff and the
applicant on September 6, 2007, the staff asked the applicant to pursue the requested analysis. 
Pending resolution, the staff has designated this as Open Item 16.2-73.

Open Item 16.2-74.  In RAI 16.2-74, the staff requested the applicant to clarify the basis for not
including an operability requirement for a DHR method in the refueling mode with the head fully
detensioned or removed.  In its response letter (MFN 07-022, dated January 19, 2007), the
applicant stated that in Mode 6 before the water level is increased more than 7.01 m (23.0 ft)
over the top of the RPV flange, the GDCS provides the backup DHR method with adequate
reactor vessel venting to maintain the operability of the GDCS.  The RWCU/SDC system
provides the normal method of DHR.  When in Mode 6 with the water level greater than 7.01 m
(23.0 ft) over the top of the RPV flange and the new fuel pool gate removed (i.e., RPV flooded),
the large amount of water stored above the core provides the safety-related DHR capability. 
The staff’s review of the response found that the need for a reactor vessel vent path is not
adequately specified.  This condition is described only in the bases for TS 3.5.3, but this
condition warrants a separate TS.  The bases for STS 3.5.2 describe the injection capability or
the large volume of water above the vessel as providing sufficient coolant inventory to allow
operator action to terminate the inventory loss before uncovering the fuel in the event of an
inadvertent draindown.  The bases of STS 3.9.8 and STS 3.9.9 describe the RHR system as
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the primary DHR method.  At high water level, the large coolant inventory provides a heat sink
as backup to the RHR system. 

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-74, the staff recommended providing a specification addressing
the need to maintain a vent path for GDCS operability when shut down.  In addition, TS ACs
should be provided for the RWCU/SDC system.  In its response, the applicant proposed
providing an AC specification in the AC manual (ACM) for the RWCU/SDC system.  The
applicant also proposed a new SR for TS 3.5.3, which changes the frequency to once per
24 hours.  This SR states, “Verify availability of RPV venting capacity sufficient to allow GDCS
injection following loss of decay heat removal capability.”

The NRC staff and the applicant discussed this SR in a teleconference on September 6, 2007. 
The staff suggested that the SR was actually an indirect expansion of the applicability of the
ADS from Modes 1 and 2, to add Mode 5 and 6 to support GDCS operability in the event of a
loss of DHR, because meeting the SR in Mode 5, or Mode 6 without an adequate vent path,
would require making the ADS operable to provide the necessary vent path.  The staff prefers
revising the applicability of the ADS specification to the applicant’s proposal of a new SR in the
shutdown GDCS specification, as it recognizes that there may be other associated changes,
such as to ECCS instrumentation ADS function applicability.  Pending revision of the
applicability of TS 3.5.1 to match the applicability of TS 3.5.3, other appropriate TS changes,
and staff acceptance of the proposed AC for the RWCU/SDC system, this is designated Open
Item 16.2-74.

The ESBWR specifications for the ECCS implement modified versions of the STS for the
ECCS.  The staff finds that these specifications are essentially equivalent to the STS for the
ECCS functions.  The staff agrees that for those cases in which the applicant has not included
a TS corresponding to the STS, ESBWR design differences provide sufficient justification for
such an omission.  Therefore, except for the open items, the ESBWR ECCS TS are
acceptable.

16.2.9  ESBWR TS Section 3.6, “Containment Systems”

The ESBWR containment boundary is formed by the inside surfaces of the following:

• lower drywell floor and wall, which is beneath the RPV

• upper drywell floor, including beneath the lower boundary of the drywell-to-suppression
pool vent wall structure and the lower boundary of the wetwell (an enclosed space
containing the suppression pool)

• upper drywell wall (which includes the outer wall of the wetwell, and the outer walls of
the GDCS pools)

• upper drywell ceiling, which includes the removable drywell head

• PCCS condenser, which is a closed loop extension of the containment pressure
boundary
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The ESBWR suppression pool in the wetwell is connected to the upper drywell through
horizontal vents to perform a pressure suppression function similar to the BWR/6 design.  The
ESBWR wetwell ceiling penetrations, each containing a drywell-to-wetwell vacuum breaker,
connect the wetwell airspace above the suppression pool to the upper drywell.

The ESBWR TS 3.6.1.1 through 3.6.1.5 are essentially identical to the corresponding STS
requirements for primary containment, containment air locks, primary containment isolation
valves (CIVs), and primary containment pressure and air temperature because the designs are
functionally very similar.  Major differences exist, however, between the ESBWR containment
design and the BWR/6 Mark III containment design.  Major differences in the ESBWR design
include the following:

• A PCCS is used instead of active systems such as the BWR/6 RHR containment spray
system and RHR suppression pool cooling system. 

• An enclosing reactor building is used instead of a secondary containment with a standby
gas treatment system.

• The drywell boundary forms most of the containment boundary, unlike the BWR/6 Mark
III primary containment design in which the drywell boundary is not part of the primary
containment boundary.  For this reason, the ESBWR TS do not contain LCOs
corresponding to the STS for the drywell. 

These differences are reflected in the ESBWR TS Section 3.6 containment system
specifications which correspond to the STS as follows:

STS
# BWR/4 STS

ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.6.1.1* 3.6.1.1 Containment (*Primary Containment)

3.6.1.2* 3.6.1.2 Containment Air Lock (*Primary Containment Air Locks)

3.6.1.3* 3.6.1.3 Containment Isolation Valves (*Primary Containment Isolation
Valves)

3.6.1.4* 3.6.1.4 Drywell Pressure (*Primary Containment Pressure )

3.6.1.5* 3.6.1.5 Drywell Air Temperature (*Primary Containment Air Temperature)

3.6.1.6* None (*Low-Low Set Valves)

3.6.1.7* None (*Residual Heat Removal Containment Spray System)

3.6.1.7*# None (*Reactor Building-to-Suppression Chamber Vacuum Breakers)

3.6.1.8*# 3.6.1.6 Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers (*Suppression Chamber-to-
Drywell Vacuum Breakers)

None 3.6.1.7 Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS)
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# BWR/4 STS

ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)
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3.6.1.8* None (*Penetration Valve Leakage Control System)

3.6.1.9* None (*Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Control System)

3.6.2.1* 3.6.2.1 Suppression Pool Average Temperature (*same)

3.6.2.2* 3.6.2.2 Suppression Pool Water Level (*same)

3.6.2.3* None (*Residual Heat Removal Suppression Pool Cooling)

3.6.2.4* None (*Suppression Pool Makeup System)

3.6.2.5*# None (*Drywell-to-Suppression Chamber Differential Pressure)

3.6.3.1* None (*Primary Containment and Drywell Hydrogen Ignitors)

3.6.3.2* None (*[Drywell Purge System])

3.6.3.2*# None (*Primary Containment Oxygen Concentration)

3.6.3.3*# None (*Containment Atmosphere Dilution System)

3.6.4.1* 3.6.3.1 Reactor Building (*[Secondary Containment])

3.6.4.2* 3.6.3.1 Reactor Building (*Secondary Containment Isolation Valves)

3.6.4.3* None (*Standby Gas Treatment System)

3.6.5.1* None (*Drywell)

3.6.5.2* None (*Drywell Air Lock)

3.6.5.3* None (*Drywell Isolation Valve[s])

3.6.5.4* None (*Drywell Pressure)

3.6.5.5* None (*Drywell Air Temperature)

3.6.5.6* None (*Drywell Vacuum Relief System)

The ESBWR design does not include a system corresponding to the BWR/4 containment
atmosphere dilution system, or the following BWR/6 systems:

• low-low set valve system 
• penetration valve leakage control system 
• MSIV leakage control system 
• primary containment and drywell hydrogen ignitors
• drywell 
• drywell purge system 
• standby gas treatment system
• drywell isolation valves
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• drywell vacuum relief system

Accordingly, the ESBWR TS do not contain LCOs for these systems.  The ESBWR TS also do
not contain LCOs corresponding to the BWR/4 STS for the following parameters:

• drywell-to-suppression chamber differential pressure
• primary containment oxygen concentration

The ESBWR TS do not include a TS for the drywell spray system, which is part of the
nonsafety-related FAPCS.  Unlike the BWR/6 RHR containment spray system specified in
STS 3.6.1.7, “RHR Containment Spray System,” the ESBWR drywell spray system is not
credited in any DBA analysis and is not assumed to function during the initial 72-hour period
following a design-basis event.  Drywell spray is a mode of FAPCS operation that is expected to
be available for use following the initial 72-hour period after a LOCA to assist in postaccident
recovery.  During this mode of operation, to reduce the containment pressure, the FAPCS
draws water from the suppression pool and cools and then sprays the cooled water into the
drywell air space through a discharge line and ring header with spray nozzles mounted on the
header.  To prevent drywell spray actuation from reducing drywell pressure too much, a flow-
restricting orifice limits the flow.  Using an orifice instead of a throttle valve for this purpose
reduces the need, subsequent to initial system testing following construction, for a TS
surveillance to periodically verify that the flow is limited as required.  Therefore, omission of a
TS for the drywell spray system is acceptable.

Open Item 16.2-112.  The applicant made a significant change to SR 3.6.1.1.3 in DCD
Revision 3.  Instead of measuring overall drywell to wetwell bypass area, it now proposes to
measure only the leakage area through vacuum breaker lines, which is not acceptable to the
staff.  Subsequently, the staff sent the following question to the applicant, who has not yet
responded:

DCD Tier 2, Revision 3, Section 16, SR 3.6.1.1.3 requests to 

“verify the combined leakage rate through all vacuum breaker lines is
#{0.1 cm2 (1.0 x 10-4 ft2) (A/%K)} when tested at $ {kPaD (psid)}.”

This is inconsistent with corresponding STS SR 3.6.5.1.1, and
inconsistent in itself:

The DCD SR applies only to the leakage through the vacuum breaker
lines, while the STS SR applies to 10 percent of the total bypass leakage
between drywell and wetwell, which was used in calculating peak
containment pressure in DCD Tier 2, Revision 3, Section 6.2.  Please
explain how you ensure that the assumed total bypass leakage between
the drywell and wetwell will not be exceeded during operation of the
reactor.

The left side of the first inequality sign (#) refers to a “leakage rate” but
the expression on the right side of the sign has numbers with dimensions
of area, which is inconsistent with the former. Please fix the
inconsistency.
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Pending resolution of these questions, the staff has designated this as Open Item 16.2-112.

The NRC revised 10 CFR 50.44, “Combustible Gas Control System in Light-Water-Cooled
Power Reactors,” 10 CFR 50.34, “Contents of Applications; Technical Information,” and
10 CFR 52.47, “Contents of Applications,” along with the creation of a new rule,
10 CFR 50.46a, “Acceptance Criteria for Reactor Coolant System Venting Systems” (see
volume 67, page 50374 of the Federal Register, August 2, 2002).  These changes were meant
to risk-inform the combustible gas control requirements and constituted significant relaxations
of the requirements. The proposed rule changes became effective on October 16, 2003.  The
ESBWR DCD was written in consideration of these rule changes. 

The applicant states in DCD Section 6.2.5.1 that 10 CFR 50.44(c)(2) establishes for future
water-cooled reactor applicants and licensees that “all containments must have an inerted
atmosphere, or must limit hydrogen concentrations in containment during and following an
accident….”  The applicant then states, “The design of the ESBWR provides for an inerted
containment and, as a result, no system to limit hydrogen concentration is required.”

The ESBWR containment inerting system can be used under postaccident conditions for
containment atmosphere dilution to maintain the containment in an inerted condition by a
controlled purge of the containment atmosphere with nitrogen to prevent reaching a
combustible gas condition. Thus, the applicant did not propose a specification similar to BWR/4
STS 3.6.3.3 for the containment atmosphere dilution system for design-basis hydrogen control.

Open Item 16.2-110.  In RAI 16.2-110, the staff asked the applicant to add a TS limiting
containment oxygen concentration to less than 4 percent by volume, based on BWR/4
STS 3.6.3.2.  In its response (MFN 07-025, Supplement 1, dated June 29, 2007), the applicant
proposed establishing ACs for containment oxygen concentration.  In a followup question, the
staff stated the following:

The regulatory limit proposed by the applicant, based on the future design
certification rulemaking for ESBWR, will be too far removed from the day-to-day
operation of a plant to provide sufficient control of and attention to the
containment oxygen concentration limit.  It adds little to the requirements already
present in 10 CFR 50.44.  Further, using the applicant’s suggested Availability
Control also lacks sufficient regulatory force.  The staff’s position is that a TS
limiting condition for operation must be established for an inerted containment to
meet 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)(D).  The structure is the inerted containment.  The
NRC has determined that combustible gases produced by beyond design-basis
accidents involving both fuel-cladding oxidation and core-concrete interaction
would be risk-significant for plants with inerted containments, if not for the inerted
containment atmosphere.  It is essential to have a regulatory limit on
containment oxygen concentration in each ESBWR plant license, meaning a TS
LCO.  Provide a TS of this type in DCD Tier 2, Chapter 16.

Pending resolution of this issue, the staff has designated it as Open Item 16.2-110. 
Section 6.2.5 of this SER contains the staff’s evaluation of combustible gas control for the
ESBWR design.
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Open Item 16.2-45.  In RAI 16.2-45, the staff requested that the applicant further justify omitting
requirements for CIV instrumentation functions in Mode 5.  In its response letter (MFN 07-022,
dated January 19, 2007), the applicant discussed the CIV and other system isolation
instrumentation functions in the STS that are required when the plant is in hot shutdown, cold
shutdown, and refueling.  The applicant determined that no CIV instrumentation functions were
required in cold shutdown to limit fission product release during and following postulated DBAs
for the ESBWR.  However, the applicant also determined that the instrumentation function to
close the RWCU/SDC system containment penetrations upon detection of a leak from the
RWCU/SDC system is required in Mode 5 to isolate the RPV to minimize loss of RCS inventory
for core protection.  The applicant subsequently proposed a new TS for this isolation function in
TS Section 3.4.  However, Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapters 16 and 16B, includes no such
TS.

In Supplement 2 to RAI 16.2-45, the staff asked the applicant to explain how the TS address
operability and SRs for the automatic isolation valves for the RWCU/SDC system, associated
with the following proposed isolation instrumentation functions:

• 3.3.6.3.1, “Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 2” 
• 3.3.6.3.2, “Reactor Vessel Water Level—Low, Level 1”  
• 3.3.6.3.9, “{RWCU/SDC System Differential Flow—High (Per RWCU/SDC subsystem)}” 

The staff also asked for a similar explanation concerning the isolation actuation function
3.3.6.4.2, “RWCU/SDC System Lines.”

Although the safety analysis does not assume containment isolation for a fuel handling
accident, the staff requested that the applicant specify CIV instrumentation functions to be
operable during operations with the potential of draining the reactor vessel and irradiated fuel
movement for defense in depth.  The staff has designated this issue and the above request as
Open Item 16.2-45.

In RAI 16.2-47, the staff asked the applicant to provide additional justification for the 24-month
surveillance frequency of SR 3.6.1.6.3 to verify that each wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker
fully opens at the specified minimum differential pressure.  The applicant previously addressed
this question in response to RAI 3.9-1 (MFN 06-127, dated June 16, 2006).  Pending
confirmation that RAI 3.9-1 is closed based on the applicant’s justification for the 24-month
surveillance frequency, the staff has designated this as Confirmatory Item 16.2-47. 

In RAI 16.2-49, the staff requested that the applicant justify the omission of a surveillance to
test wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker butterfly valves and their solenoid valves.  In its
response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant reiterated its
commitment “to include drywell to wetwell vacuum breaker proximity switch and downstream
isolation valve testing in the TS” made in response to RAI 16.0-1.  This commitment is met with
SR 3.6.1.6.4, “Channel Calibration,” and SR 3.6.1.6.5, “System Functional Test,” for each
vacuum breaker flow path isolation function, on a 24-month frequency.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-49
is closed.

Open Item 16.2-50.  In RAI 16.2-50, the staff asked the applicant to describe how it anticipates
performing SR 3.6.3.1.4 to verify that the reactor building exfiltration rate is within limits and to
justify the 60-month frequency.  In its response (MFN 07-022), the applicant indicated that the
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60-month frequency was adequate to ensure the leak rate assumptions remain valid because
of “general building integrity inspections.”  

However, the associated TS bases (DCD Tier 2, Chapter 16B) state that the 60-month
frequency is based on engineering judgment but does not say why it is acceptable.  The staff
requests that the applicant provide clearer justification for the 60-month frequency in the bases
for SR 3.6.3.1.4.  For example, how often must general building integrity inspections occur to
justify the 60-month frequency?  Pending additional justification for the 60-month frequency of
SR 3.6.3.1.4, this item remains open.

In a supplement to RAI 16.2-50, the staff requested that the applicant respond to the original
question to the extent permitted by currently available information, even though “construction
level design details” are not currently available.  The applicant’s response to related
RAI 15.4-26 in MFN 07-299 adequately described the reactor building flow paths to be isolated
and the method to be used to verify the reactor building leak rate.  The staff will verify that the
DCD is updated to reflect changes proposed in the response to RAI 15.4-26 and has
designated this as Confirmatory Item 16.2-50.

In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006) to RAI 16.0-3, the applicant
listed TSTF-458-T, “Removing Restart of Shutdown Clock for Increasing Suppression Pool
Temperature,” Revision 0, as being incorporated in the generic TS.  The following revisions to
this TSTF remove a potential ambiguity in STS 3.6.2.1, “Suppression Pool Average
Temperature,” between Actions D and E:

• Condition D applies when the suppression pool average temperature exceeds 110 EF
regardless of how high the suppression pool average temperature rises, instead of just
up to 120 EF, so that regardless of any temperature increase above 120 EF, the 36-hour
completion time clock of Required Action D.3, to be in cold shutdown, will not reset.

• Required Action D.2 changes from “verify suppression pool average temperature
#120 EF every 30 minutes” to “determine suppression pool average temperature every
30 minutes,” to ensure timely detection of temperature changes.

• For the condition of suppression pool average temperature above 120 EF, Action E
changes with the removal of Required Action E.2, to be in cold shutdown in 36 hours,
which leaves only Required Action E.1, to depressurize the reactor vessel to less than
200 psig within 12 hours (i.e., be in hot shutdown; 200 psig saturated steam
corresponds to an RCS temperature of approximately 375 EF). 

 
Stopping the shutdown completion time clock of Required Action D.3 if the suppression pool
average temperature exceeds 120 EF, and then starting the new shutdown completion time
clock of Required Action D.3, is not the intended requirement.  When suppression pool average
temperature exceeds and stays above 110 EF, the unit must be in cold shutdown in 36 hours,
regardless of how high the temperature rises.  The clarification of this ambiguous specification
is consistent with its intent and is an administrative change; therefore, TSTF-458-T is
acceptable.

In a supplement to RAI 16.0-3, the staff noted that proposed ESBWR TS 3.6.2.1, “Suppression
Pool Average Temperature,” differs significantly from TSTF-458-T in the following ways: 
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• Required Action D.2 still requires verifying instead of determining temperature.

• STS Required Action D.3, to be in cold shutdown within 36 hours of entering
Condition D, is deleted.

• Required Action E.2, to be in cold shutdown within 36 hours of entering Condition E, is
not deleted.

• Condition D applies when the suppression pool average temperature exceeds 120 EF,
instead of the STS value of 110 EF, and Condition E applies when the suppression pool
average temperature exceeds 130 EF, instead of the STS value of 120 EF.

  
In its response (MFN 06-431, Supplement 5, dated July 16, 2007), the applicant committed to
change Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2 Sections 16 and 16B, to incorporate without deviation
TSTF 458-T but to use the higher temperatures appropriate to the ESBWR suppression pool
design.  Acceptability of the proposed pool temperature limits is being reviewed by the staff
pending GEH response to the open item RAI 6.2-159.  Assuming staff acceptance of the higher
temperatures, the proposed TS 3.6.2.1 is acceptable, and this part of RAI 16.0-3 is resolved.

The ESBWR specifications associated with containment systems implement modified versions
of the STS for containment systems.  The staff finds that these specifications have been
constructed to be essentially equivalent to the STS for the containment cooling and isolation
functions.  The staff agrees that for those cases in which the corresponding STS have not been
included, ESBWR design differences provide sufficient justification for such omissions. 
Therefore, the staff finds the ESBWR containment system specifications acceptable, pending
resolution of the open items.

16.2.10  ESBWR TS Section 3.7, “Plant Systems”

The ESBWR TS for plant systems correspond to the STS as follows:

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.7.1* None (*Standby Service Water System and Ultimate Heat Sink)

3.7.2* None (*High Pressure Core Spray Service Water System)

3.7.1* 3.7.1 Isolation Condenser/Passive Containment Cooling (PCC) Pools
(*Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS))

3.7.3* 3.7.2 CRHAVS (*Control Room Fresh Air System)

3.7.4* 3.7.2 CRHAVS (*Control Room Air Conditioning System)

3.7.5* 3.7.3 Main Condenser Offgas (*same)

3.7.6* 3.7.4 Main Turbine Bypass System (*same)

3.7.7* 3.7.5 Fuel Pool Water Level (*same)



STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)
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none 3.7.6 Selected Control Rod Run-In (SCRRI) and Selected Rod Insertion
(SRI) Functions

The ESBWR TS do not contain a specification for the plant service water system (PSWS) in
conjunction with the UHS system analogous to STS 3.7.1.  The PSWS does not perform any
safety-related function.  There is no interface with any safety-related component.  Omission of
specifications for the PSWS in conjunction with the nonsafety UHS system (e.g., cooling tower)
is acceptable because these systems do not perform safety-related functions and do not satisfy
any of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii). 

The water volume of the IC/PCC pools provides the safety-related UHS function through
evaporation.  ESBWR TS 3.7.1 requires the IC/PCC pools to be operable and provides
appropriate action and SRs.  Therefore, TS 3.7.1 is acceptable.

The PSWS consists of two independent and 100-percent redundant trains that continuously
circulate water through the reactor component cooling water system (RCCWS) and turbine
component cooling water system (TCCWS) heat exchangers.  It has functions related to the
regulatory treatment of nonsafety systems (RTNSS) to provide post-72-hour cooling to the
RCCWS and TCCWS.  Section 16.2.16 and Chapter 22 of this SER address these short-term
ACs.  The PSWS is designed so that neither a single active nor single passive component
failure results in a complete loss of nuclear island cooling and/or plant dependence on any
safety-related system. This is achieved by redundant components, automatic valves, and piping
cross-connects for increased reliability.  For example, in the event of a loss of offsite preferred
power, the PSWS, powered from standby diesel generators, supports bringing the plant to the
cold shutdown condition in 36 hours by removing decay heat via the PSWS-RCCWS heat
exchangers and the RCCWS-RWCU/SDC heat exchangers, assuming the most limiting single
active failure.

The IC, GDCS, and PCCS provide safety-related heat removal in the event of a design-basis
event.  The safety-related ICS and PCCS pools contain sufficient water volume to act as the
UHS, through evaporation, for a period of 72 hours after a DBA without replenishment; after
that, operators must manually replenish the ICS and PCCS pools using the fire water system,
which is subject to short-term ACs.  LCOs 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4, 3.5.5, 3.6.1.7, and 3.7.1 require
the IC, GDCS, and PCCS to be operable.

ESBWR TS 3.7.2 contains requirements for the CRHAVS, which provides safety-related
ventilation and radiation protection to keep the CRHA habitable.  To maintain a safe
environment in the CRHA in the event of a DBA, the CRHAVS relies on (1) ventilation dampers
to isolate normal nonfiltered air intakes and exhaust ducts, (2) emergency filtration units and
supply fans to supply and filter outside air, which may contain radioactivity, to the CRHA, and
(3) the thermal design of the CRHA boundary, along with the CRHAVS filtered air supply, to
maintain CRHA air temperature within acceptable limits.  

The ESBWR CRHAVS does not rely on air conditioning units for temperature control following
isolation of the control room as does the STS BWR/6 control room fresh air system.  The STS
requires an operable control room air conditioning system.  The bases for TS 3.7.2 state that
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following a DBA, the CRHAVS air handling units (AHUs) (the air conditioning units) are
assumed to initially operate with power from nonsafety-related uninterruptible ac sources, for up
to 2 hours to remove heat from nonsafety loads within the CRHA to maintain temperature less
than or equal to 78 EF; at time 2 hours, those nonsafety loads are tripped and passive heat loss
from the CRHA and the CRHAVS filtered air supply limits the temperature increase to 15 EF
until ac power is restored no later than 72 hours after the start of the event.

Open Item 16.0-7.  In a followup to RAI 16.0-7, the NRC staff requested that the applicant do
the following:

• Establish an inspection, test, analysis, and acceptance criterion (ITAAC) to demonstrate
the claimed postaccident temperature behavior of the CRHA and passive heat sink,
assuming a CRHA temperature of 93 EF is acceptable; or revise LCO 3.7.2 to explicitly
require the AHUs to be operable and add to the ESBWR design sufficient electrical
power to run the AHUs for 72 hours without offsite or standby ac power.

• Determine the temperature that the CRHA air would reach in 72 hours assuming normal
unit power operating conditions, CRHA air temperature and passive heat sink initially at
78 EF, maximum expected external ambient air temperature, and no AHU cooling
available.  (This request is based on TS 3.7.2 Action A, which allows 72 hours to restore
temperature in the CRHA to less than or equal to 78 EF.)

• Consider adding a required action to verify CRHA air temperature and passive heat sink
temperature at some maximum value, say on an hourly basis, as a condition for
operating during the 72-hour completion time of TS 3.7.2 Action A to ensure that the
capacity of the heat sink remains available in case of a design-basis event.

The staff has designated resolution of these requests as Open Item 16.0-7. 

[TS 3.7.2 is consistent with the format and usage rules of the STS and will ensure that the
CRHAVS will be able to perform its intended function.  The CRHAVS satisfies Criterion 3 of
10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).  Therefore, TS 3.7.2 is acceptable.]

In RAI 16.2-54, the staff requested that the applicant adopt TSTF-448-A, Revision 3.  In DCD
Tier 2, Revision 3, the applicant changed the plant design to make control room ventilation
safety related and accordingly added TS 3.3.7.1, 3.3.7.2, and 3.7.2 for the CRHA
instrumentation, actuation, and HVAC, respectively; also added was TS 5.5.13, “Ventilation
Filter Testing Program (VFTP),” for the CRHAVS emergency filtration units.  The staff verified
that the applicant had proposed TS 3.7.2 and its bases and TS 5.5.12, “CRHA Boundary
Program,” in accordance with the TS changes stipulated in TSTF-448-A, with no significant
deviations.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-54 is closed.

ESBWR TS 3.7.3 for main condenser offgas, TS 3.7.4 for the main turbine bypass system, and 
TS 3.7.5 for spent fuel pool water level are essentially the same as the corresponding
STS 3.7.5, 3.7.6, and 3.7.7, respectively, and are therefore acceptable.

In RAI 16.2-53, the staff asked the applicant to specify a 31-day frequency for surveillance to
cycle the turbine bypass valve and describe in the bases the conditions for relaxing this
frequency from 31 to 92 days, for optional use by a COL applicant.  In its response letter
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(MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant committed to revise the surveillance
frequency to 31 days in SR 3.7.4 and include a description of the option to extend the
frequency to 92 days in the bases.  These changes were completed with DCD Revision 3. 
Therefore, RAI 16.2-53 is resolved.

In RAI 16.2-78, the staff requested that the applicant describe the surveillance (including
inservice testing) and action requirements that would apply to the valves in the makeup water 
transfer line from the fire protection water system and the offsite water supply sources to the
FAPCS.  The availability of these flow paths and water sources is necessary to extend the
passive cooling by the IC and PCCS beyond the initial 72 hours following a design-basis event
and to replenish any water lost through evaporation from the spent fuel pool.  In its response
letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant stated that it had enhanced the
makeup water capability by replacing the single isolation valve with two isolation valves in
parallel in the design of the water supply line from the fire protection system to the FAPCS. 
The applicant also stated that it would apply short-term ACs under RTNSS, and these controls
would include appropriate testing requirements to ensure the availability of makeup water for
the IC/PCCS pools and the spent fuel pools.  Pending completion of the staff’s review of
RTNSS, the staff has designated this item as Confirmatory Item 16.2-78.

The applicant proposed TS 3.7.6, “Selected Control Rod Run-In (SCRRI) and Selected Rod
Insertion (SRI) Functions,” to specify operability of the SCRRI logic to initiate command to the
RC&IS for electrical insertion of selected control rods upon the loss of feedwater heating signal
from the feedwater control system (FWCS) and turbine trip and load reject signals from the
turbine control system.  The proposed TS also specifies the operability of SRI function logic in
the diverse protection system (DPS) which receives hard-wired turbine trip and load reject
signals from the turbine control system to produce an automatic SRI command signal to the
scram timing test panel to initiate control rod scram for mitigation of a loss of feedwater heating
event or providing needed power reduction after occurrence of a load rejection event or a
turbine trip event that does not result in a scram.

The staff finds the addition of this specification acceptable.

Open Item 16.2-118.  The staff sent the applicant the following comments regarding TS 3.7.2,
“CRHAVS,” in Revision 3 of DCD Tier 2, Chapter 16B:

• Revise the 4th sentence in Applicable Safety Analyses discussion in
Bases to state: “No single active or passive failure will cause the loss of
outside air to the CRHA.”

• Required Action A.1 specifies 72 hours to recover from inadequate
cooling in the CRHA as evidenced by temperature above limit of 78 EF. 
Under worst case conditions assumed in the design, what temperature
would be reached in the CRHA in 72 hours and afterwards during plant
shutdown; could those temperatures interfere with capability to safely
shut down the plant during both normal and DBA operating conditions? 
That is, provide additional technical justification for the 72 hour
completion time beyond that given in the Bases background discussion
and the Bases for Required Action A.1.
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• Use “System” instead of “Subsystem” in the name of the CRHAVS TS. 
Also, do not use both “Subsystem” and “train”—use one or the other
throughout the TS.

• Recommend requiring an operable AHU for each CRHAVS subsystem to
be operable, and revise Action A to address an inoperable subsystem
due to an inoperable AHU, then allow appropriate restoration time for the
CRHA cooling contingent upon maintaining temperature within limits. 
Specify an action requirement to periodically check temperature.  Also
add a surveillance to verify the heat removal capability of the AHUs
similar to STS SR 3.7.4.1.

Section 3.7 of the ESBWR TS implements modified versions of the STS plant system
specifications.  The staff finds that these specifications are essentially equivalent to the STS for
plant systems.  The staff agrees that for those cases in which a TS corresponding to the STS
has not been included, ESBWR design differences provide sufficient justification for such
omissions.  Therefore, the staff finds the ESBWR plant system specifications acceptable,
pending resolution of the open items.

16.2.11  ESBWR TS Section 3.8, “Electrical Power Systems”

During the first 72 hours following the occurrence of a design-basis event, the ESBWR design
relies only on dc electrical power sources (dc sources) for mitigating accident consequences
and achieving a safe shutdown condition of at least hot shutdown, Mode 3, or stable shutdown,
Mode 4.  (“Safe shutdown” is defined in DCD Tier 1, Section 1.2.1, and includes the operational
conditions of hot shutdown, stable shutdown, and cold shutdown.)  Consequently, the applicant
did not propose a TS for ac sources corresponding to STS 3.8.1, “AC Sources—Operating,”
STS 3.8.2, “AC Sources—Shutdown,” and STS 3.8.3, “Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting
Air.”  The ESBWR design designates ac sources and associated ac electrical power distribution
circuits (ac distribution) as nonsafety-related systems.  However, after the initial 72-hour period,
the design does require the availability of an ac source for maintaining a safe shutdown
condition.  In addition, placing the plant in cold shutdown, Mode 5, is not possible without the
availability of an ac source.  Because an ac source is necessary for maintaining the plant in a
safe shutdown condition beyond 72 hours, the onsite ac sources (diesel generators), offsite ac
sources, and associated ac electrical power distribution circuits (ac distribution) are important
from an RTNSS perspective and should be included in short-term ACs. 

The dc sources supply emergency power to associated safety-related inverters, which convert
250-volt (V) dc to 120-V ac and provide uninterruptible 120-V ac power during all modes of
operation.  Uninterruptible 120-V ac power supplies all safety-related loads, including the
safety-related distributed control and information system and the control power for
safety-related systems.  The dc sources are designed to have sufficient capacity,
independence, redundancy, and testing capability to perform their safety functions when any
three of the four divisions are available, assuming a single failure of one of the three required
divisions.

Each of the two safety-related inverters in each division is normally powered by an associated
battery charger (normal or standby) via a safety-related 250-V dc bus or an associated rectifier. 
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Both the battery charger and the rectifier are supplied 480-V ac power by the associated
division’s isolation power center (IPC) bus.  The battery charger and rectifier both convert 480-V
ac power to 250-V dc power.  Output blocking diodes on the output of the 250-V dc bus and the
output of the rectifier are used to isolate safety-related Class 1E loads from the IPC bus.  If the
battery charger and rectifier both lose ac power from the IPC bus, the associated safety-related
250-V battery will automatically supply the inverter via the 250-V dc bus.  A blocking diode on
the output of each battery charger prevents the battery charger from loading its associated
battery.

The ESBWR TS for electrical power systems include specifications corresponding to the STS
as follows:

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.8.4* 3.8.1 DC Sources—Operating (*same)

3.8.5* 3.8.2 DC Sources—Shutdown (*same)

3.8.6* 3.8.3 Battery Parameters (*same)

3.8.7* 3.8.4 Inverters—Operating (*same)

3.8.8* 3.8.5 Inverters—Shutdown (*same)

3.8.9* 3.8.6 Distribution Systems—Operating (*same)

3.8.10* 3.8.7 Distribution Systems—Shutdown (*same)

TS 3.8.1, which is applicable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, requires dc sources to be operable to
support the three divisions of dc electrical power distribution and the three divisions of
uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution required by LCO 3.8.6.  This LCO is acceptable
because three operable divisions of the dc electrical power distribution and three operable
divisions of the uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution represent the lowest functional
capability of the electrical power distribution system required for safe operation of the facility,
assuming a design-basis event with a loss of all offsite and onsite ac sources and a single
failure that results in the loss of one of the three electrical power distribution divisions.  An
operable division requires two operable dc sources.  An operable dc source requires a 250-V
battery, an associated battery charger, and all associated control equipment and
interconnecting cable.  Action and surveillance requirements are consistent with the STS. 
Therefore, TS 3.8.1 is acceptable.

TS 3.8.2, which is applicable in Modes 5 and 6, requires dc sources to be operable to support
the divisions of dc electrical power distribution and divisions of uninterruptible ac electrical
power distribution required by LCO 3.8.7.  This LCO is acceptable because it ensures the
availability of sufficient 250-V dc power sources to operate the unit safely and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., inadvertent reactor vessel
draindown).  The fuel handling accident analysis (DCD Section 15.4.1) does not credit the
mitigation function provided by the CRHAVS charcoal filters.  Control room ventilation is
assumed to operate in normal operation mode for the duration of the event.  So TS 3.8.2 omits
the applicability condition of “during movement of recently irradiated fuel” and the required
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action to immediately “suspend movement of recently irradiated fuel assemblies in the
containment” when one or more required dc sources are inoperable.  Other than this, the action
and surveillance requirements are consistent with the STS.  Therefore, TS 3.8.2 is acceptable.

Staff review of TS 3.8.3, “Battery Parameters,” remains open, pending resolution of the
following staff RAIs:

• Open Item 16.2-55. In RAI 16.2-55, the staff asked the applicant to justify its proposal to
use float current monitoring to determine battery state of charge (SOC), instead of an
SR for measuring battery cell electrolyte specific gravity.  In its response letter (MFN 06-
431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant committed to propose, upon final
resolution of the staff’s concerns with TSTF-360, a surveillance that conforms to the
STS to the extent practicable and consistent with the ESBWR design.  TSTF-360 is to
be replaced with TSTF-500, “DC Electrical Rewrite—Update to TSTF-360,” which is
expected to be issued July 2007.  Subsequent to its response letter, the applicant
issued DCD Chapter 16, Revision 3.  This revision proposed that specific gravity
measurements be replaced with float current monitoring to determine the battery SOC. 
The staff will need confirmation from the VRLA battery manufacturer that float current
monitoring can accurately indicate the battery SOC during steady-state and discharge
conditions.  If float current monitoring does not indicate 100-percent SOC, the COL
applicant must commit to additional design margins in the battery sizing calculations to
compensate for measurement uncertainty, and the TS bases would specify these design
margins.  The staff has designated this as Open Item 16.2-55.

• Open Item 16.2-57. In RAI 16.2-57 and RAI 16.2-87, the staff asked the applicant to
include a value for the minimum acceptable pilot cell temperature.  In its response letter
(MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant committed to propose, upon
final resolution of the staff’s concerns with TSTF-360, a surveillance that conforms to
the STS to the extent practicable and consistent with the ESBWR design.  TSTF-360 is
being replaced by TSTF-500, which is expected to be issued July 2007.  Subsequent to
its response letter, the applicant issued DCD Chapter 16, Revision 3.  This revision
replaced the requirements in Required Action 3.8.3.D.1 and SR 3.8.3.4 for pilot cell
temperature with battery room temperature.  The revised DCD did not justify using
battery room temperature and did not state whether the design includes continuous
monitoring of the battery room temperature with high and low alarms in the main control
room.  Since battery cell temperature could change for reasons other than ambient
conditions (e.g., power flow, resistivity issues/internal shorts, etc.), new SRs should be
specified for the battery pilot cells and connected cells.  The surveillance frequency
should specify taking temperature measurements at the negative post of battery pilot
cells every 31 days and at the negative post of connected cells every 92 days.  The
issue raised in RAI 16.2-87 is same as that raised in RAI 16.2-57. The staff considers
the  RAI 16.2-87 to be resolved because the staff will track this issue under Open Item
16.2-57. 

• Open Item 16.2-89. In RAI 16.2-89, the staff requested that the applicant verify that the
proposed TS 5.5.10, “Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program,” references the
appropriate Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standard and include
all essential maintenance parameters.  In its response letter (MFN 07-172, dated March
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27, 2007), the applicant stated that it had replaced its program proposal, as of
Revision 3 to the DCD, to state the following:

This Program provides for battery restoration and maintenance, based on
the recommendations of IEEE Standard 1188-2005, “IEEE
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of
Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries for Stationary Applications,”
or of the battery manufacturer of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage <2.18 V, and

b. Actions to determine the cause and correct when cell
temperatures deviate more than 3 EC (5 EF) from each other.

In a followup question, the staff stated that it had not yet endorsed IEEE
Standard 1188-2005 and asked the applicant to revise the program to state the
following:

This Program provides for battery restoration and maintenance which
includes the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage <2.18 V, and

b. Actions to determine the cause and correct when cell
temperatures deviate more than 3 EC (5 EF) from each other. 

c. Actions to verify that remaining cells are $2.14 VDC when a cell or
cells have been found to be <2.18 VDC.

The staff has designated the content of TS 5.5.10 as Open Item 16.2-89.

RAI 16.2-56 and RAI 16.2-86, regarding the minimum acceptable pilot cell voltage, are 
closed.  RAI 16.2-86 is related to the minimum acceptable pilot cell float voltage.  The minimum
acceptable pilot cell float voltage is a bracketed value, and it is the responsibility of the COL
applicant to ensure that the TS specifies the minimum acceptable voltage.  RAI 16.2-56 is
related to the pilot cell selection criteria.  According to Revision 3 of DCD Chapter 16, the bases
for SR 3.8.3.2 and SR 3.8.3.5 state that the cell selection criterion is the lowest cell voltage in
the series string following each quarterly surveillance.  The quarterly surveillance verifies that
the float voltage of each connected cell of each required battery is greater than or equal to the
minimum acceptable voltage.  This selection criterion for the pilot cell will provide reasonable
assurance that no cell voltage is less than the minimum acceptable voltage between quarterly
surveillances. Therefore, based on the preceding discussion the staff finds the response
acceptable and hence RAI 16.2-56 and RAI 16.2-86 are resolved.

Open Item 16.2-122.  LCO 3.8.3.D and SR 3.8.3.4 include required actions and SRs for battery
room temperature.  The staff asked the applicant to explain the basis for battery room
temperature and why the DCD or TS bases do not require continuous monitoring of the battery
room temperature with alarms in the main control room when room temperature is below or
above established design limits. 
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Since battery cell temperature could change for reasons other than ambient conditions (e.g.,
power flow, resistivity issues/internal shorts, etc.), the applicant should specify a new LCO for
the battery pilot cells and connected cells.  The surveillance frequency associated with these
LCOs should specify that the battery pilot cell temperature at the negative post be measured
every 31 days and every 92 days for connected cells.

Open Item 16.2-122.  The staff asked the applicant to explain how battery room temperature
will be maintained during loss of ac power.  Battery performance is dependent on battery
temperature.  The applicant should provide assurance that the battery will perform its intended
function without ac power to the battery room ventilation and air conditioning systems.  The
staff asked the applicant to discuss battery margins (i.e., aging margin, design margin,
temperature correction factor, float current monitoring uncertainty for 100-percent SOC), and
potential for thermal runaway.

In RAI 16.2-124, the staff requested that the licensee justify not following IEEE Standard
1188-2005 in proposed SR 3.8.3.6.  The proposed SR requires battery capacity verification
every 60 months and 12 months when the battery shows degradation or has reached
85 percent of expected life.  IEEE Standard 1188- 2005, however, recommends that the
performance test interval should not be greater than 25 percent of the expected service life or
2 years, whichever is less.  In its response letter (MFN 07-306, dated June 4, 2007), the
applicant proposed to revise the SR 3.8.3.6 frequency to “24 months and 12 months when
battery shows degradation or has reached 85% of the expected life.”  This frequency is
consistent with IEEE Standard 1188-2005 and is therefore acceptable.

Open Item 16.2-124.  In a followup question to the applicant’s response to RAI 16.2-124, the
staff pointed out that the proposed minimum battery capacity of 80 percent in SR 3.8.3.6 is
applicable to vented lead acid batteries, not VRLA batteries.  The staff requested the applicant
to revise SR 3.8.3.6 to state, “Verify each required battery capacity is greater than or equal to
90% of the manufacturer’s rating when subjected to a performance discharge test {or a
modified performance discharge test}.”  This is consistent with the proposed bases and
Section 6.3 of IEEE Standard 1188-2005.  In a telephone call between the applicant and the
NRC staff on July 27, 2007, the staff proposed that the COL applicant provide documentation to
justify the use of the modified performance discharge test for VRLA batteries in SR 3.8.3.6, and
that the 80-percent battery capacity limit for the performance discharge test be bracketed in
SR 3.8.3.6 as an item for the COL applicant to determine based on battery sizing.  The staff
has designated resolution of this issue as Open Item 16.2-124.

Open Item 16.2-126.  LCO 3.8.1, Required Action A2, states that if one or both required battery
chargers are inoperable on one required division, the associated battery must be returned to
the fully charged condition.  The bases specify fully charged condition as either three
consecutive hourly current readings change less than {0.5} amps or the float current is less
than {2} amps.  LCO 3.8.1, not the bases, must define fully charged condition.  In addition, the
applicant gave no technical justification for three consecutive hourly readings change of less
than {0.5} amps in lieu of a float current less than {2} amps.

Open Item 16.2-129.  The bases for LCO 3.8.1, “DC Sources,” state that all safety-related
Class 1E loads are isolated from the IPC buses by diodes on the output of both the
nonsafety-related rectifiers and the 250-V dc bus associated with the dc sources.  The applicant
should explain why there are no SRs to periodically verify that the blocking diodes are operable.
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In RAI 16.2-60, regarding the discussion of TS 3.8.1, Required Action A.3, in the bases, the
staff asked the applicant to justify the 7-day completion time to restore the battery charger to
operable status provided that the battery terminal voltage is maintained using an alternate
means.  Issuance of Chapter 16 of DCD Revision 3 resolved this question by changing the
7-day completion time to 72 hours, which is considered conservative.  The 72-hour completion
time will have no significant effect on plant safety because only two divisions are required to
ensure safe shutdown during a DBA.  The staff finds the 72-hour completion time acceptable
because the probability of a DBA occurring during this period is low and the remaining three
divisions have sufficient capacity to achieve safe shutdown even if a single failure of one of the
three required divisions were to occur.  Therefore, RAI 16.2-60 is closed.

Regarding implementation of TS 3.8.1, Required Action A.2, “Verify battery returned to fully
charged condition once per 24 hours,” use of the division’s alternate battery charger is
acceptable.  Since a COL applicant may establish another means of performing this action, the
bases for TS 3.8.1, Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3, allow for use of an “alternate means” of restoring
battery terminal voltage to less than or equal to the minimum established float voltage. 

TS 3.8.4, “Inverters—Operating,” which is applicable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, requires inverters
to be operable to support the three divisions of uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution
required by LCO 3.8.6.  Similar to Required Action A.1 of STS 3.8.7 for the loss of redundancy
condition of one inoperable inverter in one division (either Division 1 or 2), Required Action A.1
of TS 3.8.4 for the loss of redundancy condition of one required division inoperable (because of
one or both inverters being inoperable) requires restoring the inoperable required division to
operable status within 24 hours.  For the loss-of-function condition of inoperable inverters in
Division 1 and 2, STS LCO 3.0.3 applies and requires placing the unit in cold shutdown within
37 hours.  For the loss-of-function condition of two or more required divisions inoperable
[because of inoperable inverters], Required Action B.2 of TS 3.8.4 directs that the unit be
placed in cold shutdown within 36 hours.  Thus, the ESBWR shutdown action requirement is
more stringent.  TS SR 3.8.4.1 is the same as STS SR 3.8.7.1.  TS 3.8.5,
“Inverters—Shutdown,” which is applicable in Modes 5 and 6, requires inverters to be operable
to support the divisions of uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution required by LCO 3.8.7. 
The TS 3.8.5 LCO and action and surveillance requirements are equivalent to those of
STS 3.8.8.  The staff concludes that the proposed TS for safety-related inverters are consistent
with the STS and are acceptable.

The TS 3.8.6, “Distribution Systems—Operating,” which is applicable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4,
requires three divisions of the dc electrical power distribution and three divisions of the
uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution to be operable.  With one or both safety-related
250-V dc buses in one required division inoperable (i.e., deenergized), the associated rectifier
still converts 480-V ac power from the division’s IPC to supply 250-V dc power to the associated
inverter, maintaining continuity of power to the associated part of the division’s uninterruptible
ac electrical power distribution.  Any loads powered by the inoperable 250-V dc busses are lost,
but the remaining two required divisions of the dc electrical power distribution are capable of
powering the redundant dc loads to support performance of their specifed safety functions. 
With loss of one dc electrical power distribution division, the capability of the remaining required
DC divisions and the low probability of a DBA occurring before repairs are made or the unit is
shut down justify the 24-hour completion time of Required Action A.1 to restore the affected dc
electrical power distribution division to operable status.  With one or both safety-related 120-V
ac busses in one division of the uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution inoperable,
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required Action B.1 allows 8 hours to restore the division to operable status.  This is acceptable
because of the capability of the two remaining operable required uninterruptible ac electrical
power distribution divisions and the low probability of a DBA occurring before repairs are made
or the unit is shut down.  The proposed SR 3.8.6.1, to verify correct breaker alignments and
voltage to required dc and uninterruptible ac electrical power distribution busses every 7 days,
is consistent with STS SR 3.8.9.1 and is acceptable.  TS 3.8.7, “Distribution
Systems—Shutdown,” which is applicable in Modes 5 and 6, requires the necessary portions of
dc electrical power distribution and the necessary portions of the uninterruptible ac electrical
power distribution to be operable to support equipment required to be operable.   

When one or more required ac, dc, or ac vital bus electrical power distribution subsystems are
inoperable, STS 3.8.10, Required Action A.2.5, requires declaring the associated required
shutdown cooling subsystem(s) inoperable and not in operation.  ESBWR TS 3.8.7
appropriately omits this action requirement because the ESBWR TS do not include an LCO for
SDC, which is a part of the RWCU/SDC system and requires ac power from the associated
plant investment protection bus, which is powered by an offsite power circuit or a standby diesel
generator.

The TS 3.8.7 LCO and action and surveillance requirements are equivalent to those of
STS 3.8.10, except as noted below.  The staff concludes that TS 3.8.6 and TS 3.8.7 are
acceptable.

The ESBWR TS associated with the electrical power system implement modified versions of
the STS for the dc electrical power systems.  The staff finds that these specifications are
essentially equivalent to the STS for the corresponding electrical power system functions.  The
staff agrees that for those cases in which a TS corresponding to the STS has not been
included, ESBWR design differences provide sufficient justification for such omissions. 
Therefore, with the exception of the open items, the staff finds the ESBWR electrical power
system TS acceptable.

16.2.12  ESBWR TS Section 3.9, “Refueling Operations”

The ESBWR TS for refueling operations compare closely to the corresponding STS provisions,
with only a few exceptions.  The correspondence between Section 3.9 of the ESBWR TS and
Section 3.9 of the STS is as follows:

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.9.1* 3.9.1 Refueling Equipment Interlocks (*same)

3.9.2* 3.9.2 Refuel Position One-Rod/Rod-Pair-Out Interlock 
(*Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock) 

3.9.3* 3.9.3 Control Rod Position (*same)

3.9.4* 3.9.4 Control Rod Position Indication (*same)

3.9.5* 3.9.5 Control Rod OPERABILITY—Refueling (*same)
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3.9.6* 3.9.6 Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Water Level 
(*[RPV] Water Level—[Irradiated Fuel])

None 3.9.7 Decay Time

3.9.7* None (*[RPV] Water Level—[New Fuel])

3.9.8* None (*RHR—High Water Level)

3.9.9* None (*RHR—Low Water Level)

The ESBWR specifications for refueling equipment interlocks, refuel position one-rod/rod-pair-
out interlock, control rod position, control rod position indication, control rod
operability—refueling, and RPV water level contain no significant differences from the
corresponding STS specifications.  Therefore, TS 3.9.1, 3.9.2, 3.9.3, 3.9.4, 3.9.5, and 3.9.6 are
acceptable.

The ESBWR TS do not include a specification for the nonsafety-related normal SDC system,
which corresponds to the RHR system specified in the STS.  The ESBWR employs passive
safety-related methods for removing decay heat when the plant is in the refueling mode.  [One
such method is feed-and-bleed from the GDCS pool.  If this method is not used, then decay
heat may be removed by refueling cavity boiling if the refueling canal is full and the RPV upper
internals are removed.]  Because the accident analyses do not assume that the SDC system
will function in a loss of cooling event during refueling shutdown conditions, the SDC system
does not satisfy the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii).  [However, SDC system short-term ACs
have been established for plant conditions during which the SDC system has been determined
to be important from an RTNSS perspective.]  Therefore, omitting specifications corresponding
to the STS RHR requirements during refueling operations is acceptable.  

The time interval between when the reactor was last critical and the initial movement of an
irradiated fuel assembly from the reactor core is a key assumption in the dose consequence
estimates of an ESBWR design-basis fuel handling accident analysis, as well as in the spent
fuel pool cooling requirements.  As such, this decay time satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR
50.36(d)(2)(ii) and must be included in an LCO in the ESBWR TS, preferably in TS Section 3.9. 
The applicant proposed a decay time specification in ESBWR TS 3.9.7, “Decay Time.”  This
specification provides a decay time limit and associated action and surveillance requirements
consistent with the ESBWR FHA analysis, STS format, and requirements of 10 CFR 50.36. 
Therefore, TS 3.9.7 is acceptable. 

Open Item 16.2-76.  In its response to the RAI supplement, the applicant proposed to establish
RTNSS short-term ACs for spent fuel pool (SFP) water level (AC 3.7.3, “SFP Water Level”) and
the fire protection water supply system emergency makeup to the SFP (AC 3.7.1, “Emergency
Makeup Water”).  These ACs will be part of an ACM in an appendix to DCD Tier 2, Chapter 19. 
The staff has designated this proposal as an open item pending an analysis from the applicant.
The analysis demonstrates that the SFP water level specified in AC 3.7.3 is adequate to keep
the water level above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel storage
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racks without makeup for 72 hours after a loss of both trains of the FAPCS.  The results of the
analysis should also be summarized in the DCD.  The staff also requests that the applicant add
an AC required action to preclude the movement of additional fuel assemblies into the SFP
during this loss of FAPCS condition.  The staff notes that the SFP water level specified in
LCO 3.7.5 (based on fuel handling accident analysis criteria) is less than the level proposed in
Availability control LCO 3.7.3 (23.0 ft versus 27.9 ft).  The staff questions whether this implies
that meeting LCO 3.7.5 is insufficient to ensure that the fuel assemblies seated in the spent fuel
storage racks remain covered for 72 hours after a loss of both FAPCS trains with no makeup.  

A TS similar to AP1000 DCD, Tier 2, Revision 16, Chapter 16, TS 3.7.9, “Fuel Storage Pool
Makeup Water Sources,” could be proposed.  The TS 3.7.9 bases state the following:

Since none of the Chapter 15 Design Basis Accident analyses assume
availability of the containment cooling water tank or the cask washdown pit for
spent fuel storage pool makeup, the fuel storage pool makeup water sources
specification does not satisfy any of the 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria.  This LCO
is included in accordance with NRC guidance provided in an NRC letter
(Reference 3).

(Reference 3 is a letter from William C. Huffman of the NRC to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, entitled “Summary of Telephone Conference with Westinghouse to Discuss
Proposed Design Changes to the AP600 Main Control Room Habitability System,” dated
September 11, 1997.)

This issue remains open, pending response to the above items and submission and acceptance
of the topical report on thermal hydraulic analyses, expected by February 2008. 

The other open items are as follows:

Open Item 16.2-99.  Supplement:  Omission of the third paragraph in the Bases
Background discussion for STS 3.9.2 is an issue that must remain open until
RAI 4.6-23 (Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA)) is resolved.  New editorial issue
with the bases for SR 3.9.2.2, last sentence, regarding the note in SR 3.9.2.2;
the bases incorrectly say the Note is in SR 3.9.2.1.  This error is also contained
in STS Bases for SR 3.9.2.2.  This item remains open pending disposition of the
supplemental questions above and staff verification of the resolution of the
CRDA issue of RAI 4.6 23.  

Open Item 16.2-101.  The NRC staff’s position is that the applicant should adopt
STS 3.9.7, “RPV Water Level—New Fuel or Control Rods,” to ensure that new
fuel assemblies or control rods are not moved over irradiated fuel assemblies
seated within the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) unless the water above the top
of irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the RPV is sufficient to retain iodine
fission product activity in the water in the event of a fuel handling accident
resulting in the release of fission product activity from irradiated fuel assemblies.

The ESBWR TS associated with refueling operations implement modified versions of the STS
for refueling operations.  The staff finds that these specifications are essentially equivalent to
the STS for the corresponding refueling constraints.  The staff agrees that for those cases in
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which a TS corresponding to the STS has not been included, ESBWR design differences
provide sufficient justification for such an omission.  Therefore, except for the open items, the
staff finds the ESBWR refueling TS acceptable.

16.2.13  ESBWR TS Section 3.10, “Special Operations”

The ESBWR TS associated with special operations correspond to the STS as follows: 

STS ESBWR TS ESBWR TS TITLE (*STS TITLE)

3.10.1* 3.10.1 Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation (*same)

3.10.2* 3.10.2 Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testing (*same)

3.10.3* 3.10.3 Control Rod Withdrawal—Shutdown
(*Single Control Rod Withdrawal—Hot Shutdown)

3.10.4* 3.10.4 Control Rod Withdrawal—Cold Shutdown
(*Single Control Rod Withdrawal—Cold Shutdown)

3.10.5* 3.10.5 Control Rod Drive Removal—Refueling
(*Single Control Rod Drive Removal—Refueling)

3.10.6* 3.10.6 Multiple Control Rod Withdrawal—Refueling (*same)

3.10.7* 3.10.7 Control Rod Testing—Operating (*same)

3.10.8* 3.10.8 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) Test—Refueling (*same)

3.10.9* None (*Recirculation Loops—Testing)

The ESBWR TS associated with special operations implement modified versions of the STS for
special operations.  The staff finds that these specifications are essentially equivalent to the
STS for the corresponding testing constraints and format and usage rules.  The staff agrees
that for those cases in which a TS provision differs from the equivalent STS provision or a TS
corresponding to the STS has not been included, the ESBWR design provides sufficient
justification for such differences. 

The staff identified inconsistent LCO action statements related to ESBWR TS 3.10.1, “Inservice
Leak and Hydrostatic Testing Operation,” and TS 3.6.3.1, “Reactor Building,” as compared to
the actions described in STS LCOs 3.6.1 and 3.3.6.2.  Specifically, the STS require immediate
suspension of testing, restoration of secondary containment and secondary containment
isolation valve operability, and cooldown to less than 93.3 EC (200 EF) within 36 hours if
operability cannot be restored.  In RAI 16.2-65, the staff requested that the applicant provide
technical justification for allowing scram time testing in Mode 5, with the reactor coolant
temperature greater than 93.3 EC (200 EF) and with the reactor building inoperable for an
extended time.  In its response letter (MFN 06-431, dated November 13, 2006), the applicant
revised the note to LCO 3.10.1, Required Action A.1, to state that “Required Actions to be in
MODE 3 include reducing average reactor coolant temperature to < 93.3 EC (200 EF) within
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36 hours.”  Activities that could further increase reactor coolant temperature or pressure are
suspended immediately in accordance with Required Action A.1, and the reactor coolant
temperature is reduced to establish normal Mode 5 requirements.  The allowed completion time
of 24 hours for Required Action A.2 is based on engineering judgment and provides sufficient
time to reduce the average reactor coolant temperature.  The staff considers this change
acceptable for ensuring that reactor coolant temperature will be reduced to less than 93.3 EC
(200 EF) within 36 hours, consistent with the actions described in the STS.  Therefore,
RAI 16.2-65 is resolved.

The staff concludes that the constraints specified for testing under special operations will
protect the fuel cladding and the RCS pressure boundary.  Therefore, the staff finds the
ESBWR TS for special operations to be acceptable.

16.2.14  ESBWR TS Section 4.0, “Design Features”

The ESBWR design features correspond to, and are consistent with, those specified in the
STS.  Therefore, Section 4.0 of the TS is acceptable.

16.2.15  ESBWR TS Section 5.0, “Administrative Controls”

The ESBWR TS administrative controls correspond to, and are consistent with, those specified
in the STS.  Therefore, Section 5.0 of the TS is acceptable.

The applicant incorporated TSTF-497-A, “Limit Inservice Testing Program SR 3.0.2 Application
to Frequencies of 2 Years or Less,” into TS 5.5.5 without deviation; this is acceptable because it
is consistent with the staff’s position on limiting IST interval extensions.

In RAI 16.2-68, the staff asked the applicant to justify excluding STS 5.5.3, “Post Accident
Sampling,” from ESBWR TS Section 5.5.  The STS program contains a reviewer’s note which
states, “This program may be eliminated based on the implementation of NEDO-32991,
Revision 0, ‘Regulatory Relaxation for BWR Post Accident Sampling Stations (PASS),’ and the
associated NRC Safety Evaluation dated June 12, 2001.”  In its response (MFN 06-431, dated
November 13, 2006), and in accordance with the reviewer’s note, the applicant stated that it
planned to implement the guidance of NEDO-32991 and the associated NRC safety evaluation
by revising the ESBWR DCD Appendix 1A and DCD Sections 7.5.2, 7.5.3, 9.3.2, 11.5, and
others as necessary.  Pending completion of these changes to DCD Tier 2, this is designated
as Confirmatory Item 16.2-68.

16.2.16  ESBWR Investment Protection Short-Term Availability Controls

The applicant determined that 10 CFR 50.36(d)(2)(ii) does not require establishing LCOs for
active nonsafety systems.  However, following the guidance in SECY-94-084, “Policy and
Technical Issues Associated with the Regulatory Treatment of Non-Safety Systems (RTNSS) in
Passive Plant Designs,” dated March 28, 1994, the applicant proposed establishing an
“ESBWR Availability Controls Manual (ACM)” (NEDO-33331), as described in DCD Tier 2,
Chapter 19, Appendix 19A, Revision 3.  The applicant proposed to include ACs for the following
systems in the ACM:
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• alternate rod insertion system for ATWS

• SLC system actuation for ATWS

• feedwater runback logic for ATWS 

• DPS ATWS actuation logic to isolate the RWCU/SDC system.  (Note that the applicant
proposed TS for DPS manual actuation of ECCS and containment isolations.)

• diesel-driven makeup pump and dedicated connection for the fire protection system
makeup to the IC/PCCS pools

• basemat-internal melt arrest and coolability system

• distributed control and instrumentation system (DCIS) (postaccident monitoring
instrumentation)

• FAPCS (suppression pool cooling and low-pressure coolant injection modes)

• ac power system (diesel generators)

• long-term containment integrity (limitation on containment atmosphere oxygen
concentration)

• control room habitability—long-term battery charging (portable ac generator to recharge
the batteries that power the CRHA ventilation)

Although not explicitly addressed by an AC, the following systems are considered covered by
the ACs of the systems they support:

• reactor component cooling water system—HVAC for reactor building, control building,
electrical building, fuel building, and turbine building

• chilled water system

• PSWS

Chapter 22 of this SER addresses the proposed RTNSS ACs in greater detail.  The NRC staff
requested additional regulatory oversight of the FAPCS functions and ac electrical power
systems, as follows:

• The FAPCS may be operated in the following modes for postaccident recovery following
the initial 72-hour period after a design-basis event:

– spent fuel pool cooling
– low-pressure coolant injection 
– suppression pool cooling
– drywell spray
– alternate shutdown cooling
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Accordingly, RTNSS controls should apply to these operational modes of the FAPCS.
The staff has designated the establishment of ACs for these functions as Open
Item 16.2-46. 

• Although the ESBWR safety analysis does not credit offsite and onsite ac power
sources for the first 72 hours after a DBA, the following systems require ac power to
support postaccident recovery beginning 72 hours after a DBA: 

– FAPCS (provides postaccident recovery functions such as low-pressure coolant
injection, suppression pool cooling, drywell spray, and alternate shutdown
cooling)

– CRHAVS (maintains control room habitability and limits digital equipment
exposure to high ambient temperature and humidity)

– essential instrumentation (e.g., PAM)

– emergency lighting

– Class 1E battery chargers

– RWCU/SDC system

– RCCW system

– PSWS

The residual uncertainties associated with passive safety system performance increase the
importance of active nonsafety systems in providing defense-in-depth functions to back up the
safety-related passive systems.  The RTNSS program should include important active
nonsafety systems to maintain appropriate regulatory oversight of those systems.  Systems
brought under regulatory oversight by inclusion in this program are not required to meet all
safety-related criteria.  The controls provided by this regulatory oversight, however, provide a
high level of confidence that active systems with a significant safety role are available when
they are challenged.

Open Item 16.2-62.  In RAI 16.2-62, Supplement 1, the staff requested that the applicant justify
not including short-term availability requirements (LCO, applicability, actions and surveillances)
for these ac circuits in the RTNSS program.  However, based on the applicant’s response to the
supplemental question, the scope of the question was apparently unclear.  The NRC staff
requests that the applicant include ACs for the qualified offsite ac power circuits, onsite ac
power distribution circuits, and the standby diesel generators in the RTNSS program to support
the postaccident recovery functions for the systems listed above. The staff has designated the
establishment of an appropriate degree of regulatory oversight of ac power sources and
supported nonsafety systems as Open Item 16.2-62.
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16.2.17  Consideration of Generic Communications

Chapter 20 of this SER lists generic communications.  Those related to TS and their disposition
are as follows:

Generic Letters Disposition

82-021, “Technical Specifications for Fire
Protection Audits,” October 6, 1982

Not applicable; no longer in TS

82-023, “Inconsistency Between
Requirements of 10 CFR 73.40(D) and
Standard Technical Specifications for
Performing Audits of Safeguards
Contingency Plans,” October 30, 1982

Not applicable; no longer in TS

87-009, “Sections 3.0 and 4/0 of the
Standard Technical Specifications on the
Applicability of Limiting Conditions for
Operation and Surveillance Requirements,”
June 4, 1987

Superseded by STS

88-016, “Removal of Cycle-Specific
Parameter Limits from Technical
Specifications,” October 3, 1988

COL Action Item 16.2-1 for bracketed
information—Core Operating Limits Report
(COLR, TS 5.6.3)

89-014, “Line-Item Improvements in
Technical Specifications—Removal of the
3.25 Limit on Extending Surveillance
Intervals,” August 2, 1989 

Superseded by STS generic change process
(TSTF travelers)

91-004, “Changes in Technical Specification
Surveillance Intervals to Accommodate a
24-Month Fuel Cycle,” April 2, 1991

Adopted in ESBWR

93-005, “Line-Item Technical Specification
Improvements to Reduce Surveillance
Requirements for Testing During Power
Operation,” September 27, 1993

Superseded by STS

96-003, “Relocation of the Pressure
Temperature Limit Curves and Low
Temperature Overpressure Protection
System Limits,” January 31, 1996

COL Action Item 16.2-1 for bracketed
information

03-001, “Control Room Habitability,” June 12,
2003

Closed based on adoption of TSTF-448,
Revision 3

New Generic Issues Status
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78, “Monitoring of Fatigue Transient Limits
for Reactor Coolant System” 

Open

120, “On-Line Testability of Protection
Systems” 

Closed

The above-listed generic items are closed, except for new Generic Issue 78.

16.3  Conclusions

Based on the staff’s review of the ESBWR TS, the staff concludes that the proposed ESBWR
TS are consistent with the regulatory guidance contained in the STS.  The proposed TS contain
design-specific parameters and additional TS requirements considered appropriate by the staff. 
However, because resolution of the open items is still pending, the staff is unable to conclude
that the ESBWR TS comply with 10 CFR 50.34, 10 CFR 50.36, and 10 CFR 50.36a, “Technical
Specifications on Effluents from Nuclear Power Reactors,” and that they are acceptable.
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